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Tapematic. 
The logical choice for the audio and video industry. 
For quality and reliability stands proud. 

TAPEMATIC'~ Audio/Video loading 
and duplication systems. 

Via Virnercate 32 
20060 Omago / Milan/ Italy 
Tel. + 39 (0) 39 / 6010145 
Fax + 39 (0) 39 I 6010558 
Telex 340233 Taperni I 

SAM DUE 
Static Audio Master. 
Employing double memory 
for zero downtime 
at programme change. 
True 16 bit memory. 

5128 Slave 
With unique capstan control. 

2002 Audio loader. 
The new CL version 
offers the latest in technology 
and it's also compatible 
with the Digital Compact Cassette. 

3003 Video loading system. 
More than just a loader. 
It's a!ully automated system. 

TAPEMATIC" USA 
5422 Carrier Drive 
Suite 300 
Orlando, Florida 32819, USA 
Tel. (407) 354 1310 
Fu (407) 363 7699 



ADVANTAGE 
KAPCO 

The Total Solution 

80 • • 

ATTN: MUSIC COMPANIE~ 
FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS OF:-
(1) V2" Mastering on Audio Tape for preparing 

LOOP-BIN Masters. 
(2) 80 : 1 and 64 : 1 duplication with DOLBY-HX

PRO on microprocessor controlled loop-bin 
sy1item. 

(3) Computerised C-0 Loading on Automatic & 
Semi Automatic loaders. 

(4) Ferro-Cobalt or Chrome Tape Duplication to 
NAB/IEC/CCIR Standard. . 

(5) On-Cassette Pad Printing on cassette shells. 
(6) Blank Audio Cassettes from C-6 to C-100 .. 
(7) Automatic BOPP Film Shrink Wrapping. 
(8) In-house automated injection moulding of shells 

and IC with precision imported moulds. 
(9) Manufacture of Gramophone records. 

Experience counts. We've been pressing 
gramophone records on job work for almost oll top 
music companies since years. We now offer loopbin 
audio cassette duplication on job work. Now you con 
experience the difference. knowledgeable professionals 
con bring to your product. Welcome to the Kapco family. 

KAPCO INTERNATIONAL 
LIMITED 
5-B, Shankar Market, Connaught Circus, New Delhi-110 001 
Phone: 3313260 Tix: 031-61864 KAP IN Fax: (011) 3313718. 

l HX-PRO 
DOLBY Quality Service Price 



READY TO RACK 
SIXGATE. Six full function noise gates in a one rack unit pack
age. Each gate has controls for Release, Depth and Threshold, 
Open/Closed LEDs, Key lnputs/Sidechain Inserts, plus Balanced Inputs 
and Outputs. Ultra low noise opto isolated circuitry makes the Sixgate a 
truly useful audio tool for all applications. 

GUACCOMP. Four compressor/limiters in a one rack unit 
package. Each has controls for Threshold, Ratio and Output gain, 10 
LED gain reduction display, Sidechain Inserts, plus Balanced Inputs and 
Outputs. Class A VCAs and true RMS converters ensure the Quadcomp 
delivers low distortion and accurate dynamics control. 

MUL Tl G. Six Channel Parametric EQ. Each channel covers the 
complete audio spectrum and can be linked to each other for multi band 
equalization. There are Frequency select, Cut/ Boost and Bandwidth con
trols, and balanced Inputs and Outputs. Ultra low noise circuitry makes 
the Multi Q a unique creative audio tool. 

AFTERBURNER. Single/Dual channel enhanced compres
sor limiter. Its unique design lets it be set up as a Dual channel or Single 
channel, Dual Band compressor. Plus, its Enhance function restores lost 
Low and High frequencies from compressed material. ASK FOR 
THE APPLICATION NOTES! 

EG 60. Dual Channel 30 band Qmstant Q graphic equalizer in a 
compact 3 rack unit package. Designed to give flawless professional per
formance, the EQ 60 has innovative ultra low noise Constant Q circuitry. 
individually trimmed filters for total accuracy, and Balanced inputs and 
outputs on XLR and TRS connectors. Its compact High Density design 
and precision electronics make the EQ 60 the ideal solution for all EQ 
needs, including the exacting requirements of Digital Audio. 

Cl-Gs. The ultimate audio problem solver. 6 active balanced Direct 
Injection units, a 6 into I line mixer, a l to 6 splitter. plus a headphone 
amp, all in the one compact package! Ultra low noise, AC mains 
powered, and individual audio Earth/Ground lifts on each channel. 
ASK FOR THE APPLICATION NOTES! 

Systems 
5 Koek Road #03-16, Cuppage Plaza, Singapore 0922. Tel: 65 7333465 Fax: 65 7342116 
33 Advantage Road, Highett, Vic 3190, Australia. Tel: 61 3 555 7859 Fax: 61 3 5556747 



Q u E S T F 0 R T H E E s s E N 

A sound understanding of fundamentals re- mastering, mastering, electroforming, replica

quires a quest for the essence. Only by avoiding tion, printing, testing and packaging systems 

side-issues can one get to the essence of any pro- based on a revolutionary concept, featuring as 

blem. Compare the Tibetan Monk, on his quest main benefits: saving on labour.reject rate, invest-

for the essence through physical and spiritual ment and production time. The ODME concept 

ascesis. uniquely integrates all production stages for the 

ODME (Optical Disc Manufacturing Equipment) manufacture of optical storage media. This con

feels related to this type of approach. ODME, too, cept is characterized by built-in cleanrooms, robo-

is on a quest for the most essential approach of its tization, central control units. automation, inte-

particular line of business: the production of opti- grated inspection stages and a turn-key approach 

cal storage media systems. This innovative quest including all required equipment, consumables, 

has resulted in a range of equipment for pre- service and training. 

Visit ODME at the Pro Audio & Light 
Asia '92, at the new IMM exhibition 

center in Singapore, from 8 to 10 July, 
stand number Q 525. 

OD Optical Disc Manufacturing Equipment -------
ME 

Headoffice: ODME PO box 832 5600 AV Eindhoven The Netherlands 
Phone +31 40 465555 Fax: +31 40 465050 Telex: 51652 

Region office Asia: ODME Asia 3F no.5 Lane 170 Hsin Yi Road Peitou Taipei. Taiwan R.O.C. 
Phone +886 2 8740786 Fax +886 2 8740785 
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An Apology 
With an immense sense of regret I wish to apologize for having wrongly implicated 
the honourable name of the respected leader Shri Bal Thackeray, in my editorial of 
the last issue without checking on the facts of the i.Qforrnation given me, I needlessly 
commented on a subject, which the honourable leader is not even aware of. 

I myself subscribing ID the views and outlook of the party of the leader feel further 
saddened at such a mistake. My innennost feelings at the time of writing were that 
the party or the leader should have nothing to do with any matter relating to the 
subject. My reference was in fact a plea But to my knowledge now I should not have 
done so, as the facts of the case are such that neither the party nor the leader are even 
remotely involved. The rumours were totally false. Once again I will expect the 
ill-informed readers and the respected leader to forgive the mistake committed. I also 
regret that the marlcet chose to involve such a person of high ideals and goals into 
this affair. We are ofcourse at fault, for not verifying the facts first. 

ANIL CHOP.RA 

Playback Correspondents 

This time Playback received a tremendous response from the market around the 
globe since there is an increasing demand for more information regarding the audio 
world. You will benefil by using our correspondents to send news to us. 

Calcutta 
Mukesh Berry 
31, Chandani Chowk Street, 
Calcutta-700 072. 
Tel.: 274 411 

Chandigarh 
Vandana Trehan 
1055, Sector 18-C 
Chandigarh 
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' Orissa 
S.Mahapatra 
Nilima Tulsipur 
Maha Sahi 
Cuuack-753 008 

Vijayawada 
P. Venkateswar Rao 
Sri Lakshmi Nivas 
Post Office Street 
Sitaramapuram 
Vijayawada-520 002 
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NEWS 
-----

Music India to 
Exploit Virgin 

The British music company, Virgin 
Records, which had been resisting advances 
from various Indian suitors, has finally 
agreed to have a relationship with Music 
India Ltd. Vijay Lazarus informed Playback 
that the deal has been concluded. 

The Virgin catalogue boasts of such 
super sellers like Paula Abdul, UB 40, 
Genesis, Enigma, etc. The latest albums of 
these artists, shall be released in the begin
ning of April 1992, informed Lazarus. 

After playing the international music 

35 Intl ProA V rep'ns 

Cinecita 
Represents 
Versadyne 

Cinecita Compotronics Industries Pvt. 
Ltd. is the new representative for Versadyne. 
An agreement was signed to this effect with 
Prakash Agarwal, ofCinecita Compotronics, 
and the organisation was appointed as the 
exclusive representatives for Versadyne, to 
Bob Krall, President of Versadyne Interna
tional, informed Playback. "I hope this or
ganization will start some business 
transactions for us in India so we can become 
established in one of the largest world 
markets." 

Cinccila Comoptronics Industries Pvt. 
Ltd. arc also the representatives for 35 Inter
national Pro Audio Companies. 

The International companies make an 
awesome list Rank Cintel Ltd - U .K. Thom
son Video Equipment - France. Questech 
Ltd. - U.K. CMX Corporation - U.S.A. Pesa 
lnternationl\l Ltd. - U .K. Broadcast Develop
ment Ltd. - U.K. New England Digital -
U.S.A. Skotcl Corporation - Canada. Eela 
Audio -The Netherlands. Basys Internation
al Ltd. - U.K. Spaceward Microsystems -
U.K. Eugen Beyer - West Germany. Georg 

market, very strongly and competitively, last 
year, the acquisition of Virgin will strengthen 
MIL's position, and allow them a larger 
proportion of big names. 

Only Big Names 
"We have been releasing a lot of albums 

this past year, but that was essentially to build 
up the catalogue. Many artists, released by 
us, were relatively unknown in the Indian 
market. Frankly, such albums sell very poor
ly. But we did not know how they would fare. 
We had to find out, only by releasing them," 

Neumann - West Germany. Strand Lighting 
Asia Ltd. - HongKong. Mitsubishi Pro Audio 
Group - U.K. RTI Lipsner Smith Ltd. - U.K. 
La Vezzi Precision Inc - U.S.A. KEM 
Electronics GmbH - West Germany. Brach
lcr Konfrenztechnik - West Germany. Ad 
Auriema Inc - U.S.A. Audio Developments 
Ltd. - U.K. Kowa Company Ltd. - Japan. 
Kinoton GmbH - West Germany. Photovox 
- Italy. Prevost - Italy. Branch & Appleby 
Ltd. - U.K. Digital Audio Technolo1i:es. -
South Africa. David Bayliss Ltd - Hoa iud,o 
Magnetics Ltd · U.K. Vistck Ltd · U.K. Hitachi Denshi 

Ltd - Japan. Amber Electro Design Inc· Canada. Hitachi 

Muell Lid-Japan. Opticam SA· Switzerland. Microtime 

· U.S.A. 
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Vljay Lazarus 

Lazarus informed and confirmed. "It's only 
the big names that sell". 

Gautam 
Pyarelal 
launches . 
music 
company 

Gautam, son of Pyarclal (of L.P. fame) 
has teamed up with Esquire of Hong Kong to 
start a music company. Already, a smashing 
studio is coming up in Bandra, Bombay, 
which promises to be one of it's kind. 
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NEWS 
- - - - - --- -------------- ------------ -----------------

Khuda Gawah: Music of the 
Century 

At the release ceremony of Khuda Gawah 
L-R: Mukul Anand, Ramesh Tauranl (Tips) with daughter Amltabh Bach
chan and Mano/ Desai 

Anil Shergil, Manager, Marketing A&R 
and Communications, declared on the 
elaborate contest to 'to create a hungama and 
craze for the Khuda Gawah cassette we have 
thought of a novel scheme which will help 
the cassettes to sell better and faster when the 
cassettes are finally released.' 

The contest is on a consumer scheme 
through sales outlets, whereby the consumer 
will book the cassette with the dealer and get 
an attractively packaged special audio cas
sette of the movie soundtrack delivered at his 
doorstep directly by Tips. 

music cassettes by Registered Post. 
Ramesh Taurani of Tips declared the 

response 'very good. Sales of this product are 
expected to be extraordinary.' 

Advertising Back-up 
To achieve this end all major mainline 

newspapers in English, Hindi, Gujarati, 
Marathi and Bengali will be covered with 2 
insertions each in size 17 ems x 3 cols., 
starting 2nd January '92 to 20th January, '92. 

Inlay-Cards 
All our inlay-cards of various cassettes 

is carrying the 'Khuda Gawah' consumer 
scheme details. 

When the consumer books a cassette at 
the dealers shop, he becomes entitled to the 
'Music of the century' contest entry form. All Posters 
he is required to do is to fill the form and mail Totally 3 posters will be made -- 2 for 
it back to the company. contest and one Music. 

The form has five questions on it and 
two opinion polls, namely Amitabh Bach
ch an-The Actor and Sridevi-No.l 
Actress. With a 50 word limit, the male 
entrants are expected to write about Sridevi 
and the female counterparts about Amitabh 
Bachchan. The contest will be judged by both 
these super stars themselves, and the lucky 
50 winners of the first prize will get an op
portunity to meet the star cast of the film, 
besides a cash prize of Rs.2,500/-. The 2000 
second prize winners will receive five Tips 

Audio Advtg 
Our fast selling titles carry a special 

trailer of the consumer scheme details in the 
voice of Ameen Sayani. 

Special Cassettes 
We have made 'Sampler Cassettes' for 

the scheme which is enclosed with this note. 

Outer Boxes 
From now onwards all our '200 pieces 

outer boxes' will carry the scheme details. 

Contd. on Page 
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Weston release 
soundtracks of Khudai, 
Sangam Ho Ke Rahega 

Weston music cassettes have released 
the soundtracks of two movies. 'Khudai' 
produced by Usman Khan, and directed by 
Johny Bakshi. The music director is Jagjit 
Singh and lyrics are by Sudarshan Faakir. 
Singers that have rendered their voices are 
Kumar Shanu, Asha Bhosle, Jagjit Singh, 
Dilraj Kam, Simi Sinha. 

'Sangam Ho Ke Rahega', the other 
movie, has been directed by Rajesh Sethi with 
lyrics by Saa wan Kumar and Santosh Anand. 
The music is directed by Anand Milind and 
singers for the film are Anuradha Paudwal, 
Udit Narayan, Kavita Krishnamurthy, Amit 
Kumar, SantoshAnand, Vipin Sachdeva, Ab
hijeet and Sadhana Sargam. 

T-Series Classical 

Fo~lit's accent on doing things in a 
'broad' way, T-series classical foray is 
marked with numerous releases. NallD'ally 
and rightly so, not all the names are of big 
stars. 

Albums include Shahnayee by Ustad 
Bismillah Khan, Anant Lal, Mahavir 
Mundria. Guitar albums by Barun Kumar 
Pal, Pandit Vishwa Mohan Bhatt. Sarod 
Vadan by Ustad Amjad Ali Khan. S.R.i 
Kamble on the Claronet. V eena by Gayathrij 
U. Srinivas onthe Mandolin. Aute album! 

Contd. on Page 
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'Golden collection' series exploit legendary repertoire 

HMV acquire six big soundtracks 

Prime Minister, P.V. Narshlma Rao llghts the lamp at the Rajlv Gandhi 
Memorial show by HMV. Others L·R are Sanjeev, Susheela and R.P. 
Goenka 

HMV has acquired soundtracks of D.R. 
Chopra's 'Kabhi To Milenge', Hema 
Malini's 'Dil Aashna Hai', K. Vishwanath's 
'Sanskar', Sudhakar Bokade's 'Hasti', 
Lawrence D'Souza's 'Mehboob' and Dilip 
Kwnar's 'Kalinga.' 

TalatAziz'sdebutin 'Dhun' musicL.P., 
was the other notable soundtrack. Both did 
not take off. 

'Sajda' witnessed the biggest advertis
ing blitz for any ghazal album. Press 
publicity included prohibitively priced pub
lications like India Today et al, huge hoard
ings, big posiers eic. However, sales are 
good, but not a blockbuster. 

Shravan, HM.Creations 'DilAashnaHai'
Music Anand Milind, Seven Arts Piclmes 
'Humlaa'-Music Laxmikant Pyarelal, 
V.M. Productions 'Gurudev'-Music R. D. 
Burman, Dharma Productions Pvt.Ltd. 
'Gumrah '-Music Laxmikanl Pyarelal, 
P.K.D. Films 'JabJabPyar Hua' Music Ram 
Laxman, Bhalla Productions 'Tune Mera Oil 
Le Liya'-Music Mahesh Kishore, Waris 
Pictures 'Swarg Se Pyaara Ghar Hamara'
Music Laxmikant Pyarelal, Suneha Arts 
'Prem Deewane'-Music Laxmikanl 
Pyarelal, Narsirnha Enterprises 'Roop Ki 
Rani Choron Ka Raja'-Music Laxmikanl 
Pyarelal, Deyank Arts 'Tyagi '-Music 
Bappi Lahiri and S.l. Films 'Badi Bahen'
Music Laxmikanl Pyarelal. 

Sanjeev Kohli Resigns 
fromHMV 
We reproduce below SanJeev's 
statement 

On February 15th, 1992, I completed 8 
years of working with HMV. 

While these 8 years have been most 
· eventful, I find in recent months that day-to
day administrative matters are taking a 
tremendous toll on my creative energies. 

Hence, in an attempt to fmd some time 
to myself, I have opted to become inde
pendent. 

The Senior Management in HMV has 
been very supportive and considered it 
mublally beneficial to hire my services as 
Consullant. 

While I will endeavour to be as active as 
ever before, there may be some friends and 
colleagues whom I may not come in direct 
contact with ofteJL To them, I would like to 

say that knowing you and working with you 
brought me tremendous joy and has made my 
life more meaningful. To those I will con
tinue to be in direct contact, I can only re
quest continued co-operation-in helping 
me to help you. 

With best wishes, 
SANJEEV KOHLI 

Super Jhankar Beats 
from T-series 

Catering to the masses market once 
again, and possibly in blne with the market 
demands, T-series is realsing all their 
soundtracks with Super Jhankar (Echo) Beats. 

Recent Releases include all their latest 
soundtracks like Beta, Sadalc, and earlier hits 
like Meera Ka Mohan, Oil Hai Ke Manta 
Nahin et al. 

Gramco is exploiting its old catalogue, 
'Golden collections' properly in another 
series. 

Ravi shankar has signed an exclusive 
contract for two years with HMV. 

Khalid Mahmood King of Hearts 
RPG Enterprises organised a 4 day clas

sical music festival for the Rajiv Gandhi 
foundation. 

Lata Mangeshkar performed two con
certs for HMV at Calcutta and Bangalore. 

HMV had tied up with McDowell's and 
released compilations of celebrated Indian 
classical music artistes and renowned 
western classical music composers. 
Fashionable expensive packs. 
Acquisitions 

Other soundtracks acquired are D.R. 
Films 'Kai Ki Awaz'-Music Nadeem 
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Khalid Mahmood's new album has 
eight songs, with recording done on high 
tech 'slate of the a:rl' equipment with the 
applications of MIDI computers and sampler 
sounds. 

'King of hearts' which was released by 
CBS was another of his albums, with the 
recording done in a 'stadiµm live' manner 
and the accompaniment with a western pop 
orchestra. 

His songs have been aired on B.B.C., 
Radio-Kuwait and Radio-Mauritius. He 
plans to sing in films. 
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C-0 Import Allowed 

Two-in-Ones free imports 
will generate cassette 
demand 

Under the liberalisation process audio 
cassette recorders can be imported against 
exim scrips. All consumer electronics equip
ments and systems howsoever described' can 
be imported. 

The results can be seen clearly. Philips, 
Binatone, Videocon, BPL Sanyo are market
ing composystems and two-in-ones in 
various price ranges. 

Karaoke 
All these companies are already offering 

Karaoke technology composystems, im
ported in SKD under the new policy. 
Audiofield quality cassette decks u well as 
compact disc players are being imported and 
marketed freely. 

Consumers can no more complain about 
bad quality playing systems. Naturally, this 
situation will give an impetus to music sales. 

Tips Royal Platinum 
for Vansh and 
Dil Ka Kya Kasoor 

The sales graph of A class movies, due 
to extensive marketing and extensive 
publicity has seen an upper trend for the big 
labels like Tips, Venus, T-Series and H.M. V. 
The plateau of minimum sales is very high 
and infact sufficiently enough to make it 
worthwhile for the music company whether 

the album becomes a superhit or not. 

Tips had a bash both for V ansh and Oil 
Ka Kya Kasoor, presenting trophies to the 
entire unit Ganesh Jain of Venus gave away 
the music trophy to Ramesh Taurani for Oil 
Ka Kya Kascor. Nadeem-Shravan received 
the trophy from Mahesh Bhatt. Anand 
Milind received their trophy for Vansh. 

L-R: Sudhakar Bokade, Nadeem, Lawrence D'Souza, Mahesh Bhatt, 
Karlshma Kapoor, Ramesh Tauranl, Shravan, Dlvya Bharatl and Atka 
Yagnlk. 
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Compact 
Discs Import 
Freed 

In the latest liberalisation policy, the 
Govt has allowed import of compact discs 
against exim scrips. Music India imported its 
first consigmnent recently of lndim artistes, 
"which sold off on day One," declared Vijay 
Lazarus of MIL. ''Now we are in the process 
of importing mother consignment of interna
tional CD' 1 and we expect the response from 
the Indian market to be very good" Lazarus 
added. 

In Bombay, one can already see shelf 
space being made available for CD's. T
Series and HMV CD's are also available with 
big dealers. 

Venus 
Venus imponed its first consignment at 

theendofl991 ofapproximately3000CD's. 
'1t' s our first impon-in a month or two, we 
will really know the market response," said 
Ganesh Jain. "We have imponed about 300 
CD's per title of the latest soundtracks" he 
added. 

The Venus CD's are being marketed at 
Rs.275/-tothecustomer. TheHMVCD'sare 
available at Rs.375/-. Most probably, Venus 
will increase their prices to the HMV level. 
The net duty content for the impon of CD's 
is around 250% including the cost of the 
exim scrip. The market has just about started, 
and by all accounts, by the end of 1992, 
Playback feels that roughly 5,00,000 CD's 
will have been imported into the country. 

Golden 
Magnetics 
develops Sony, 
Otari Heads 

Paramjit Khurana of Golden Mag
netics has developed from Sprague, USA, 
high speed duplicating heads for Sony CCP 
Machines and Otari 4050 Duplicators. The 
heads have been installed in quite a few 
places. 
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T-Series Joins IMCA 

IMCA Extends 
An Arm to 
cH~~lJ!?~L .. , 
(IMCA) will very shortly take up a new office 
in the '!"estem suburbs, according to IMCA 
news sources. The new branch will serve the 
IMCA as an extra ann towards their objective 
in the piracy control. And this time around, 
the new extension does not just 'promise' to 
cmb piracy - it 'actually does so.'. 

The new wing of the IMCA will be lo
cated in the Khar-Bandra or Juhu area. The 
staff will be drawn from ex-army personnel 
to go on raids on an All-India basis. Also they 
will assist the police departments in every 
city, town and village in the country to effect 
a massive crack down on music pirates and 
all those associated with them, who play a 
part in audio cassette piracy. This course of 
action seemed imminent following the radical 
rise in piracy in the Indian market. 

AIR problems 
IMCA has also impressed upon AU India 

Radio to investigate the matter of discon
tinuation of the tie-up spot in the morning 
'Chitralok', the withdrawal of the 10% spe
cial discount on the bulk bunch bookings of 
radio spots over 21 stations and the increase 
in rates of radio spots, with the upgradation 
of many towns into higher categories. 

Producers problems 
IMCA will also solve problems between 

the producers and music companies, in 
respect of money being due from the producer 
in the case of a film getting shelved, or not 
starting for an unnecessarily long period of 
time, or in the case, where the producer strikes 
a belier deal with another music company, 
inspite of having commilled his music rights 
to the first. In all such cases, the defaulting 
producer will be totally boycolled by all 
music companies, under authorisation from 
the IMCA, and no music company will 
negotiate his movie's audio rights, even if the 
defaulting producer floats a new banner, in 
order to begin a fresh movie venture. 

The way things looks, IMCA seems to 
have reconnoitred the situation. With their 
explicit purpose gaining momentum, pirates 
are going to have 'more than a few' problems 
to comprehend. "No loopholes", they claim, 
and one is inclined to believe, that IMCA has 
launched a policy with 'teeth'. 

-

NE\VS 

IMCA-AIR Charter Mutual 
Plans 

A few member companies of I.M.C.A., 
namely, Ganesh Jain-Venus, Ramesh 
Tamani-Tips, Ajay Acharya-Sterling and 
Mr. G.K. Advani-Weston met Mr. M.P. 
Lele Deputy Director General-All India 
Radio, New Delhi in the office of A.I.R. 
Bombay on 7th February 1992 to sort out 
problems affiiciting music companies with 
regard to the radio media. 

The meeting turned out fruitful as a 
number of issues were discussed across the 
table in an atmosphere of congeniality. 

It was decided that A.I.R. will issue 
F.M. (Frequency Module) Band throughout 
the day very shortly. 

The system of music companies giving 
L.P.(Long Play) records to A.LR. for broad
cast would be done away with. Instead A.I.R. 
will supply I.M.C.A. members with spool 
tapes on which film songs would have to be 
recorded and sent back to A.I.R. for broad
cast. 

Very shortly A.I.R. will introduce a 
Regional Radio Programme format on which 
music companies can broadcast their 
regional repertoire music. 

Henceforth, A.LR. will communicate 
directly with I.M.C.A. for all music company 
related matters. LM.C.A., in tum, will com
municate with A.LR. directly on behalf of all 
its member companies. 

Mr. Lele also agreed that very soon the 
screening of all the songs will be done at 
Bombay (instead of Delhi) for the sake of 
convenience, as also all the music companies 
and film producers are Bombay based. 

A decision has also been taken to allot 
a maximum of 100 songs for each film on the 
'Chitralok' (8.30 A.M. to 10 A.M.) format, 
irrespective of the release of the film, effec
tive 1st April, 1992. 

Effective 1st April '92 A.I.R. will allow 
music companies' names to be announced in 
the morning 'Chitralok' via the 'tie-up' ar
rangement of spot broadcast, for which the 
rate has been fixed at Rs. 5,000/- per song. 
However, the non-tie-up spot (without music 
company name) rate will remain Rs. 3,000/
as it is. 

The above decisions will go a long way 
in smoothening procedures between music 
companies and A.I.R. 

The same evening I.M.C.A. arranged a 
get-together in honour of Mr. M.P. Lele 
(Deputy Director-General A.I.R.) at the 
Sun'N' Sand (Bombay) for members of 
A.LR. F.M.C., I.M.P.P.A. and Radio 
Publicity Agencies. It was well attended by 
film personalities, Radio Publicity Agencies 
and A.LR. delegates. 

Among the film personalities present 

Contd. on page 

L-R-Arvlnd Mehra (Ad-Vista), Ganesh Jain (Venus), G.K. Advanl 
(Weston), M.P. Lele(AIR) G.P. Sippy, Shaktl Samanta, Ramesh Tauranl 
(Tips), Sultan Ahmed and Ratan Jain (Venus) at the IMCA get-together 
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Weston 

contracts 
with Sawan 
Kumar 

Weston music cassettes has signed an 

agreement with film producer, Saawan 

Kumar for the music rights of 2 films on the 

floor, due forrelease in mid 1992. - 'Bewaffa 

Se Waffa' and 'Chand Ka Tukdaa'. 

'Chand Ka Tukdaa' has been musically 

embellished by Mahesh Kishore, of 'Sanam 

Bewafa' fame. Singers are Lata Mangesh

kar, Asha Bhosale and Vipin Sachdeva. 

Lyrics are by Saa wan Kumar himself and the 

songs are being recorded at Mehboob 

studios, where the shooting is rapidly 

progressing. The musical extravaganza stars 

Sridevi and Salman Khan. 

The songs for 'Bewaffa Se Waffa' have 

been written by Saawan Kumar, and music 

by Usha Khanna. Voices have been rendered 

by Lala Mangeshkar, Asha Bhosale and 

Vipin Sachdeva once again. 

Master Sound: Equal 
emphasis on films and 
basic repertoire 

Master Sound, a new label headed by 
two dynamic personalities, Navin Bhai Patel 
and P. Ramchandani recorded their first song 
on 16th May 1991, but their first soundtrack 
was released on 22nd November '91 at Delhi 
with 'Laatsaab' a Jackie Shroff and Neelam 
starrer, with Annu Malik's music and 
produced and directed by Sunil Agnihotri. 
On 20th December '91. Master Sound 
released 'Insaaf Ki Devi' with Jitendra and 
Rekha in the lead. 

Master Sound is spending big money on 
publicity. Bombay witnesses a blitz of hoard
ings all over the city. Big ones at prominent 
places. Radio too is being used with 
numerous spots and teasers. It seems the 
company is determined to succeed, the costs 
notwithstanding. It is laying equal emphasis 
on basis repertoire, as on films. 

While talking to Ramchandani one 
could gather that he encourages and exploits 
new talents. According to Ramchandani, 
Vinay Raj, a computer technologist ap
proached nearly every music company 
received a negative answer, but it was Master 
Sound who encouraged him. He is anyday 
like Kishore Kumar. Recently, one of 
Lataji's musicians heard him and recom
mended him to her. As aresult he was heard, 
and finally performed with Lataji in Calcutta. 

For promotion "our main concentration 
is the radio, press publicity, hoardings and 
samplers, we are also planning to have a 
competition for the consumers with attrac
tive prizes. The consumers have a lot to say 
like what kind of music they prefer, the kind 
of singers they appreciate, which would help 
us to know the masses taste", says Ramchan
dani. 

While our conversation was on, Ramesh 
Kapoor walked in and presented a cassette to 
Ramchandani. To his surprise it was a pirated 
cassette with 'Laatsaab' on one side and 
'Maa' on the other. The cassette was priced 
at 30.70 paise. Ramchandani with a thought
ful look said "look this is what happens when 
you put in all the effort and hardwork to 
produce a good album". 'Laatsaab' has 
crossed a double platinum. "We have done 
good business overseas" confirms Ramchan
dai. Percentage wise "there is about 50% of 
soundtracks 30% of basic and 20% of the 
regional popularity in our country. I still 
maintain that the industry is still short by 70 
lakh cassettes a month" says Ramchandani. 
"It is impossible for any music company to 

meet the price that these movies demand for. 
By and large, the kind of money that the 

Contd. on Page 

Calcutta Custom Ruling 
Duplication is service industry. 
No duty exemption allowed. 

The Gramophone Company of India Ltd. is going through real 
trying times, flummoxed with a dilemma, that has confounded the 
whole music industry. Never before has one single question 
dogged all the audio and video companies to such an extent as now. 
'Is' High-Speed duplication of music on audio cassettes a 
manufacturing activity? Or is it a service industry? And Gramco 
has been at sixes and sevens for over a year and a half, not knowing 
how to deal with this Rs. one- crore question. 

The trouble really started about the time Gramco imported the 
High- Speed duplication equipment from Audiomatic Corp. 
U.S. A. to increase production from the present two million casset
tes to 30 million casselles a year. But unfortunately, the import has 

been embroiled in legal controversies and Gramco, which had been 
declared 'sick' more than two years ago, had to give a 100% bank 
guarantee for releasing the duplicating machinery from Calcutta 
port customs. 

Some time back, the Calcutta customs authorities approached 
the Supreme Court for modification of the bank guarantee, follow
ing which the court allowed them to approach the BIFR, where 
rehabilitation proceedings still hang in balance. About the same 
time, Gramco expressed their keenness to have the case decided 
as early as possible, and the court promised to hear it. 

Contd. on Page 
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Bhimsen Joshi, Harl Om sold to Audiorec, U.K. 

Silver Beats -contracts 
catalogue to Crescendo 

Silver BealS Pvt. Ltd., is the brainchild 
of Narain Aggarwal, lyricist, who launched 
off his music company with recordings of 
two major artistes. 

'Ram & Krishna Bhajans' by the. 
renowned artiste, Pandit Bhimsen Joshi con
sists of 4 bhajans. The other cassene features 
'Sai Bhajans' by Pandit Hari Om Sharan snd 
Nandini Sharan, md has 8 bhajans on it. Both 
cassettes are of an hour's duration each snd 
have been recorded on the latest digital audio 
system. 

All the songs have been written by 
Narain Agarwal and the music is composed 
by Arun Kalyan. The bhajans were earlier 
recorded at Western Outdoor Recording 
Theatre under the baton of music director, 
Shriniwas Khaley, Mrs. Sadhana K. Batra is 

the Managing Director of this Company. 
Presently, Silver Beats has entered into 

a coalition with Crescendo. A unique arrsn
gement and possibly a trendsetter in India's 
music business. Crescendo will manufacture 
and market the cassettes, on a profit sharing 
basis with Silver Beata. On the other hand 
Silver Beats will produce albums, so to 
speak, its responsibility will be the A & R, 
but on its own strength. The programmes 
produced however, under contract, will be 
only available to Crescendo. However, the 
advertising will be shared between Cre
scendo and Silver Beats. 

Silver Beats has sold the overseas rights 
to Audiorec U.K. for Rs.80,000/- for both the 
albums. 

Penaz, Sharon and now Sarika Kapoor 

MIL gears up in basic 
repertoire 

Music India launched an extensive 
programme with a good number of national 
releases featuring ghazals, pop, bhajans and 
classical. 

Penaz, after spending 2 yun in the 
shade is back with 'Mohabbat ka Sagar.' She 
debuts as a composer this time. It's her 16th 
album. 

Sharon, has another pop album in Hindi, 
'Bachke Rehna.' It has Bunty Duggal as com
poser, featuring digital recording. 

Sarika Kapoor is an upcoming artiste 
being pushed by MIL strongly. 'Guru Na 
Bisara' features bhajans composed by Vijay 
Bataly. 

The classics splurge features Amjad Ali 
Khan, Aarti Ankalikar, Shaheed Peryez, 
Begum Akhtar, Allahrakha, Ravi Shankar, 
Ram Narayan, Samta Prasad and Shobha 
Gurtu in a 3-cassette collectors item entitled 
Classical Greats of India. 

Heera Group 
of U.K. on 
Cat rack 

Catrack Cassette Industries, which con
ducts it's operations from Chandigarh, is a 
leading label in the enormous audio market 
of Northern India. They have already 
released the soundtracks of many Punjabi 
films, as well as solo albums, by leading 
singers from Punjab. 

A new Punjabi audio cassette, titled 
'Attro Chattro-1' is a special album, which 
features a comical entertainment programme 
by famous characters of Punjab. The songs 
are by Surjit Bindrakhiya, Hardip, Dilshed 
Akhtar, and Panninder Sandhu. The music 
composer is Surinder Bachan, and lyrics have 
been composed Shamsher Sandhu. In 
December, the company released the album 
'Addi Utte Ghum ', another Punjabi cassette, 
with music by Surinder Bachan, and lyrics by 
Shamsher Sandhu. The songs are by Surjit 
BindrakhiyL 

Catrack has also acquired the 
wundtracks of quite a few Punjabi films, 
including Malwa Productions, 'Zoor Jatt 
Da', where the music is rendered by Surinder 
Shinda and Surinder Bachan. The artistes to 
render their voices are Surjit Bindrakhiya, 
Sarabjeet, Surinder Shinda, and the versatile, 
Shabbir Kumar. Also acquired, is the 
soundtrack of Neha movies, 'Lalkara Jani 
Da', with music by Surinder Shinda and 

contd. on Page 

An Oriya pop album 'Chhin Chhatra' 
has songs by Geeta Das, Sajeed. Rajni and 
Ramesh. Presented by Sanjeev Kumar. 

L-R: Daman Sood-Recording Engr., Narain Agarwal, Smt. Sadhana 
Batra, Smt. Bhlmsen Joshi, Pandit Bhlmsen Joshi & Shrlnlwas Khaley 
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TVS's ABU 
Golden Kite 
World Song 
Festival 

ShobanaRao 

In the end-91 Asia-Pacific Broadcasting 
Union 'Golden Kite' Song contest, held in 
Kuala Lampur, Shobana got India, a lion's 
share of publicity by her performance. Her 
maiden tour of Europe was also very success
ful. Now, the UNICEF has invited her to 
make an album of educational songs for kids. 

A number of Pakistani artistes were also 
present for the festival. 

Super 
Recording 
celebrates 

• 

a~~ ~!~.rB!~!Xh and 
Dilip of Empire Music Bangalore, the 4 
partners of Super Recording threw a bash at 
Taj, Madras on the 7th March. All the sup
pliers and clients attended. Mr. Ram Chugani 
came from Singapore and Mr. Tyagarajan 
from London. 

Chandru of Letape, Hiro of Prestige, 
Pradeep Ghatani, Rohit Jerajani and Mukesh 
Desai of M. G. Plastics and many others were 
in attendance. 

NE\\'S 

made a Public Issue during Femmy 1991 
commenced its production at the end of 
December 1991, and its product wider the 
brlJld name of "TRITEC" was launched 
recently. 

The Compmy, is for the fD'st time, in 
India, manufacturing premium grade 
Chromium dioxide Audio and Video Mag
netic tapes with technical know-how from 
international giants Dupont of U.S.A. The 
Company also has collaboration with CM 
Magnetics Corporation, U.S.A. for Ferric 
Oxide Magnetic Tapes, which will be made 
to NC standards. 

HML is the first integrated plant in India 
which manufactures Audio, Video, U-Matic 
and Computer Magnetic Media. The installa
tion of the equipment is completed and trails 
have already commenced. 

Carlos Maciel, President of CM Mag
netics Corporation, recently visited the HML 
plant near Hyderabad, and was very im
pressed by HML's Indian worksmanship 
having already been exposed to Indian grasp 
of high technology in U.S.A. CM Magnetics 
hu plants in HongKong, France, Thailand, 
China and other parts of the world. 

Mr. Carlos Maciel has expressed con
fidence in HML's quality commitment and 
reiterated CM Magnetics buyback arrange
ment with HML 75% of the production for a 
period of 5 years. 

Mehdi Hassan signed on 

Hashmi 

has been delayed due to various reasons such 
u delay in getting the imported Plant & 
Machinery releued from Customs after 
availing reduction in Customs Duty against 
Export obligation, getting the revised cost of 
the project appraisal and obtaining Addition
al Term Loans to meet the increased cost of 
the project etc. 

The cost of the project hu gone up from 
15.75 crores to 21.50 crores (after consider
ing Rupee equivalent value al the p-esent 
exchange rate of Foreign Exchange Loans to 
be availed). IDBI, the lead Financial Institu
tion has completed the appraisal of expected 
increase in the cost of the project and ~ 
proved proposed means of finance for meet
ing the increased cost of the project. 

As per the latest appraisal by Financial 
Institutions the Company's operalions will 
break even at 57 .5% cap-=ity utilisation and 
the same are expected to cash break even at 
38.1 % capacity utilisalion. 

The Company is expected to achieve a 
turnover of nearly Rs. 18 crores resulting in 
a Gross Profit of Rs. 4.45 crores during 1992-
93. The Company is expected to declare 
dividend during the year 1993-94. 

As per the approved means of finance to 
meet the expected increase in the cost of the 
project, the Company has to issue further 

Contd. on Page 

propels S-series 
Hashmi has settled down with Aftab 

Music Industries, at Juhu the heartland of the 
Hindi film entertainment industry and more 
so now of the music industry. S-series is the 
label of Aftab Music Industries. The chief 
promoter of S-series is Salim, a film producer 
with 3 films on the floor namely 'Aa Gale 
Lag Ja', 'Jeegar' and 'Mera Khoon Tera 
Sindoor'. S-series will release these so\Uld 
tracks. 

Basic 
Hashmi has, both Bl his long stint at 

Venus and at Wes ton always been producing 
big budget basic albums. Mehdi Hassan's 
ghazal album is going to be promoted. Also 
recorded is Jai Shree Ram a bhajan album 
with Udit Narayan, Sadhana Sargam and 
Sudesh Bhosle. 
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Mehdi Hassan 

An Oriya product 'Kaliya Nanha has 
broken all past records selling more than 
60,000 casseues in a month.' It features Sad
hana Sargam and Mohd. Aziz Hashmi, who 
hails from Calcutta knows the Bengali and 
Oriya repertoire very well. 

Aftab Pictures Bengali movie 'Rakte 
Lekhae'/Bappi Lahiri. Approximately, 
1,50,000 cassettes sold. The film is a hit. 
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Surya Recording 
Today with ke.en competition in the 

Audio recording industry. The audio busi

ness has become speculative and it's mulcet

ing and sales is quite mercurial. One side has 

the canker of stiff competition among the 

audio manufacturers and on the other side it's 

a boon to the film makers who are making 

hay while sun shines. This unhealthy trend of 

competition is an indirect blessing to the film 

makers who are selling their film audio rights 

at abnormal prices. 

Under the above prevailing circumstan

ces, Surya Recording Company in 

enthusiasm, despite heavy competition. 

Swprisingly within a short span of one and 

a half year, Surya made fast strides by 

marketing several Telugu film audio casset

tes and earned fame and reputation. 

Surya Recording got a colomful func
tion at Hotel Swarna Palace, in Vijayawada 

the metropolis of Telugu film industry on 

25th of December in coMection with the 

release of audio cassette of the forthcoming 

Telugu film RAGULUTHUNNA 

BHAARATHAM under the banner of 

Mythra movies which is slated for release 

Vijayawadahaveembarkedupontheventure shortly. The chief moving spirit behind 

of entering this audio line with steaming Surya Recording is Shri A. Sekhar. 

32 
Independent 
labels in 
Karnataka 

Vishwanath V. lrkalofVijai Enterprises 
visited Playback in Bombay. We are in
formed there are 32 active labels in Kar
nataka. 'Karnataka is a market where there is 
minimum piracy. Also it has the largest sales, 
even larger than Maharashtra and Bengal of 
regional language cassettes. For this reason 
more of the national companies or for that 
matter even the local giants like Lahiri, San
geeta, Empire are not able to get involved in 
the basic repertoire like bhajans, folk songs 
etc.' 

Vijai recording company belonging to 
Vishwanath V. lrkal is one of the leading 
music labels in the basic repertoire and its 
catalogue is nearing 200 titles. 

SEND NEWS 
BY FAX 

91 (22) 4930154 

Bangarappa's 
Akash Audio 

Akash Audio has been launched by Kar
ndtaka Chief Minister Bangarappa's son, 
Madhu Bangarappa. Ravichandran's latest 
movie 'Hallirnaestro' for a reported sum of 
Rs.6 lakh. Ravichandran 's earlier film 
Rarnachari is a super hit, which is on its way 
to break the earlier all time record of Dr. Raj 
Kumar's 'Nanjundi Kalyan.' 

The first album of Akash was Ksheer
sagar which starred Chief Minister 
Bangarappa's other son Kumar Bangarappa. 
The Karnataka market is convinced that in 
future almost all films of Kumar Bangarappa 
will be released on the Akash label. Also, 
since the Chief Minister's daughter is mar
ried to Dr. Raj Kumar's son Shivraj Kumar, 
who is the leading hero of Karnataka films, 
his starrcrs too will be released on the Akash 
label. 

Immediately with these acquisitions 
Akash will comer 30% of the Karnataka 
market. Lahiri and Empire will have to reck
on with Akash as the major competitor. 

The balance of the Kannada market is 
shared between Empire, Sangeeta, Lahiri. 
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Swaradarshan's 
Spree of 
Releases 

An ant 
Panchal 

Govlndrao 
Patwardhan 

Bombay based, 'Swaradarshan', a 

music label which earlier specialised in 

devotional titles in Marathi, have now 

released a wider spectrum of music titles and 

strengthened their catalogue. 

Among the various artistes to be fea

tured on the music label are Anant Panchal, 

Govindrao Patwardhan, Balchandra Pen

darkar, Chintarnani Buva Panchal, and other 

prominent Marathi artistes. 

Empire 
Recording 
rules 
Kannada 
Music Market 

Dalip, the promoter is synonymous with 
Empire, the label which is popular with the 
entire Karnataka market and flushed with 
success. Ravichandran's last film 
'Rarnachari' was acquired for Rs. 4 lakh and 
is all set to beat the all time sales record of 
Nanjundi Kalyan, 

Empire already boasts of a catalogue 
close to 600 titles. 
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Soundtrack acquisition 

Ghulam Ali Mahataab on Venus 
Saajan in five 
languages 

lbree soundtracb have been acquired 
by Venus by end Feb. Mukesh Duggal's 
'Platform'/Anand Milind. Also, another 
Mukesh Duggal's film, untitled, with 
Nadeem Shravan's music. Mrs. Raj V. 
Chhabra' s 'Gudia 'IN aresh Shanna and G .P. 
Sippy's 'Aatish'/Nadeem Shravan are also 
acquired. 

Basic repertoire 
Ghulam Ali's 'Mahataab' is a major 

album which will be promoted in a big way 
by Venus. Pandit Kiran Mishra's 2 Hindi 
devotional albums 'Mangal Karini 
Sherawali' and 'Jai Jai Bholeshankar' were 
Urdu devotional 'Khwaja Salaam Le Lo' 
sung by Shamim-Nayeen Ajmeri was il.lso 
released in Jan. 

Venus holds on to Marathi 
market, reputed In Orlssa too 

Venus is playing strongly in the Orissa 
market. Harindra Sahu's 'Mukti Tir
tha/Shantanu Mahapatra was released in 
Feb. Other recent releases include 'Chala 
Shree Shatrachala/Shreekant Gautam, 
bhajans, and 'Jam Jamatia Bhido'/Badal 
Kumar, adhunik songs. 

Marathi 
In Jan 'ManhaMogara'/Prabhakar Pan

dit, bhajans 

Saad Deti Hima Shikhare (Abhijaat 

Progress 
Electronics 
C-0 loader, a 
success 

Fredrick, the well known service en
gineer in Bombay along with his brother, 
Francis have since the past three years strug
gled and invested lakhs of rupees and 
developed a C-0 loader. Jet Speed Audio and 
APC Corporation have already installed one 
unit each and both operators are overjoyed at 
the performance. The grapevine has it that 
Fredrick has received orders from more than 
50 music companies. 

Sangeet Shankhla). Volume-2 
This cassette is the second part of the popular 
first volume of Natya Sangeet sung by Shri 
Ramdas Kamath Swami Swarupanand
Bhajans and abhangs from the Sanjivani 
Gatha. The songs have been sung by Ajit 
Kadkade and Sharad Jambhelw and music 
rendered by Ajit Kadkade. Odha Dar
shanachi -- Bhaktigeet sung. The music has 
been arranged by Shank Neel, Shashikant 
Rajda"kar and Raja Upadhaya. 

The profoundly successful 'Saaj111' hu 
now been released, with soundtrack and 
dialogues. The inunense popularity of the 
film has prompted V mus to release 'Saajan' 
in five othez languages including Bengali, 
Punjabi, Gujarati. Kannada and Telegu. 

Top singezs have been used including 
Abhijeet, Alka, Kumar Shanu, Anupama 
Deshpande, Jolly Mulchezjee. The Kannada 
and Telegu version has been supavised by 
M. Hashim and dubbing/mixing by Smjay 
Rane. T.K. Kala, Anil Kiran, Ninu, Prakash 
Rao have sung. 

Khiladi, Shola Aur Shabnam are hits 

Strong releases in 
Jan-March '92:Venus 

'Shola Aur Shabnam', directed by 
David Dhawan was the first movie in 1992 
to set the music market moving. Almost, all 
the films released bombed. Bappi Lahiri with 
his excellent soundtracks did the trick for 
Venus and Pehlaj Nihalani who have 
remained together since long. Venus own 
production 'Khiladi' too is selling well. Un
like Super Cassettes film production Venus 
has imaged their film production in the Super 
A category style. The advertising, publicity, 
promotion, as well as the production values 
of 'Khiladi' have been executed with top 
showmanship 111d full money power. 

At the 'Khlladl' release function 
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Impressive llne-up 
J agruti was the first release in early '92. 

Excellent reports have already been received 
for 'Deewana'/Nadeem Shravan. 
'Balmaa'/Nadeem Shravan is already billed 
as 'the greatest musical of 1992. 'Insaniyat 
ka Devta'/Anand Milind, K.C. Bokadia's 
film is another biggiee. Mirza brother's 
'Mashooq' andO.P. Nayyar's 'Zid' are 'A' 
category soundtracb. Ram Laxman's 'Dil 
Ki Baazi' is also on schedule. Dilip and 
Sameer Sen's 'Umar Pachpan Ki Dil Bach
pan Ka' is anotha release. 
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NE\VS 

Market Report 

Orissa potential 1 
Million ex monthly 

Jagannath Electronics, one of the cas
sette companies at Cuttack has a good 
production network and distribution thereof 
in Orissa. It is releasing its own production 
in the la~l-JE, it is also making duplicates 
of some Oriya cassettes released by national 
companies like T-Series, Venus, Tips etc. 
They are even using the Hindi film sound
tracks and turnings for their Oriya produc
tions. 

There are four leading studios. One is 
Kalinga studio where film songs are 
recorded. It is managed by the Orissa Film 
Development Corporation. The other is 
Jagannath Studio, managed by Jagannath 

and these new companies have been estab
lished by those tnusic directors who have 
been disappointed in the Bombay music in
dustry, namely Shrikant Gautam, Viju 
Swayn and Puma Khuntia. These music 
directors are disappointed due to the low and 
minimal price of their cassettes. Now these 
very directors have established their own 
labels in Orissa Among the new music com
panies that they have started are - Rank 
Music, which has been started by Shrikant 
Gautam; Kuna! Cassene Co. by Viju Swayn 
and T-tracks by Puma KhlDltia. 

Contd. on Page 

ATN - Hindi 
Satellite 
Channel 

The world's tint International Satellite 
delivered-- 'Hindustmi Television Channel' 
was introduced, coW"teSy ATN Pvt Ltd 
(Asia Television Network Pvt Lid.) 

A Press Conference wu held in this 
connection on 30th November 1991, in the 
evening at the Sunset Suite, Hotel Oberoi 
Towers, Bombay. Various dignitaries at
tended the conference. 

Test signals, ac.cording to A TN sources, 
have already started. A TN also promises 
regular TV telecast "very soon". 

All said and done, it remains to be seen 
now,justhow ATN lives-up to it's promises. 
Only time will tell. 

Electronics. They record commercial songs, ,--------------------------------

and some special songs for special program- Ind e pendent I a be Is act 1· ve ·1 n 
mes like Dassera, Hindu New Year, Rath 

Yatra, etc. These special songs are recorded a 11 reg .• On S 
for Cuttack Doordarshan. The third studio is 
Evangel studio. It is managed by Bible 
Society of Orissa. This studio records some 
commercials songs and also progranunes of 
Bible Society ofOrissa. The fourth studio has 
opened recently and its name is JK Audio 
Centre. It is owned by Debasish Pradhan. It 
is also used for recording commercial songs. 
Most of these studios are busy around the 
year. 

Last October, around 12 cassenes were 
released by the local companies. Nowadays, 
national companies are not releasing Oriya 
cassettes. Therefore, some new companies 
are coming up strongly due to this vacuum, 

Pandit Bhlmsen Joshi receives 
the 4 cassette set from Rohlt 
Jerajanl at the Annual Sawal 
Grandava Festlval 

While the bigger audio companies keep 
vying for the top notches, the lesser known 
music labels around the country are doing 
their little bit too. 

The Bombay market is flooded with a 
number of music labels. The 'not- so-famous' 
ones are gradually beginning to strengthen 
their catalogue, with a sizeable number of 
new releases. RAJSHREE MUSIC CAS
SETTES, which actually manufactures and 
markets cassenes from Bombay, Ahmedabad 
and Rajkot, has recently released a host of 
Gujarati titles, including the novelty, 'Disco 
Claps', which is a non-stop 'Ras-Garba'. 
Other releases include disco, dance, and 
religious material. RHYTHM CREATORS 
is another label from Bombay, which 
launched the hindi album 'Romances -- Ishq 
Ki Baaten', by Meenakshi Sharma. J
SERIES is a music label, devoted exclusively 
to releasing bhakti-geets and bhajans. 
SW ARADARSHAN is another music label, 
which specialises in devotional songs. Yet 
another active music label, in the city, is 
NATIONAL VIDEO. They recently released 
the Marathi bhakti-geet music album, 
'Sugandh Hari Naamacha'. The lyrics are 
composed by Tanaji Galande, and voices are 
rendered by Tanaji Galande himself, Sharad 
Joglekar, Uttara Kelker, Tukaram Dhadam 
and Sharad Shambekar. 

From Bombay to New Delhi, we go. The 
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capital is a very important centre in India for 
establishing music company bases. MCI is 
one music label in New Delhi, which is al
ready faring pretty well, with Punjabi 
releases. MAX continues to exploit the folk 
market The latest music label, to make waves 
in the capital is CAT, which has album 
releases ranging from bhakti-geets, historic 
songs, and quawalis, to Bhojpuri songs snd 
nautankis. 

Madras has a small music label called 
GEET ANJALI, which is produced and 
marketed by Super Audio. It has released a 
live concert cassette version of the Madras 
festival by Nanagirittai Krishnan. 

Way up North, Haryana can boast about 
their little music label, GOLDEN 
MELODIES. Thelabelhasaspreeofreleases 
to it's name, including a new version of 
'Daddy Da Paisa' hy Param Khurana. Other 
releases include world favourite, Premi 
group of London. Paoo Boliyan, and Mar
riage songs. 

The small labels doing active work in 
Calcutta, are UD SERIES, K.IRAN, and 
CONCORD. 

In a country, which can boast of different 
languages and cultures, it is little music labels 
that add up to the strength of the music in
dustry. And independent little drops of water 
make great big oceans; don't they 7 
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International Music: 
Accent on Pop-Rock 

Nearly all the music companies releas
ing International music are literally breathing 
down ea:h others necks in 111 extremely com
petitive effort to establish themselves IS 

India's No.I music cassette company. The 
last couple of months have been m11rked with 
a significlmt number of releases, especially in 
the pop/rock category. All the big guns in the 
business-Magnasotmd-Bre:men, MIL, CBS, 
EMI, etc. have released in the recent past and 
continue to release a spectrum of Internation
al repertoire. 

Market response has shown a tremen
dous upswing in the pop/rock category. Most 
understandably so, all the music business 
brains have been concentrating in this area. 
Magnasound uid Bremen have released su
perstar albums like Madorma, Prince, Dionne 
Warwick, Roberta Flack, Anita Balcer, Kylie 

Brayan Adams (MIL) 

Minogue Paul Simon, A-Ha. Patti Labelle, 
Simply Red, Boston, Motley Crue, Texla, 
Pete Townshend, Dr. Jazzy Jeff & The Fresh 
Prince, etc. MIL has always fared commen
dably in this sector. Their releases include 
Carpenters, Eric Clapton, The Rolling 
Stones, Cormie Francis, Genesis, Def Lep
pard, Bon Jovi, Bee Gees, Aaron Neville, 
Bob Marley & The Wailers, Savoy Brown, 
Dire Straits, Metallica, U2, Elton John, Chris 
De Burgh, The Platters, Anthrax, Stevie 
Wonder, Sting, Vanessa Williams, Salt-N
Pepa, Bryan Adams, Amy Grant, -- the list is 
endless. CBS of course, have released the 
catacylsmic super seller uid world wide 
mega star, 'THE' Michael Jackson. His latest 
album 'Dangerous' is a international 
phenomenon now, and has already crossed 
the six figure mark in the country. Other 

pop/rock releases from CBS are Michael 
Bolton, Mariah Carey, Firehouse, James 
Taylor, Ozzy Osbourne. Julio Iglesias, Wyn
ton Marsalis etc. 

In the spiritual/gospel category MIL is 
way up front with a string of releases in a 
much neglected sector of International reper
toire. Artistes include Dawn Rodger, Leslie 
Phillips, Sandi Patil, Phil Driscoll, Carman, 
Phil Keaggy, Acappella, Kermy Marks, 
Helen Baylor, Wayne Watson, Bruce Greer, 
Fletch Wiley, Petra, Dallas Holm, many 
many more . . . . Magnasound have not 
released IS many albums in this category but 
they have dished out Enya' s delightful album 
called 'Shephered Moons'. 

Country & Western is one area, which 
is unfortunately not being given it's rightful 
due. Although this particular sector is doing 
commendably well in the west--Artistes like 
Garth Brooks even ascended to the No. I spot 
on the US pop charts -- a remarkable feat for 
a country music album. Infact, artistes like 
Clint Black, Travis Triu, Trisha Yearwood, 
Alan Jackson and other country and western 
greats have been hitting the charts regularly. 
So there can be no explanations why in India, 
the number of releases in this category are 
such a pitiful few. Among the albums 
released in this sector are Randy Travis, 
Kermy Rogers, Travis Tritt, all by Mag
nasound - Bremen. MIL has to it's credit The 
Kentucky Headhunters, Kathy Mattes. CBS 
has released Dolly Parton, and are scheduled 
to bring out the latest album by Ricky Van 
Shelton. EMI have totheir credit 'Ropin' the 
Wind' -- the No. I album by Garth Brooks. 

Classical is one area which has been 
treated fairly by most companies. There is a 
good demand for this genre of music, espe
cially from the connoisseur. MIL has 
released Tchaikovsky, Vivaldi, Pavarotti, 
Brahms, Dorati, etc. Magnasound has 
released an Instrumental album - The 
Munich Philharmonic Orchestra where MIL 
has a fair share of instrumentals including 
Mantovani, James Last, Paul Mauriat etc. 

Besides all these, all the companies have 
kept up the good work with a consistent 
quota of released in the Jazz, Rap, and Easy 
listening categories. All in all, these music 
companies must be lauded for a great perfor
mance. And by bringing music from the west 
to the subcontinent, these companies help 
bridge the gap between different cultures, 
making music all the way. 
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Discovering 
Talents: 
United Music 

"If other countries listen to 
PoJ)t'Rock/Disco music and have their own 
'Mega-~tars', why not India?" feel Nikhil 

L-R: Shashl Menon, Suresh Kumar 
and Nlkhll Raghavan 

Raghavan and Shashi Menon (formerly of 
Magnasound India Ltd). Both Nikhil and 
Shashi are responsible for the formation of a 
new music company called United Music. 
The company seeks to not only release their 
own music, but has plan to distribute other 
labels, promote talent, manage acts, organise 
concerts and offer music marketing consult
ancy to exciting and new labels. 

The promotion of western music talent 
available in the country by releasing their 
albums and organising concerts all over the 
country is a unique feat which United Music, 
has undertaken. Says Nikhil, "we ape the 
west and malce no bones, why not bring out 
the best of what we have". 

United Music has signed distribution 
rights for Bombay based 'Crescendo' and 
Madras based 'SuperMusic '. The promotion 
of talent round the country is terrific, and 
United Music is really doing a good job, even 
al selecting their own staff. Suresh Kumar 
formerly based at Magnasound, Madras Of
fice in the capacity of a Branch Manager has 
now been appointed as General Manager for 
United Music. 

SEND NEWS 
BY FAX: 

91 (22)4930154 
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IPRS gets Govt approval 
The IPRS (Indian Performing Right 

Society Ltd.) has been taken as one of the 
members of the Copyright Enforcement Ad
visory Co\Dlcil lately. The Union minister for 
Human Resources, Mr. Arjun Singh has con
stituted the co\Dlcil. 

The IPRS as basically a company 
limited by guarantee and is registered \Dlder 
the Companies Act 1956. It is a non-profit 
making body set up under the provisions of 
Section 33 of the Copyright 1957 to look after 
and protect the interests of it's members, 
namely the authors and composers of musical 
works. 

The newly formed council will deal with 
matters like how to educate the masses about 
factors of Copyright, create a general aware
ness, amend the existing Copyright, etc. Mr. 
Tandon will represent the IPRS on the board. 

The council comprises of the Addi. 
Secretary-DepLofEducationandMinistryof 
Human Resources DepL as Chairman. The It. 
Sec. of Education is the Vice-Chairman. 
Other members are-It Sec Ministry of In
formation, Home See's of Govt. of 
Maharashtra/famil Nadu/Karnatalca/West 
Bengal/Delhi. Other representatives of pub
lishers, authors association. Plus repre
sentatives of other agencies, IPRS being one 
of these. 

The first meeting of the council was held 
on 6th December 1991. In the meeting the 
members stressed on the fact that awareness 
must be ~ought about the Copyright Act. 

According to Mr. Tandon. "it is the most 
neglected act a1 present". In January the 
Council held a workshop to educate the 
police personnel about the act. Tandon im
pressed on the point that "in the future, the 
IPRS need to fix up leading lawyers and press 
people on the council". 

The second important subject of discus
sion was the operation, the IPRS soon in
tended to undertake to put some sort of 
control over the usage of Star and Cable TV. 
There has been a proliferation of Cable TV 
and Star TV operators and the IPRS has 
sta\Dlchly decided enough is enough. These 
operators will be charged and licenced in the 
near future, informed Tandon. Under Section 
51 of the Indian Copyright Act, reproduction 
and/or diffusion in any form of 
cinematographic fihn by any person without 
licence being granted by owner of the 
Copyright is deemed to be an infringement 
of the Copyright Jaw punishable \Dlder Sec
tion 63 of the Indian Copyright Act 1957. 
Thus the concerned people and his associates 
ought to contact the IRPS and seek it's per
mission to avoid future legal disputes. 

Tandon also informed Playback that a 
contingent comprising of various dignitaries 
met the Union Minister, Mr. Arjun Singh. 
The result of this meeting was that the 
Copyright Amendment Bill will be put forth 
in the budget session of Parliament. With all 
these happenings, the IPRS will be taken 
more seriously from now on. 

~·--

L-R • Nick Garnett-Director, IFPI, P. Chandra.President, /Pl and Vl/ay 
Lazarus-Executive Member, /Pl. 
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Sensational 
Crackdown on 
Music Pirates 

The Crime Branch effected a major 
breakthrough in checking audio- piracy, 
while undertaking a massive raid on Friday 
the 13th December 1991, in the Trans
y amuna area, which led to the capture of 
those concerned and the seizure of a large 
quantity of pirated goods. 

With a tip off, following the registration 
of a complaint of copyright from Super Cas
settes Industries Ltd., the Crime Branch got 
into action rightaway. In a nerve-wracking, 
gut-wrenching drama that ensued, Mr. Ashok 
Chand, A.C.P. Crime Branch sent his sleuths 
to four places in the Trans-Y amuna area, 
where the primary accused was operating a 
printing offset unit, a complete dye cutter set 
up, and a unit, where photo processing used 
to be carried out. This massive copyright raid 
led to the sealing down of the printing 
machine, and thousands of negatives, print
ing pla1e5 and stickers were talcen into cus
tody. Stacks of duplicate inlays cards bearing 
the 'T-series' label were seiz:ed from the 
godown. The accused owner was arrested 
and talcen into police custody. 

It is expected that this sensational 
brealcthrough by the sleuths from Crime 
Branch will go a long way to curb audio 
piracy that has been ea1ing up the audio in
dustry. 

IPI Hosts 
Press 
Conference 

Nicholas Garnett, Director International 
Operations and Legal Affairs of the Interna
tional Federation of Phonographic Industry 
(IFPD was in New Delhi in August last year. 
Apart from meeting officials in the H.R.D. 
Ministry and Delhi Administration, Nicholas 
along with P. Chandra, President, IPI, Vijay 
Lazarus, S. Shidore, Secretary, and H.S. 
Anand, Legal Adviser, all of IPI, addressed 
a Press conference. The conference was well 
attended by the National Press. 
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Tips Changes 
Address 

1:'he A & R, Marketing, Advertising, Produc
bon, CommWtications and AccoWtts Depart
ment of Tips Cuseues & Records Company 
have reportedly shifted to the following ad
dress: 301, Amrul Niwas, 3rd Floor, 
Ramkrishna Mission Road, Santacruz 
(Wesl), Bombay-400 054. The new 
telephone numbers .-e 6483035 / 6482203 / 
6482084 I 6464340. 

The Sales Department & Registered Office 
continues to be al lhe old address however 
9, Shanti Niketan, Opp. Vijay Chambers: 
Near Dreamland Cinema, Bombay-400 004. 
Tel.Nos. 3863639(3886111{351190. 

NE\\'S 

Sony label introduced In big way 
Bashir Sheikh appointed Executiv, 
Director of CBS 

Bashir Sheikh - Man behind the CBS 
success story 

~~her Fifth, Nineteen Ninety One. A 
histonc day for CBS! II signalled the launch
ing of Michael Jackson's latest album 
'Dangerous' on the CBS-Sony label in~ 
subcontinent. "II was also a virtual relaunch 
for the Company" claims Bashir Sheikh 
newly appointed Executive Director CBS 
"We ha~e already crossed the six 'figure 
mark, with a staggering sell-out of over 
1,02,000 copies of lhe album, as on January 
4th 19?2. ll's W1doub1edly the Iargestsingle 
seller in such a short lime span. The sales are 
simply phenomenal", informs Bashir. 

~ashir Sheikh firmly believes that "the figure 
IS expected lO cross lhe magical number of 
1,60,000 by the end of February". Touching 
this mark would enable CBS lO break lhe 
record, MJ had sel previously, with his earlier 
album 'Bad', which had sold over 1,50,000 
copies. "CBS expects 'Dangerous' 10 touch 
the 2,00,000 mark", asserts Bashir. And of 
~:iuse, il wouldn 'l really come as a surprise 
if il does. If the sale of over a Iakh copies in 
less than a month is any indication to go by, 
then lhere can be no reason why that figure 
shouldn't sky- rocket to double by the end of 
the year. 

The disease of piracy is eating into the Indian 
market. International music hasn't been 
si:iared either. In the case of 'Dangerous', the 
p1ra1ed versions came into the market around 
the lsl of December, four days before CBS
Sony launched lhe copyright album. (The 
worldwide release was on 26th November, 
27th by IST, Bashir informs). "Although it 
gave the pirates a slight advantage, not much 
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damage was done", says Bashir. The CBS
Sony album IJIJlulled whatever sales the 
pira1es had hoped for. "Whereas the piralcd 
vcnion have less than 60 minutes of playing 
time_. with_ 10 or 11 10J1gs, lhe CBS-Sony 
vcnion brings you MJ's 'Dangerous in it's 
full form. We offer all the 14 songs over 77 
minutes of playing time. And the originals 
e~en cosl you the same as the pirated ver-
11ons. So, you are getting an original 90-
minute cassette at a fair price. Little wonder 
then, that people play it safe by choosing to 
buy original stuff', explains Bashir. 

CBS-Sony backed-up their launching of the 
album with extensive sales promotion and 
advertising campaigns. This included print
ing of posters, calendars and danglers. Even 
a new inlay card was printed to escalate the 
effectiveness of the album. One novelty 
dangler, conceived by Bashir himself, read 
like this: 'Off the Wall' came a 'Thriller' who 
turned 'Bad'. Now he's 'Dangerous'. 
Naturally, all this publicity paid off, reaping 
rich dividends for the company. 

'The re-sales of 'Bad' and 'Thriller', both 
MJ's previous hit albums have also picked 
up, f?l!owing the release of 'Dangerous'", 
Bashu informs. "MJ, with his splendid show, 
has a great chance of getting nominated for 
the 1992 Grammy Awards". 'Dangerous', 
according to Bashir, ought to win the award 
for ''best video" too. He points out that this 
may be due to the "100% boost" to the music 
industry. Bashir sums it all up, when he says. 
"It's the best thing that has happened to serve 
the cause of International music in the 
~untry. Even other music companies, be
sides CBS-Sony have drawn substantial 
benefits, owing to the Star TV invasion". 

Another aspect that has benefited the Indian 
market for International music is the simul
taneous release of an album, both worldwide, 
as well as in the country. Besides contribut
ing to the success of the album in India, it also 
spares the music-lovers, the time involved in 
waiting for a foreign album. More important· 
ly, il saves you a lot of money. Quality is 
excellent. "The US album of MJ would cosl 
you 12 dollars, Rs. 350 approx.", Bashir in· 
forms. CBS-Sony are not looking to acquire 
copyrights for new labels at the momen~ 
Bashir feels that lhe Sony catalogue is "big 

Contd. on Page 
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I NEWS 

Track Music Soundtracks 
'DoGhantcTeesMinutc'/lqbalQureshi 

md 'Ek Aur Suhagan'/Sumitra Llhiri, arc 
scheduled for release. Ek Aur Suhagan has 
"the last song by Mohammed Rafi" accord
ing to Krislmendu Sen, Director of Track
Music, with the film scheduled for a 
launching in early April, informed Kapil. 

Another soundtrack which has just been 
released, is 'Akhri Chetawani '/Shrikant 
Nivaskar. 

Track Music has also gained the rights 
for the mythological picture soundtrack, 

~ 

ij 

'Shiv Teri Mahima Nyaari', produced and 
directed by Suresh Singh Gohil. The music 
is directed by Rishi Raj, and lyrics are com
posed by Suresh Singh Golill himself. The 
voices for this venture have been lent by 
Sudesh Bhosale, Suresh Wadkar, Kavita 
Krishnamurthy and Uttara Kelkar plus a 
Sanskrit shloka by Arun Ingle. 

With a siz:eable number of projects on 
hand, Track Music is all set to make their 
mark in the music biz. 
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At the cassette release function of 'Akhrl Chetawanl', L·R, Actresses 
Sudha Chandran and Anita Nang la, Krlshnendu Sen, Director- Track 
Music, fllm producer Surendra Mohan and director R.P. Dutta. 

Hindi movies soundtracks 

Tips 92 schedule; 
strong pressure on 
market 

Tips acquired Manmohan Desai 's 
'Bodyguard'. Sushma Shiromanee's 
'Kanoon' and N.N. Sippy's 'Aaj KaGoonda 
Raj'. The line upis tremendousG.P. Sippy's 
'Aasmaan Se Aagey'. Hanif Sameer's 'Dil 
Hi To Hai' and 'Sanam', Vimal Kumar's 
'Apne Dam Par' and 'Pyar Ka Rutha Sab Se 
Oancha'. Raj Kumar Santoshi's 'Dil Bhi 

Tere Hum Bhi Tere', Feroz Khan 'Yalgaar' 
and Rajan Sippy's 'Maharaja', and Lal 
Purswani's 'Hum Hain Kamaalke'.All these 
fibns have big stan and cover all the big 
music director and already in 1992 'Pyar 
Deewana Hota hai/Babul Bose, Naya 
Sawan/Bappi Lahiri has been released, as 
also the mega release of 'Khuda Gawah'. 
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Loopbin in 
Rajkot 

The regional muket is hoain& up 10 

much now that Rajkot. a town in Northern 
Gujarat is soon going to p-ogreu into loop
bin duplication. Three labels-Super, owned 
by Rui.kbhai, Premier, owned by Yogesh, 
and Siddarth, owned by Ranjeet have formed 
a syndicate to jointly put up a loop-bin 

Music Bank distribution 

Classic 
gears up 

Pradeep Ghatani has entered into a tie
up with Mr. Goel of EL-Troni.ka. Pradeep 
brings in his classic catalogue and Goel his 
Otari cassette duplication factory at Pare!. 
They now join forces and the office is located 
at Goel's Procter Road premises. From here 
they will also distribute Music Bank 
catalogue. 

V.G.P. studio 
of music 
business 

The South giant V.G.P., who is into 
departmental stores, finance and real estate is 
entering the music industry. Madras is ripe 
with excited rumours ofV.G.P. entry. 

Gautam 
Pyarelal 
launches 
music 
company 

Gautam, son of Pyarelal (of L.P. fame) 
has teamed up with Esquire of HongKong IO 

start a music company. Already, a smuhing 
studio is coming up in Bandra, Bombay, 
which promises to be one of it's kind. 
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Eric Clapton, Jimi Hendrix, etc. released Rajendra 
Penta 
auctioned 

Big Promotion for 
Glenn Perry by Super 

Glenn Perry-returns to 'Paradlze' 
(lndla) 

Glenn Perry, son of the illustrious Chris 

Audio 
Fair '92 in 
Madras 

Audio Fair '92 was the fust exhibition 

of it's kind to be organised in the 

metropolitan city of Madras, devoted ex

clusively to home entertaimnent electronics 

equipment The fair presented an opportunity 

to manufacturers in this sector to display, 

demonstrate, sell or launch their equipment 

and allied products. 

Pre-recorded audio and video cassettes 

of every type in all languages were on display 

as well as on sale at the stalls. 

The organisers, Aamingo Enterprises, 

called it an 'Entertainment Electronics 

Equipment Exhibition', a 10 day affair. It 

was organised from the 3rd to the 12th of 

January 1992, just prior to the Pongal 

holidays. Dass Community Centre, a popular 

exhibition hall, situated just opposite to 

Hotel Chola Sheraton on Cathedral Road, 

one of the main thoroughfares of the city was 

the venue. 

Music 
Perry returned to India after 15 years to 
launch his musical career. He decided after 
surveying the scenario, to sign up with Super 
Music. 

The launch of his debut album 
'Paradize' promises to provide a lead to the 
international music activity in India. It's the 
first time an English album is being 
promoted with hoardings, press, banners, 
Radio advertising and also, a press con
ference. 

The album has been produced by Glem 

Perry in Los Angeles. It boasts of 'A' class 

musicians on the circuit in Los Angeles. 

The tape plant in Aurangabad set up by 
RajendraGang has been auctioned by Sicom. 

There were many bidders at the auction. 

H.M.V. bid 1 crore 20 lacs and is keen on 

getting the plant H.M.L. from Hyderabad 

also bid for the plant. 

Rajendra Penta a limited company wu 

set up with public money. The shareholders 

of course, most probably did not get anything 

at the plant. 

Crescendo Brings Talent 
Management to India 

A talent promotion company has finally evolved in India for the first time. 'Crescendo 

Promotion & Management', the brain child of Suresh Thomas, is all geared to bridge the gap 

between the artiste's talent, and his commercial success as an artiste. 

The Cream of Crescendo - Talent Management 
Back L-R: Bashir Sheikh, Jack Van Reyk (Hazzard), Meryln D'Souza, 
Jackie Esteves, Cheryl D'Sllva, Sheona Chavan and Jimmy Hammers 
(Hazzard) 
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NEWS 
- - - - - - - - --- -

Bindatone's 'Pehli Mohabbat' 
Bindatone Pvt. Limited, has released a 

cassette titled 'PehliMohabbat'. The cassette 
has seven pop songs and they are being sold 
throughout the country. There is a high 
demand for this cassette. The songs are writ
ten by Ravinder Rawal, Faaez Anwaar and 
Betaab Lukhanavi, and sung by well known 
and appreciated singers like, Kavita Krish
namurty, Kwnar Shanu, Amit Kwnar.,Udit 
Narayan and Alica Yagnik with the reputed 

music director Kanalc Raj. 
Bindatone will also be releasfing 'Por

nimecha Chandrati', an audio cassette having 
eightmarathi bhavgeets written by Sudhakar 
Kulkarni, V andhana Witankar and Umkant 
Kanekar, with the popular and reputed music 
director Shrikanth Thackeray. Voices have 
been rendered by Suresh Wadkar, Ajit Kad
kade, Uttara Kelkar, Padmaja Fenani, 
Anirudh Joshi, Hariharan and Bhupenclra. 

R. Ranganathan Rateesh Babu K.S. ~nll Prabbu 
R. Ranganatban joins Magnasound (India) PvL Ltd., as Manager, Media & Public 

Relations. Earlier, he was a Bio-chemist with Bharat Serwn & Vaccines PvLLtd., (Thane). 
Rateesb Babu K.S. joins Mastersound India PvL Ltd., as Sales Executive. He was 

previously.with Weston Components Ltd., as a Sales Officer. 
Sunll Mengbrajanljoins Magnasound as Manager, Mail Order Division. He was earlier, 

working with Mafatlal, as a Marketing Executive. 
Anthony Kevin Surrao leaves CBS Gramophone Records & Tapes (India) Ltd. He was 

working as a A & R Manager. 
Anll Prabbu joins Crescendo as National Sales Manager. He was earlier with Mag

nasound in the capacity of Area Manager. At 23, he is the youngest executive handling these 
designations. 

Rodrigues joins Music Bank in Marketing and A & R. He was previously working for 
Rajesh Jhaveri at RAAG. 

Raj Bbanot joins Vishwa Electronics. He will handle A & R and Marketing. He was 
earlier at Bindatone in the same capacity. 

Rammanl has been appointed by I.M.C.A. as Manager (Administration) to handle 
I.M.C.A. related matters and will henceforth liaison with the press. 

Sundaram has been appointed Sales Manager, Bombay for CBS. He was earlier working 
with Magnasound, and prior to that, with HMV. 

Anand Prasad joins Crescendo. He was previously working with Magnasound. 

l\ly D..:ar Brothns. 
l'\c•asc· mlorm l'layh;Kk \\ hc•n you appoint any o . ..:cuti\'l' . Do not think that your 

Comp;my is small or too hig, that you do not nc·c·d lo do ,D. It is unporl,ull lo inform. and 
it is for ...-,·c·ryhody's h..:n..:fit lo utilise' Playh;Kk. Nobody <.kni..:s that th..:y ar..: m·c·r_1oy..:d at 
th..: ..:xislc'IK<' of l'Lryhac·k. Th..: lop c' \c'Ulll\'l'S or al I the com panic·, pk-ad that thi, m:rga,inc· 
must c·imtinu..:. So you ,huuld takl' lhl' rc·,pun,ihility lo infornr u, ahoul appui11l111c·nts of 
l'\c'nlliV<·,. hi).'. ur ,,u,dl. in y 0111 oq.;a11i,atill11, \\ ithuut rc·,tr.1111l. If you ,11c· a mu,ic· 
rompa11y, if you ar..: ,1 \ idc·o n>llllMrl), ii you arl' mamrl;1durrng c·4u1p111c·nt lor hoth lhl'Sl' 
industril's, thc'll pkasc sc·nd us inl<1rnratio11 1111 all l'Xc'l'llll\'l'', kavi11g or 1oi11mg yom 
rnmpany. Let's lll,tkc· this maga,inc \\ ork. It has hc'l'll nc·,Hnl for the• industry . 

• • • • 
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The Digital 
Domain 
lndla's first computerised dual 
format dlgltal recording studio 

In our last issue, we carried a write-up 
on Rajesh Jhaveri 's new studio, THE DIGI
T AL DOMAIN. Unfortunately, the heading 
for that column was mistakenly printed as 
'INDIA'S FIRST 8-TRACK STUDIO.' 
PLAYBACK apologies for this mistake. In 
fact the amount of tracks available at THE 
DIGIT AL DOMAIN are almost unlimited 
(over 200 tracks for a jingle). 

With a view to set the record straight, 
THE DIGIT AL DOMAIN is a state- of-the
art fully digital recording studio, with a wide 
spectrum of extensive in-house facilities that 
have never before existed under one roof. A 
teclmophile's dream come true, the studio 

offers a choice of hard disk and tape based 
digital multi-track recording, with computer 
automated mixdown. If that were not 
enough, the studio also provides an analog 
16-track recorder (with Dolby S) as an op
tion. 

The hard-disk based system is extreme
ly versatile, allowing time compression 
without pitch change (and vice versa), 
programmable digital graphic equalisation, 
fully sweepable digital parametric equalisa
tion with a 3-dirnensional FFT display of 
waveform analysis as well as onboard digital 
dynamics (compressor/ex
pander/limiter/gate). The computer runs at 
an amazing 50 MHz speed. i.e. faster than the 
Audiophile. Editing is possible to an ac
curacy of 1/4 frame or 1/1 OOth of a second. 

In addition to all this the studio has their 
own sampler, controller keyboard syn
thesizer, drum machines and guitar synth 

Contd. on Page 
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Electronic and 
Computer Music 
Peter Manning 
291 pages 
Rs. 700.00 
Published at: Oxford University 
Press 
The technoiogy of eleclronic and computer 
music• is undergoing constant and rapid 
change. In this corrected reprint, Peter Man
ning studies its development from its birth to 
the present day. After an inlroductory chap
ter concerned with the antecedents of 
electronic music from the tum of the century 
to the Second World War the book continues 
with the birth and development of the early 
'classical' studios of the 1950's, examined 
both in terms of their design philosophy and 

Tape Music 
Composition 
David Keane 
148 pages 
Rs. 500.00 
Published at: Oxford University 
Press 
This is a practical te11.1book. It takes the reader 
who wishes to compose electronic music step 
by step through the skills and technical 
knowledge required, starting with the 
mechanism of an ordinary tape recorder and 
ending with advice on assembling an 
electronic studio. No special previous exper
tise is called for, in either music or electronics. 

In the author's words, his aim is to help people 
make not elec1ronic music, but electronic 

J 

also their compositional output A chapter 
devoted to the characteristics of voltage con
lrol technology leads to a study of the sub-

I 
® 
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sequent upsurge of creative activity, con
sidered under three headings: tape works, 
live electronic music, and the use of 
electronics in rock and pop. Attention is then 
turned to the sphere of computer music, and 
its rapid development over the lut two 
decades. A bibliography and an extensive 
discography are included. the primal)' objec
tive throughout is to provide the reader with 
a critical perspective of the medium both in 
terms of its musical output and also the 
philosophical and teclmical features which 
have shaped its growth. 

This book becomes necessary reading and a 
very useful book if one is to consider the 
popularity of the new tapeless work stations 
like AMS, Sowldstation, Studerdyuis, the 
Akai and Otari models. Better to have a 
sound base while adventuring into this new 

areL 

music. 'I believe that we are about to embark 
upon the golden age of electronic music and 
I warmly invite the reader to examine the 
potentials of the medium and to make music 
if he finds these potentials appealing.' 

David Keane, professor of music at Queen's 
University, Kingston. Ontario, is himself an 
active and successful composer of electronic 
music. 

In the Indian context, this book is a must 
reading for all the novices and enthusiasts 
who want to get in the recording line. Where 
do we find such books on recording theory 
and especially simple ones which explain the 
basis so simply and so clearly. This is a must 
book for all the beginners and learners. Inf act, 

I would go so far as to say this book is a great 
boon to the Indian scene where most of our 
practicing recordists have no reading material 
worth its name. 
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THE MARK OF GREAT MUSIC 

Play safe, Buy VENUS 

Venus Records & Tapes 
Present 

Produced by: Girish Jain 
Directed by: Abbas-Mustan 
Music: Jatin Lalit 

Produced by: Bhappi Sonie 
Directed by: Esmayeel Shroff 
Music: O.P. Nayyar 

Produced by: Pranlal Mehta 
Directed by: Esmayeel Shroff 
Music: O.P. Nayyar 

VENUS RECORDS & TAPES MFC::. CO. 
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Bombay-400007. Phones : 377161-62-63 
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INTERNATH)N:\L NE\\'S 

DAR at AES 
Vienna 

DAR is introducing a powerlul new in
ternal digital mixing packa&e for Sound
Station SIGMA 8 and 16 chmmel digital 
audio productiOJI systems. These mixing 
capabilities gready expend the advmtages 
already realised with SIGMA's Segment 
Based EQ and DSP functions, by allowing 
the entire audio editing, track-laying and 
mixing process to be accomplished within 
the digital domain on SOWldStation SIGMA. 

Also new from DAR is SoundStation 
Network. true multi-access networking for 
SolDldStation II and SoimdStalion SIGMA. 
The Network unites multiple So\UldStations 
into an easy-to-use integrated system, giving 
each SoundStation operator the advantage of 
wide ranging access to audio material on any 
other SoundStation on the network. 

CC'qC 
COMPACT CASSETTE 

Lyrec 
announce
ment on 
DCC at AES 

The Digital compact cassette is going to 
storm the international market. This new cu
sette will play in cassette recorders which 
will be compatible to play also the normal 
compact cassettes. 

The DC cassette plays back digital 
recording wilh a stationary head. Philips has 
inb'Oduced this item. Lyrec will market com
plete duplication system for these cassettes. 

WordFit. DAR's automatic dialogue 
synchronisation system for SoundStation is 
also featured. Indispensable for dialogue re
placement and foreign lanpace dubbing ap
plications, SoundStation with WordFit 
aligns replacement dialogue by automat
ic ally editing the new material to 
synchronise with the original track. 

New enlwlcements for DAR's DASS 
l 00 multifunction digital audio interface and 
sampling frequency converter: Phase rever
sal and stereo fader capabilities and a number 
of convcniepce features have been added to 
DASS l 00 - the one box solution to the 
interface problems that facilities encounter 
as they add diverse pieces of digital audio 
equipmenL 

AES Conven tion in 
Vienna 

The 92nd AES Convention is being held 
in March 1992 from the 24lh to lhe 27th. in 
Vienna, Austria. The convention will consist 
of Workshops, Seminars, AES Technical 
Tours, Social Programmes etc. all in lhe Pro
Audio sector. It is expected that various dig
nitaries will be present from all over the 
world This will give a grand opportunity for 
various people, sound-engineers, equipment 
manufacturers, broadcast people, media 
people, etc. ID rub shoulders with each other. 
It is expected to be a grand occasion. 

The list of exhibitors for pro-audio 
equipment manufacturers is quite a large 
one, inclusive of all the big names in the 
business. So the best equipment in pro-audio 
is certain to be on display. 

The seminar programme will include 
sessions in Digital Signal Processing, Meas
urement Techniques & Instrumentation, 
Audio History, Preservation and Restora
tion, Music and Musical Instruments, 
Transducas, New Techniques in Transmis
sion, Sound Reinforcement, Digital Record
ing and Reproduction, Architectural 
Acoustics, Psycho Acoustics, Additional 
and Special Topics. 

At the time of writing, the AES Conven
tion is in full swing in Vienna. Playback, the 
only Pro-Audio magazine from India is 
being represented at the Convention by it's 
Editor and Publisher, Mr. Ani1 Chopra. His 
visit was made possible due to the efforts and 
endeavours of Lyrec of Denmark. In our next 
issue we will feature the convention and all 
it's salient features. So watch out for our next 
edition of Playback, to stay tuned in. 
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British at 
Vienna 

Visit.on to the coming AES Convention 
(Vienna 24-27 March 1992) will be treated to 
the full breadth of British expertise on display 
in the accompanying technical exhibition. No 
leas than 40 of the stands will present UK 
products and services. in a Joint Venture 
promotion organised by the Association of 
Professional Recording Services (APRS). 

The companies participating in the Joint 
Venture range literally from A to Z (Acoustics 
Design Group to Zonal Ltd.), with hardware 
and consultancy relevant to broadcasting, 
sound for motion pictures, recording and 
duplicating for lhe music industry, live sound, 
and studio design. 



INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
- -

The List of Exhibitors 
ACOUSTA ELEKTRONIK 
AClITRON 
ADAMS SMITH 
AD SYSTEMS 
ADTEC 
AEQ 
AGAP 
AGM DIGIT AL ARTS 
AKA 
AKG 
ALPHATONE 
ALEC 
AMEC TAC 
AMPEX 
AMS 
APEX 
APEX MACHINE 
AP HEX 
APOOEE ELECTRRONICS 
ATE 
ATC 
AUDIO ANIMATION 
AUDIO DESIGN 
AUDIO DEVINE TECH. 
AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS 
AUDIO EXPORTS 
AUDIO FOLLOW 
AUDIO KINETICS 
AUDIO PRECISION 
AUDIO PROCESING TECH. 
AUDIO SALES 
AUDIOTECHNICA 
AUDIOMATION 
AUDIOPAC 
AUDIOSCOPE 
AU DIX 
AUTOGRAPH SALES 
AVF 
BARCO-EMT 
BARTH 
BASF 
BEC TECHNOLOGIES 
BEHRINGER 
BEL DIGITAL AUDIO 
BEYER 
BFE 
BGW 
BNS 
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS 
BRUEL & KUAER 
BSSAUDIO 
CAL REC 
CANFORD AUDIO 
CETECVEGA 
CHROMATEC VIDEO 
PRODUc:'S 
CLEAR-COM INTERCOM 
COMMUNITY 
CONCEPT DEISGN 
COSMO MARKETING 
COUNTRYMAN 
CREST AUDIO 
CRL 
D&B 

DAR 
DATSTELLAVOX 
DBX 
ODA 
DELTRON COMPONENTS 
DESSAURMAGNETBAND 
DIALOG4 
DIC DIGITAL 
DI GAL (MONT ARBO) 
DIGIDESIGN 
DIGIGRAM 
DIGITEC STUDER 
DK-AUDIO 
DOLBY 
DORROUGH 
DRAKE ELECTRONICS 
DRAWMER 
DUPLICATION EQUIPM 
BROKERAG 
DURAN AUDIO 
DWIGHT CAVENDISH DEV 
DYNACORD 
DYNAUDIO ACOUSTICS 
EDITECH STUDER 
EEL.A AUDIO 
ELECTROSOUND 
ELECTRO VOICE 
ESTEMAC 
ESTUDIOS GEMA 
EUPHONIX 
EVENTIDE 
EVERTZ 
FAIRLIGHT 
FFD 
FIDELIPAC 
FILP 
FM ACOUSTICS 
FOCUS RITE 
FOR-A 
FOSTEX 
GAUSS 
GENELEC 
GHIEL.METTI 
GIESE ELECTRONIC 
GML 
GOLD LINE I LOFT 
GOTHAM 
GRUPPE3 
GTC FILM & FERNSEH 
GTC STUDIOTECHIC 
GTS 
HARMONIA MUNDIA 
ACOUSTICA 
HARRISON 
HAUFE 
HES ELECTRONICS 
HEYN A 
HHB 
HOF-PROFESSIONAL-AUDIO 
ILSEMANN 
INTELIX 
INTER-TAIN 
IRP 
ITC 

JBL 
KELLERER VERLAG 
KELTREX/fEKSAM 
KI.ARK TEKNIK 
KLEIN+ HUMMEL 
KLOTZ DIGITAL 
KLOTZ ELEKTRONIK 
KOCH DIGIT AL DISC 
KORG 
LAKE PEOPLE 
LAWO 
LESTER AUDIO 
LEXICON 
LEYBOLD 
L YOCRAFT (TUBE-TECH) 
LYREC 
MANAGEMENT DATA 
MAYCOM 
MBI BROADCAST 
MEG MUSIKELEKTRONIK 
GEITHAIN 
MEYER SOUND LABS 
MIDAS 
MITSUBISHI 
MOGAMI 
MOSSES & MITCHELL 
MUNRO 
MUSICBOX 
MUSIKON 
MWA 
NAG RA 
G.NEUMANN 
NEUTRIC 
NEVE ELECTRONICS 
NEW ENGLAND DIGIT AL 
NTP 
OD&ME 
OMNIPHONICS 
OPTICAL DISC 
ORBAN 
OfARI 
PANASONIC PROF. AUDIO 
PASTEGA 
PEAVEY 
PEICOM ACOUSTIC 
f'ENNY + GILES 
PHILIPS CONSUMER 
ELECTRONICS 
PHILIPS PROFESS. 
ELEKTRONIK 
PLASMEC 
PRECISION DEVICES 
PREFER 
PRO-BEL 
PUBLISON 
QC MAGNETICS 
QUESTED MONITORING 
RANE 
RANSON AUDIO-CAR
TOUCHE 
RENKUS-HEINZ 
ROLD EX 
RTW 
SAJE 
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SAKI MAGNETICS 
SAND AR 
SANKEN 
SAS SYSTEMS 
SATURN RESEARCH 
SCHNEIDER 
SCHOEPS 
SCVAUDIO 
SEEM AUDIO 
SEIDEL TONTECHNIK 
SELLMARK 
SENNHEISER 
SHURE 
SIEMENS 
SIG TECH 
SOLID AUDIO 
SOLID ST ATE LOGIC 
SOLL.AS 
SONIFEX 
SONOSAX 
SONY 
SOUNDCRAFT 
SOUNDSPHERE I SONIC SYS
TEMS 
SOUNDTRACS 
SPECTRAL SYNTHESIS 
SPI 
STAGE ACCOMPANIMENTS 
STEENBECK 
M. STEVENS & PARTNERS 
STUDER 
STUDIO MAGNETICS 
SUNKYONG MAGNETICS 
SWITCH CRAFT 
SYMETRIX 
TAMPOPRINT 
TANDBERG DATA 
TAPEMATIC 
TC ELECTRONIC 
TASCAM I TEAC 
TESLA 
TFT 
TIMELINE 
TOA 
TOfALSYSTEMS 
TRIDENT 
TRIPLE ONIDA 
TURBO SOUND 
UNIVERSITY SOUND 
VDB 
WAVEFRAME 
WESTLAKE 
WHEATSTONE 
WHITELEY 
WOELKE 
YAMAHA 
YELLOWfEC 
ZENON 
ZONAL 
ZOROASTER (JAPANTAX) 
3M-EUROPE 
360SYSTEMS 
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NO 
TALL CLAIMS 

AT 
TIPS 

While you run your finger tips through our versatile range of titles, we are 
sure they will be at the tip of your tongues too. 

BODYGUARD 
AJ{DAZ AfNA APNA. 

YALGAAR· KHUDA GAWAH. L()(!IERE. HEER RANJHA. 
ANMOL. KHEL. cHANDIWf UKJII. U UDKA EK Ul)Kl.. 

cHOORIYAN. soimur. 
K51f(RIYA. AP.NE DAM PAR. prAR KA RUfBA 
AASMAAN SE AAGAY. 01iHI ro HAI. SAB SE ()()}ICHA-

PYAR KA rARAJIA. -
pHOOL AUR J(AA.NTE. _ SAN AM· 

.AAKJlAMAK -
sAA'IWAN AASMAN· DEWAR· 

TIME MACHI.NE· AfRADHI. J(A}IOOJI 
- HASEEJI MAIN JAWAN. uMAJiE SE KYA DARN~ 

MEE'flNG A MILEST~· WM -- DILBfll'TF~ M,UIARAJA. HASINA MAAJI .IA n;r.1. HUM BHI TE · 

GEET· p,4RM(RAMI. NAYA SAWAN, 
PYAR DEEWANA HOTA HA!:_ 

~.I KA GCXJND!!lAA!_ - EIN HAI BULBVL. 
QAIDM -

- DIYA cHOIU cHORI - cEHRA pYAR. 
DIL - SAGAR SE -
PIWD,.NO, :5 OF -
}{. CJIANDRA ® 

THE MUSIC THAT GROWS 
ON YOU. 

--------------Issued 1,,y--------------
Tips Casselles tf1 Records Co. 

AMRUT NIWAS. 3RD Fl.DOR. RAMKRISHNA MISSION ROAD. 
OFF LINKING ROAD. SANTACRUZ (WE.51). BOMBAY400 054. 

PHONES : 648 3035. 648 2203. 646 0560. 646 4340. 648 2084. FAX : (91) 22-<>49 6716. CABU : TAURANIS' 



-- - . - INTERNATH>NAL NEWS -
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Lyrec Success in 
Korea 

With several recent orders for Lyrec 
duplication equipment in Korea, the Danish 
manufacturer Lyrec is establishing the suc
cess of its duplicating equipment in the Far 
East. 

These orders follow Lyrec's successful 
participation earlier this year in the Korean 
Broadcast and Pro Sound Exhibition in Seoul 
and the BIRTV-91 exhibition in Beijing, 
China where Lyrec presented its full range of 
tape recorders, duplicators and high speed 
loaderTACHOS 908. 

In all 3 loopbins and 34 slaves have been 
sold in the recent past along with mastering 
and QC equipment. 

U.K. 
Lyrec (UK) has appointed Johan von 

Schoultz as Managing Director. Johan von 
Schoultz comes from the parent company, 
Lyrec Manufacturing A/S of Denmark and 

has long experience of the Lyrec range of 
products. His appointment is evidence of 
Lyrec's continuing commitment of its UK 
operations. 

FRIDA 
Pebble Mill, the home of BBC network 

radio has bought four Lyrec FRIDA portable 
tape recorders. 

The FRIDA is a profeuional 1/4", 2 
channel tape recorder offering 3 tape speeds, 
full servo controlled tape handling and 
:nicroprocessor logic. It is audio electronics 
standard equipped with Dolby HX Pro and 
has phase compensated record amplifiers. 
The FRIDA, which can be rack. tape top or 
flush mounted includes 2-track. DIN Stereo 
and time code, malcing it particularly lltrac
tive for broadcast use as well as film and 
other location recording applications. 

APRS - June 3rd-5th '92 
in London 

APRS (The A~latlon or Profes
sional Recording Services) has already 
taken reservations for over half the floor 
space for APRS 92, the 25th International 
Exhibition of Professional Sound Recording 
Equipment. 

APRS 92 takes place at Olympia 2, Lon
don, from 3rd-5th June. Now celebrating 25 
successful years of growth, it is the leading 
international show for equipment and ser
vices used in sound recording, radio and 
television (audio) production and the rela1ed 
theatre and live sound area. Said Philip 
Vaughan, APRS 92 organiser: "Since book
ings opened in mid-December, over 80 com
panies -- mostly of international standing -
have signed up; many of these exhibitors will 
USe APRS 92 as the world premiere for their 
new products, which demonstrates how the 
APRS exhibition maintains its importance in 
the field." The exhibitors' list is expected to 
rise to 150+ in the coming weeks. 

The international attendance has risen to 
ar.>und 14% in recent years and is likely to 
remain significant "Our event has become 

firmly established." said Vaughan, "as 'The 
One Show' for the new single market of 
Europe: come next June, APRS 92 will be the 
one place for everyone in the pro audio busi
ness to be." 

With effect from 1st January 1992, 
Dave Harris -- director of London's pres
tigious Air Studios - Chairman of APRS, the 
Association of Professional Recording Ser
vices. 

In taking over the chair at the end of the 
year. Harries paid tribute to the retiring 
Chllinnan, Rodger Bain, (previously of CBS 
Studios), in particular for his work in bring
ing the Associllion through some fundamen
tal changes in representation of members of 
all kinds, not only in the commercial studio 
field. Harries also declared: 'The members 
of the APRS represent a combination of 
facilities and talents which is unrivalled in
ternationally. As the Association's new 
Chairman, I am determined to put this mes
sage over wherever and whenever we can, to 

Contd. on Page 
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Dynaudio 
Acoustics 
in demand 
in S.E. Asia 

The growing market for high quality 
Professional Audio equipment in S.E. Asia 
seems to have found the range of Dynaudio 
Acoustics Studio and Broadcast Monitors and 
amplifiers as much to its taste u has the 
European market A simple display of work
ing Dynaudio Acoustics systems on the 
Munro Associates stand at Pro-Audio Asia in 
Singapore this July was enough to generare 
tremendous interest. 

'This is without doubt the most success
ful show I've ever attended." said Ross Cas
ton, Sales and Marketing Manager of 
Dynaudio Acoustics, "At our first ever show
ing in this area, not only did we successfully 
review a large number of potential dis
tributors, but we actually signed up 6 first rate 
companies who will hopefully be able to cope 
with the demand very effectively, whilst 
providing the quality of presentation and ser
vice back-up that we required from our 
dealers. We took our largest ever single order 
from Taiwan, and sold the entire contents of 
the stand twice over. We hid customers bid
ding for the goods thal we brought outl Su
perb." 

The company are already represented by 
General Traders Ltd. in Japan. where sales are 
booming, and are now looking to expand from 
their new bases to cover the entire area. The 
distributors confirmed either 11 the show or 
shortly thereafter were: 

Singapore : Electronics and Engineering 
PTELtd. 

Malaysia Meteor Sound Ind Light 
Systems, Kuala Lumper 
(Private sales) Eastland 
Tnding PI'E Ltd., Kuala 
Lwnper (Government Sales) 

Taiwan KHS Ltd., Taipei 
HOng Kong : Betrue Ltd. 
Sri Lanka : Sound + Vision Pvt. Ltd., 

Colombo (Serving 
Sri Lanka and India) 

The Company expecll to be able to 111-
nounce Australi111 diatn"bution shortly after 
the AES show there in August 
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World Beat 
Bhangra 
from 
Audiorec 

Dal: Performing for lndlan 
audiences In U.K 

Audiorec, the label from U .K. which has 
created an upmarket for Indian artisies has 
boosied it's catalogue with some good 
releases on audio cassette as well as on CD's. 

'Beat The Rap' is a special album from 
Audiorec, appropriately labelled 'World 
Beat Pop, Funk, Bhangra'. The performance 
for this album is by Dal, a former Canadian 
Radio Broadcaster an night club DJ. The 
music is of unique quality, in 1raditional 
style, originating from Punjab, India. 

Other releases include • Inner Voice', by 
Budhaditya Mukherjee, and a series of al
bums of Purshotamdas Jalota. These include 
'Songs of Surdas-The Bhramgit', 'Ashtach
hap Poets--Praising Krishna' and 'Songs of 
Kabir--The Call of the Divine' .. 

---- - -- - - - - - - ----- -

INTERNATl()NAL NEWS 
-- --- ----- --- ---- -- - -- --~--- - -

Globe Magnetics, Singapore Caution Equipment 
Users 

Hoax Relapping & 
Reconditioning in 
India 

Claiming to rep-eaent Globe Magnetic 
SciencesofSingapore,someunscrupwous 
business operators in India are believed to be 
carrying out shady deals. These operators 
impersonate the Singapore firm for audio 
magnetic head relapping and reconditioning 
business. They operaie from areas in Bom
bay and New Dellii . 

The impersonators had managed to 
photocopy the Globe Magnetic Sciences' 
magnetic literature and thus collected heads 
for relapping and reconditioning on the false 
claim of representing Globe Magnetics. 
These unscrupulous operators relapped the 
heads elsewhere and damaged them beyond 
repair. 

Arthur Ngiam of Globe Magnetics in
formed Playback that "relapping of audio 
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magnetics is a combination of art and scien
ces, and like precision mowd making, it has 
to be acquired over a Jong period of time, 
using the right procedures, equipment and 
foundation" . Globe Magnetics have been ac
tively involved in the relapping and saving 
of thousands of audio magnetic heads in the 
sub-continenL Their work has been highly 
appreciated by major equipment manufac
turers and duplicators. 

Now, with this latest development in 
India, Globe has expressed concern and cau
tioned equipment manufacturers and 
duplicators. Any clarifications could be 
made at their Singapore address: Globe Mag
netic Sciences Pte Ltd. 514, Chai Chee Lane, 
#16-16 Bedok Industrial Estate, Singapore 
1646. 
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Electrosound: 
Williams, Jambor 
visit India 

Jim Williams, President of 
Eleclrosound, had been to India on a brief 
visit recently. Also aocompanying him, WIS 

Peny Jambor, Sales Manager, Audiomatic, 
worldwide marketing agents for 
Elec1rosound. Williams WIS on a mission to 
finalise sales of Electrosound equipmenl He 
also used the opportunity to impress upon 
the people in the Indian induslry about the 
salient features of Eleclrosound equipment. 

While on his Indian venture, Williams 
shared with Playback his impressions about 
the Indian markeL According to him, "the 
market is obviously a large one, and the 
Indian market will continue to grow". He 
said that "Elec1rosound has been a player 

from before•. Emphasising that he intended 
to make the presence of Electrosound 
"sironger in the fubR", Williams informed 
that he would attempt to 1ain a good 
foothold in lhe lndim market in the coming 
year. It wu keeping this in mind that he 
embarked on survey of the entire Indian 
market with visits to Bombay, Delhi, 
Madras, Calcutta and B111galore. 

Williams claimed th.i they were here to 
"establish c:oni.ct with key people in ~ 
Indian market, IS well IS re-atablish old 
ones". Summing up his visit he modestly 
stated that "the whole affair was fruitful", 
and he expects to fmd a good market for 
Elec1rosound in the future. 

Electrosound in 
Singapore, 
Bangkok 

Eleclrosound has spread their wings in 
their attempt to gain a hold over the Asian 
markeL They now have their representatives 
in both, Bangkok and Singapore. 

In addition to this, Electrosound have a 
spare parts warehouse in both these places. 
They have now set up a technical !raining 
centre in Bangkok. The centre is handled by 
'Datron Thai .Co Ltd.' Electrosound also 
claim to offer excellent technical service 

back-up. Perry Jambor, Sales Manager of 
Audiomatic, worldwide marketing agents for 
Electrosound informed that "one of the 
Electrosound engineers is currently in 
Bangkok, training Datron Thai staff on ser
vicing and installing of the Eleclrosound 
9000 sysiem". All spare parts are freely avail
able in Bangkok and Singapore, Perry in
formed. 

Electrostatis Speakers 
From MAS Australia 

A very interesting technological 
development, down under, is the latest range 
of electrostatic speakers, courtesy MAS 
Australia. 

MAS Aus1ralia offers a whole gamut of 

electrostatic speakers to choose from. The 
speakers are available &om 100 W RMS to 
250 W RMS. The MAS range of electrostatic 
speakers offer flat response at 20 KHz and 
overall figures at an unbelievable +- 3db 
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Pro Audio & 
Light Asia '92 
Date: July 8-10, 1992 
Venue: IMM Exhibition 

Centre, Singapore 
The Audio mi Light Industry of the 

Asian region will soon be getting together .i 
the IMM ExlulJition centre, Singapore for 
the 'Pro Audio Ind Light Asia '92' WALA). 
This is the 4th Amual Intanational Trade 
Exhibition for Professional, Recording, 
Sound Reinforcement, Duplication, Light
ing, Luen, Special effects utd Associated 
Equipment for the Leisure, F.nte.rtainment 
and Rellled Industries. This is Asia 'a largest 
and most important Pro Audio and Lighting 
industry event This is not a local Singapore 
show, major local distributors cannot sell 
direct to visitors from Asian countries not 
covered by their distributorship. It is there
fore very important that International 
manufacturers participate. 

The Exhibits include Sound Consoles, 
Professional Loudspeakers, PA Systems, 
Amplifiers, Equalisers, Signal Processors, 
Audio Special Effects Equipment, Digital 
Audio Synchronizing System, 
Theatre/Disco Lighting Lasers, Fog and 
Smoke generating machine, Lighting ef
fects, Lighting mixers, Dimmers, Stage 
Luminaries and control systems, Trussing 
system, CD production and packaging, 
Duplication system, other equipment. 

The 1991 exhibition had more than 200 
international exhibitors and represented 
manufactures from 17 countries. The 
opinion shared by exhibitors is that such 111 
event will help to promote serious business 
and an awareness and insight into the Audio 
and Ught indus1ry. 

LJSE Ol 1R FAX 
TO SE'.\D '.\E\\'S 
009 I (22 ).i9JO 15.i 

&om 35 Hz - 40 KHz (I 00 W) and +- 3db 
&om 15 Hz - 100 KHz (250 W). 

MAS Aus1ralia is represented in India 
by Hytech Communications (P) Lrtd. based 
in Delhi 



SOUND RECORDING STUDIOS • 

The art 
of 

a 
perfect 

putting 
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studio. 
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Good Equipment 
& 

Good Engineering. 
In the Capital city only 
one studio for perfect 

recording. 
Sangeetika Sound Recording Studios 

D- 1, Viral Bhawan, Commercial Complex, (Behind Batra Cinema), Dr. Mukherjee Nagar, Delhi - 110 009. 
T~.: 7210506, 7111880. 
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APPLICATION NOTES 

Compressor, Limiter 
Application Notes 

When we designed the Afterburner we listened 
to what audio professionals had to say about 
what they wanted in a compressor/limiter, and 
the limitations of existing products. 

So. we made it fast to set up, gave it easy to read wide 
scale metering, added an Enhance control, and, perhaps 
best of all, we made it switchable to 2 band (Low/High) 
compression, opening up a whole new range of gain 
control options. 

To familiarise you with its functions we've taken a~ 
plications suggested by Audio Engineers and the ARX 
design team and put them together in some practical 
notes. These are by no means the only ways of using 
the Afterburner - experimentation is the only way to 
fully realise the variety of gain control teclmiques the 
Afterburner makes available. 

Enhance 
One of the special features of the Afterburner is the 
Enhance function. You may have noticed how often 
audio signals that have been compressed or limited 
sound flat and lifeless. The Enhance function provides 
frequency restoration to preserve the spectral balance 
of the signal, compensating for the sagging Low and 
High frequency response of compressed or limited 
program material. 

This returns life to the program material, giving 
processed program material a more upfront sound 
without the listener fatigue inducing distortions of 
some "exciters". 

On the following pages we've listed some practical 
everyday uses for the Afterburner. 

Single Channel Mode 

aJ Gentle Compression 
Uses: Vocal Leveling ,fattening Drums, pulling the mix 
together. 

Control positions: Enhance IN, stereo link IN, Dual 
Channel IN 

Threshold depends on input level. For -1 OdB nominal 
systems between - 20 to -lOdB. F9r lOdB and +4dB. 
Ratio around 1.5:1 to 3:1. Output gain to suit desired 
output level usually OdB (unity) 

Effect: Pulls main and harmony/backing vocals 
together and evens out level differences to give a much 
fuller together vocal sound. 

Fattens dJ'1;lmS to provide more even balance, increased 
defmition between individual drums and enhanced low 
frequency response. 

With the overall mix it pulls everything together giving 
a more even balanced sound and preserving the stereo 
image even if the input signals vary in level. 

This setting also increases apparent volume without 
reducing headroom as the average level is more con
stant. 

b/ Hard Limiting, 
U ses-Loudspealcer Protection, Preventing Tape Over
load, Transmitter Overmodulation. 
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Control positions: 

Enhance IN, Stereo Link IN, Olannel IN Threshold 
depends on input level. For -lOdB nominal systems 
between -20 to -1 OclB; for O and +4dB nominal systems 
between -lOdB and +4dB. 

Ration from 10: 1 to 00: 1 

Output Gain to suit desired output level, usually OclB 
(unity). 

Effect:' 

Has no effect on the signal until threshold is reached. 
Once threshold is reached, the output is held at a 
constant level until the signal is reduced below the 
threshold level. The user can detennine the absolute 
maximum level (just below the clipping point of 
amplifiers, tape saturation, transmitter overload, etc) 
for system operation and set the threshold level 1-2dB 
below to prevent overload. 

Single Channel (Dusi Band) mode 

This mode of operation opens up a whole new world 
of gain control. You can make thin sounds fat, fat 
sounds thin, alter the loudness curve of Sound Reinfor
cement systems, control low frequency leakage in in
stallations. The possibilities are almost endless. 

As the Low and High frequency dynamics of the pro
gram material are now controllable separately, the user 
can tailor control setting to suit the varying frequen
cy /amplitude balance of the program material beir.g 
compressed. 

If we analyze the spectral balance of most modem 
audio signals we find that they are heavily weighted 
toward the low frequency end of the spectrum (below 
250Hz). 

However if we analyze vocals and instruments we find 
that most of the energy and ALL of their intelligible 
differences occur in the mid and high frequencies 
(above 250Hz). ln single band (conventional) channel 
compressor limiters this usually means that when we 
compress or limit program material, we are taking our 
threshold cure from the low frequency content of the 
program signal. This causes the well known and un
pleasant pumping or breathing effect, where the mid 
and high frequencies are modulated by the low f re
quencies because they are of greater amplitude. 

By splitting the program we can control the two bands 
of frequencies much more effectively and with negli
gible interaction. The threshold of the mid and high 
frequencies, and the low threshold is detem1ined by 
low frequencies, which if you think about it is the 
logical way of doing things! 

In this mode of operation the mono mode switch must 
be IN, Stereo Link switch OUT. Note that in this mode, 
Channel B Bypass and Enhance switches are non 
operative. 

Signal Input and Output is via Ch 1 input and.output. 
Output metering is via Ch 1 output meter. Gain reduc
tion of Low Frequencies is indicated by the Ch 1 Gain 
reduction Meter and Gain reduction of High Frequen
cies is indicated by the Ch 2 gain reduction meter. 

ch 1 controls signals under 250Hz, Ch 2 controls 
signals above 250Hz. The filter slope is 6dB per octave 
so the transition between low and high channels is very 
smooth and transparent. 

All the settings suggested below are only approximate 
and will vary slightly with signal level and frequency 
content. Don't be afraid to experiment We '11 help you 
become familiar with the Afterburners varied 
capabilities. 

s/Two Band General Compression 

Control Positions: 

Enhance IN, Ch 1 threshold around O to +4dB, Ch 2 
threshold around -10 to OdB; Ch 1 ratio 4: 1, Ch 2 ratio 
2: 1; Ch 1 and 2 output gains usually OdB (unity). 

Effect: 

Pulls the mix together giving a fuller, more dynamic, 
sound for the same overall program level. Vocals and 
instruments stay upfront as their level is not dictated by 
low frequency content. 
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b/ Two Band Hard Limiting 

Control Positions: 

Enhance in, Ch 1 Threshold around O to +4dB, Ch 2 
threshold around -4 to +4dB. Ch 1 ration 10: 1 to 00.1, 
Ch 2 ration 10: 1 to 00.1. 

Ch 1 and 2 output gains usually OdB (Unity). 

Effect: 

Has no effect on the signal until the threshold set on 
either band is reached, once this threshold is reached 
the signal in that band is held at a constant level until 
it reduces below the threshold level. The user can 
determine the absolute maximum level required Gust 
prior to Amplifier clipping, tape saturation, transmitter 
overload etc.) and set the thresholds 1-2d8 below to 
prevent overload. • 

This method of operation ensures maximum program 
output whilst retaining overload control. 

cl Concept Sound from a Small to 
Medium System 

Control Positions: 

Enhance IN, Ch 1 Threshold around +4 to +8dB, Ch 2 
Threshold around Oto +4dB. Cb 1 ratio 2: 1, Cb 2 ration 
4:I"-8:1. 

Output Gain Ch I +3d8, Ch 2 OdB (unity). 

Effect: 

What we've done here is given the whole system a life 
in the Low Frequency Output at the usual operating 
level. 

When the system is driven up to OdB program levels 
we find the mids and highs start to compress harder 
than the low frequencies. This means our vocals and 
instrument levels stay under control and the low fre
quencies still have a few dB to go before they begin 
compressing, at a more gentle ratio than the mids and 
higm. This gives the perceived effect of more low 
frequency output. 

At levels where previously the system was starting to 
get thin and. harsh we now have a smooth sounding 
"fat" system with plenty of low frequency punch. And 
isn't that what every engineers striving for'? 1be drum 
sound in this mode has to be heard to be believed. 

d/ Cleaning up muddy Vocals 

Control positions: 

Enhance OUT, Ch 1 threshold'around -lOdB to -40d8, 
Ch 2 threshold around OdB to +4d8. Ch 1 ratio around 
10:1, Ch 2 ratio around 2:1. Cb 1 output gain OdB 
(unity) Ch 2 output gain OdB (unity). 

Effect: 

What we have done here is the reverse of application 
c/. 

We are aiming to reduce the low frequency content of 
Vocal program in order to improve its intelligibility and 
reduce its overall amplitude. Excessive low frequency 
energy, breathing noise, wind etc. is compressed at a 
much harder ratio than the mid and high frequency 
program. 

Simply EQing this out of the program would leave the 
Vocal thin, nasal sounding and lifeless. By controlling 
the low frequency content of the signal to a constant 
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compressed level, we have a vocal program that has 
high intelligibility, reduced overall amplitude and a 
natural sounding amount of low frequency energy, all 
at user determined levels. 

e/ Keeping Venue Neighbours Happy 

Control positions: 

Enhance IN, Ch 1 threshold variable depending on the 
situation, CH 2 threshold around OdB to +4dB; Ch I 
ratio 00.1, Ch 2 ratio 2: I to 4: 1. Ch I output gain OdB 
(unity), Ch 2 output gain OdB (unity). 

Effect: 

When you approach a music venue from the outside, 
all you can hear from a distance is the steady thump of 
the low frequencies. Unfortunately, if there are neigh
bours living fairly close, this is all they can hear too! 

The purpose of this mode of operation is to control the 

KASUGA, the most exciting new 

absolute low frequency output of the system by apply
ing a hard limit to it. 

The secret is to determine the correct threshold level to 
provide this. There are too many variables determining 
low frequency leakage to begin to describe them here. 

Setting the threshold for this one will involve standing 
around outside the club/disco using your ears to deter
mine the correct threshold level for your own particular 
circumstance. 

What happens in operation is when the system reaches 
the desired level of low frequency output it is limited 
to that level and no more. The mids and highs are at a 
higher threshold and lesser ration which ensures the 
system continues operating at a high level, keeping the 
patrons happy, but the long distance travelling bottom 
end is limited in level, keeping the neighbours happy! 

What we have outlined in the previous pages are only 
a small number of the Gain Control applications the 
adventurous Audio Engineer can use the Afterburner 
for. We look forward to hearing of any new applica
tions that enterprising Audio professionals find. 

Colin Park 

Director-Product Development 

name in P.A. amplifiers. 

You may have heard it. Because people 
are talking about us already. 
We design the system to be one step 
ahead, of the other P.A. amplifiers. 

KASUGA : THE POWER. 
People want. power-we've got it. 
Authorised Agents:-
CHETANA RADIO ACOUSTICS, 
168, V. P. Road, Bombay-400 004. 
Tel.: 354173, 3863384 
ESAR ELECTRONICS 
Raval Building, 1st Floor. 428, Lamington Road, 
Bombay-400 004. Tel.: 357044, 357948 

Ask for the demonstration of our New 8-12 
channel mixing consoles, High power & 
tweeter Bank with built in power amplifier. 

Works:- KASUGA ENTERPRISES 115, Manish Ind. Est. No. 3, Village Navghar, Vasai (E)Dist. Thane 401 202. 
Pl.A YBACK & FASTFORW ARD 
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Interview : SHASHI GOPAL 
Managing Director MAGNASOUND 

T
he advent of MTV, exposes the Indian market to the full J!romo
tion pressure of western music. 24 hours a day, sophisticated 
glitzy 'marketing' of a life style, the Indian middle class is 

anyway advancing towards.More licentious, permissive, promiscuous, 
and there/ ore preferable in a society where sex is on its way in. 

Slowly but surely, International music is going to carve but a 
much larger share of music market in India. Playback interviews 
Shashi Gopal, Managing Director, M agnasound to give an inside view. 
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PLAYBACK: ne IDterutloul Mulk b•*• 11 lriot· 
tins ap. Cu JOU dnw a _..auto, M JN wauld percelft Ille 
lltuatloa, aboat 2 Jean rro.. BOW 1 Are tllere aoma to be muJ 
aoreplaJenT 

Shashi Gopal: Yea. dlCR ii no doubt dw Intemalianal 
Music busineu ii &ainin& momentum. Thia ii a comequence of the 
dcmOJ11lr11ion effect, like 111ywhm'e else in lhe world. You lhouJd 
understand tlw, music ii a conunodity lhal cmx>t be 10ld merely by 
advatilcmall alone, though I due say the ..... does play a si&
nificlllt mle in the promotion of musk. but unleu the lay public ii 
expc>Rp IO inlemalional music by way of visual~ audio danonatra
liona, lhey will ranain ignorant for most pull with reference to the 
quality of Western Music that is available (thanks IO Mag
JU1SOund/Bremm and Olhen like us), for the aking. 

Hindi music, in Imm of awareness m:l saJea. hu reached an all 
lime becmse, of lhe exposure of Hindi Music lhrou&h the movies (I 
believe thae •e 1000 odd theatres in India) and the P'olifaation of 
lhe cable TV network which ii 5P"eading its teniacles evm in remote 
rural •eas. 

As f• u lnlemaliona.l Music is concerned, for the mommt, 
MTV is providing a lot of exposure in the cities and this is directly 
reflected in increued aales. In a couple of ye.us, I envisage a greater 
part of rural India IOo would be linked IO MTV and our sh•e which 
is 10%, will rise lo 40%. 

Now major Music companies •e alJady represented in India 
through us, Bremen, CBS, MIL elC. But there are a host of inde
pendent companies out of which, one in particum, Virgin Records, 
I thinlc, should be represmted in lndiL Evm otherwise, I believe that 
in lime, other small independent companies will mushroom in our 
country. 

What Is the criteria for selecdng an album to be released In 
India ? Now, we ue talking about thole albums which do NOT 
ftt Into the 111pentar category, llke Madonna, et al. 

Our licensors circulaie a priority list and the prerequisites of the 
artisles lo be promoted are P'ovided in this list and our selection is 
based mainly on this. But as you know, we are relatively newcomers 
into this field (having stmted operations only in 1989), sometimes we 
release relative older calalogues due IO their extreme popularity in 
this country, like f1m Reeves elc. who may be an old hat IO the 
Wesiem audiences, but in India, this great artist has reached an 
evergreen status and his songs are still popular hae judging by the 
fact that some of his numbers are still broadcast on radio regularly. 

Otherwise, as far as the others are concerned, we have a selection 
panel which regularly study the Billboard and other standings of the 
various artistes/albums. As I told you before, MTV is playing a more 
and more importanl role and considering this also, selections are 
made keeping in mind, the kind of artistes/albums which have gained 
awareness, recognition in the Indian mind. 

As for olher extended catalogues, like Rock, Pop, Blues, we 
consult various experts in these particul• cale&ories who advise us, 
as to which alb1D111 micJ- clleh on in this co\Dltry md we release 
them accordin&ly. 

I have beard and 1uqed from dealers, that saln ol artistes, 

NOT Ill Ille mpentar catepry, an adullJ, ememe,1 poor Ill 
bdla. Could Jou cllart out tile..._ patentlal of these 1B' uct •c• 
sr- 81buma 1 I would appreciate, If you could cite specific 
aampleL 

I apec dw arlier on, dlil wa true, but the 1rmd ii chan&in&, I 
cme say. I repeat qain that unt .. lhe lndim piblic ii exposed IO the 
whole plelhora of lhe Western artistes, by way of audio m:I video 
promoliona, it ii &oin& IO remain hi&h)y ignonnt lhout ~ exia~ 
of utiata, not in lhe supcraur cale&OIY. What we me trym& lo do, 11 

come out with compilatiom in which along with artiala who •e in 
the A cale&my, some mcmben of lcaaa known artiala are features 
m:I we link than IO exlallive promotion campaigns like we Md a 
link-up with Pepsicola recently in which, the album features artiala 
like Chris Rea, Phil Collins ele. who were relalively unknown in 
lndiL We found dw afla' lhil C1Dtpaign, sales of other albums of the 
lhove artistes increased 1remendousfy. We have in our repenoire, 
three albums of Cris Rea and all of them picked up sales. And olher 
products of Phil Collins, A1annah Myles, F.ric Clapton etc. started 
selling like never before. Goes lo show lhe impact of p-omotion. I 
envisage the following sales : 

A grade nstes - 30,000 - 35,000 

B grade nstes - 10,000- lS,000 

C grade artistes - Upto S,000 

This with propa promotion campaigns can go up still further. 

Can you atve some Justlflcadon for the Rs. 45/- prlcellne, for 
Internadonal music cassettes 1 Ulndlan aoundtncks, reportedly 
cosdng Rs. 35 lakbs, can be offered to the consumer, by Indian 
music labels, at a price below Rs.251-, when WHY should Inter· 
nadonal caaettes cost so much more, especially, when In the first 
place, you do not Invest to create the repertolreT I have learnt, 
that the 1better quality' costs apprmlmately Rs. 'ZI- to Rs.41-. 

The Music Industry does exhibit a great price elasticity. There 
are a lot of considerations. First of all there is a particular pressure 
from our licensors who demand a premium pricing of their products. 
The price per cassette in the U.S. itself is $8/- and it would spell deep 
trouble lo the Western Music market if low priced music cassettes 
were re-exported IO U.S. and other co1D1tries and sold cheaper than 
the existing prices. Thus, a certain high pricing is demanded and it is 
quire 1D1derstandable. 

Also, though Indian music tracks are qui le expensive to produce, 
it does not require any special promotional campaigning, since the 
movies eic. adequately provide them with that, but in the case of 
western music, a lot of costly promotional campaigning is called for 
and the economics of the business demands maintaining of the 
existing price slructure. 

How would you view the performance of Magnasound, It's 
achievements since lncepdon, and It's pen:entqe al market 
lhare? 

We started in a relatively small way in February 1989 with a very 
limited repertoire. HMV which had a link up with Warner had eight 
years previously, cut off this cormection and there existed a big void 
in the market since then. The demand for western music (which was 
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INTERNATH)NAL l\1lJSIC 
- - -- - - -- -

quite limited earlier) was lllllisfied with such companies like Midas 
ere. Piracy was rampant. The ldvent of Magnuound hu changed all 
thaL It brought about a radical change in the consumer awareness of 
what International Music was all about We spearheaded campaigns 
against audio piracy. The whole music industry was rejuvenated with 
improvement in every upect of the music industry like better quality 
sounds, packaging ere. Here I must mention that Magnasound 
revolutionised the entire industry with the inttoduction of a heat proof 
book I.C. for their pre-recorded cassettes for the first time in India 
and the other companies followed our foot steps. I need not emphasise 
that our recording quality is par excellence. 

I would say that we are in a big way responsible, for creating an 
awareness in the consumer's mind of the kind of western music (all 
the extended catalogues) that has been made available to them, 
through our introduction of top quality music from among the best 
of artistes. 

We have 8 branches all over the country to deal with increasing 
demand for music. We have installed a computer system to study 
trends in market requirements and to get timely information without 
which one cannot successfully run this business. As far our share, 
according to the study conducted by Business and Political Observer, 
Magnasound is 31.8% and Bremen 11.4%. 

(a) Playback bas often received this query, so to utilise this 
opportunity, we would like you to educate our readers about the 
various permissions, you must have, to release the International 
catalogue. 

(b) Are there restrictions sometimes ? What kind or 
problems, tr any, do you race ? 

First of all you need a collaboration with an international com
pany to get the rights to exploit their products in India. Now, each 
artiste is assigned to only one label and only affiliates of this label 
anywhere in the world can release that product in that country. An 
example will clarify this point. Madonna is attached to Warner Bros. 
and so only affiliates of Warner Bros. can release albums of Madonna. 
But sometimes some artistes/Groups when they sign contracts with 
our Licensors they specify areas in which their albums can be sold. 
For other areas they may have a contract with another company e.g. 
The Group INXS who is on the Atlantic label has a clause in their 
contract restricting the sale of their albums to US and the Far East 
alone. So we in India cannot sell their albums. These are some of our 
problems. To continue with the (a) part of the question, it goes without 
saying that you require the approval of RBI of your collaborations or 
licencing agreements as exploitation of international repertoire invol
ves payments or royalties in foreign exchange. Plus you need your 
standard Govt. permission as is required for any industry in India. 

Can you throw some light on Indian tastes for International 
music? 

The most popular category is mainstream pop which achieves 
best sales. Artistes who fall in this category enjoy the best sales. Eg. 
Madonna, London Boys, Snap etc. One peculiarity about the 
audience psyche regarding music, which is not restricted to Indian 
alone but the whole of Asia is that, the taste is for softer music eg. is 
the group Modem Talking who fare not so well abroad has a great 
following here for precisely this reason. Other forms of music are 
slowly picking up too as awareness among the Indian public is 

growing for Rock music ere. which is directly reflected in increased 
sales of Rock albums. We are especially encouraged with increasing 
sales of jazz albums as awareness for jazz is on the increase hae. But 
as far as heavy metal is concerned, there is a very limited market and 
that too only in certain metropolitan areas. Similarly market for 
country and western music is also at the moment very limited. 

Recently, Magnasound bas been promoting Indian talent In 
English; eg • Penny Vu, Jasmine, etc. Are you happy with the 
results? What are your objectives? Are albums, by these artistes, 
being marketed abroad by your principles? 

Yes, we are extremely encouraged with the results. Undoubtedly 
there is a market for Indian Artistes in English and it is growing by 
the day. The Indian music lover as he walks into a music shop is 
begiming to ask for albums of Indian artistes in English by name and 
he wants to know if other albums of Indian artistes are available. And 
this trend is on the rise. Groups like 13 AD and ROCK MACHINE 
are becoming very popular. Our objective is plain enough and that is 
to promote Qill)IAN talent and give a platform to some really good 
singers who I feel are on par with western artistes who get recorded, 
to provide a status to these Indian artistes which will be on par with 
many of our playback singers who enjoy such immense popularity 
and command a great respect from the masses. This will tremendous
ly boost their morale which will encourage them to further their 
talents. In this way, the whole music industry will definitely get a 
boost and that is our ambition and we are well on our way to achieving 
this. 

As for sales of these albums abroad by our principles, well .... 
that is not happening yet, although we do send them samples. We feel 
that the constraints they face is the quality of recording which is not 
on par with International standards and also, these artistes are not 
available for promotional campaigns even if they liJce the albums. 
And indeed extensive and costly campaigns would be required to 
introduce these artistes to the western audiences. But we are working 
towards this objective and once our quality of recording become on 
par with international standards we will definitely achieve a 
breakthrough and I honestly feel that day is not far off. 

Which were the top 10 International album, bestsellers In 
1991, from Magnasound and Bremen together 1 Also, the ftgures 
please, In quantity numbers. 

As in other companies, we also follow the fmancial year and 
hence we will not have precise figures till 31st March 1992. But I can 
give you information in terms of our TOP TEN both in MAG
NASOUND and BREMEN. 

MAGNASOUND 

I. But Seriously/Phil Collins 

2. 12 Commandments of 
Dance/London Boys 

3. Everlasting Love Songs 
Vol.3 

4. Everlasting Love Songs 
Vol.8 

5. Auberge/Chris Rea 

BREMEN 

1. World Power/Snap 

2. So\Dld of Music 

3. The Modern:ralking 
Story/Modern Talking 

4. Just One Night/Samantha 
Fox 

5. Moment of Truth/Milli 
Vanilli 
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6. Swe.et Soul Music/London 
Boys 

7. Vagabond Heart/Rod 
Stewart 

8. Out ofTime/R.E.M. 

9. Immaculate Collec
tion/Madonna 

10. Serious Hits/Phil Collins 

6. Use Your Illusions 1 & 
2/Guns N' Roses 

7. The Simpsons Sings{fhc 
Blues 

8. I'm Your Baby 
Tonight/Whibley Houston 

9. The Very Besl/Jim Reeves 

10. 12 Greatest Hits/Neil 
Diamond 

How much piracy, In percentage terms, ls International 
music In India, suffering rrom? 

According to the International Photographic Industry (IPI) 
figures piracy of International Music is about 40%. 

There are rumours In the market that WEA ls being wooed 
by Music Today, on account or the India Today-Time collabora
tion. Is Magnasound's contract with WEA, on a permanent 
basis? 

We don't give any credence to rumours. We prefer to be judged 
by our performance and as long as we are performing well we don't 
care who woos who ? Our contract with WEA is made on a term basis 
i.e. for a certain number of years and that contract has just been 
renewed. 

Are you excited with the latest policy or allowing CD Im
ports? What are Magnasound's plans on this rront? Can you 
quantlry the sale potential In India, ror CD's, In the year 1992? 

Yes we are very greatly encouraged by the Government's policy 
to allow CD imports. The Indian public is now exposed to a new 
sound carrier to which heretofore it had no access the market as it is 
basically unknown commodity. We intend starting with select items 
in small quantities and once we've assessed the demand we'll try to 
satisfy the needs of the market. 

The advent or the Star TV have given a tremendous boost to 
International music. Right ? Wrong ? Please let us know, what 
has been the effect In real terms, In sales, that Is. 

Ah yes! The advent of ST AR TV has inde.ed given a tremendous 
boost 

to International Music in India. The question has been partly 
answered to earlier questions and so I'll not go much in detail, but I 
will say this much. 

The most important effect MTV has is to sample solDld/visual 
effects to audiences who previously had no access to new songs or 
videos. Quite often certain Groups Like AKASA who have released 
only singles and though those singles are transmitted regularly on 
MTV the Indian music lover cannot go for those for the simple reason 
that there is no market for singles in India, as the days of the 
record-player is over. If and when AKASA releases an album I'm 

. sure the response will be tremendous. 

--------~-------

PRINCE is widely exposed by MTV (his third video is being 
shown now), and as a consequence sale of this albums are on the 
increase. If previously 10 artistes were known to Indian Public, now 
thanks to MTV a 100 are known and we find that music lovers walk 
into music shops and ask for albums of artistes by name. NIRVANA 
WHO WERE RELATIVELY UNKNOWN IN INDIA, NOW 
ENJOY ST ANDING AND THEIR ALBUMS ARE BEGINNING 
TO SELL LIKE NEVER BEFORE. 

You will be surprised to blow that out of all the co\Dltries to 
which ST AR TV is being beamed India send in the maximum number 
of requests and this has been revealed to us by MTV itself. 

But at the moment the transmission is still haphazard as many 
of the CABLE TV operators do not have a separa1echannel for ST AR 
TV /MTV and they show only bits and pieces and that too at odd times 
and because of that the public misses much. Once this gets a little 
organised I'm sure results will be more encouraging and sales will 
increase anywhere from 3-500%. 

How strong a role does promotion play In generating sales 
ror International repertoire? I reel that, the promotion available, 
and being extended by the Enallsb media Is In excess, and much 
more out or proportion, than what lsJustlffable by the real polltlc 
situation, and ground reality or the aoclal structure. What are 
your views? Comment. 

Promotion does play an important role in boosting sales of any 
commodity and this is true for India as it is anywhere else in the world. 
Music is no exception to this rule. Singers in the west are extremely 
popular among the masses and this is in a great way achieved by 
extensive promotion. Some of them tticle down to the Orient includ
ing lndiL Say, MADONNA or SAMANrHA FOX appear in the 
cover of International magazines and many Indian magazines pick 
up the story and feature them as cover stories themselves. 

But otherwise, I totally disagree that the English media is over
doing promotion of western music in lndiL I think that it is the other 
way round It still is far, far below what it should be. You must 
understand that ENTERTAINMENT TRANSCENDS ALL BAR
RIERS OF LAND AND CULTURE. And music is one of the best 
forms of entertainment and you cannot deny a music lover, informa
tion about it, that he is legitimately entitled to. 

Today even persons living in minority markets are becoming 
aware of International music and are going for it in a big way. They 
may understand very little of the lyrics. but the music enchants them 
and they buy the album. This is evidenced by the fact that we regularly 
get letters form all parts of RURAL INDIA, FAN LE'ITERS, ST AT
ING THAT THEY'VE ENJOYED ONE OR THE OTHER OF OUR 
ALBUMS AND COULD WE SEND THEM LYRIC SHEET AS 
THEY WOUID UKE TO SING Al.DNG AND THEY CANNar 
CATCH THE WORDS ! 

As far as we are concerned, the press has been very good to us 
and I greatly appreciate iL A liale more service like featuring regular
ly the chart toppers, articles on artistes etc. would go a long way in 
giving a boost to the Music Industry, as a whole, is what I feel. 
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A new wave in 
communication 
Broadcast India '92 is a bigger, more 
ambitious sequel to the highly successful 
Broadcast India '91 . 

Ushering in a new era in Asian 
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Broadcast India '91 , which was a 
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Bappi Lahiri 

Admire this man 
Poem 

Hen is 
A man who plays his part 
And loolcs his part 
in full 11iew of othen 

While these othen, hide their warts 
And play their pseudo alaps, 

fully behind othen, 
Now, the jint musieian is sunlJ a man 
And the othen an greater only in sham. 

If we consider the first a ham 
Then it is a shame 

And who is to blame? 
Our laclc of a 11ision 
Men willaout a mission 

WlaaJ a life willaout an aim. 
Rather difficult to declare admiration for 
Bappi Lahiri. Everybody is happy at the 
mention of Bappi, to attack him about 
copying etc. But I have a point to make 
here, which shall be clear in the poem itself, 
but I will explain. 
Bappi is original. Which music director 
today can we identify only from the music. 
We can identify Bappi. The classic example 
for me, the Suraksha number. This number 
epitomises his style. It is this kind of music which 
Bappi creates with a flair. One can see clearly his love for 
rhythm and the exemplary•creations when he produces such 
tracks. 

Over the years, and that is many years of composing, Bappi has 
provided the "difference". We forget to grant him and his work this 
difference. Instead, we look for traces of western pop hit numbers 
and are jubilant to damn the entire track as copied. 
But, the difference is real and tangible. Check out the dance tracks 
compose.d which have his unmistakable stamp. In 'Garajna', and 
'Bombay Mein Pyar Hua', Bappi sings this track too. There is this 
remarkable aspect to the man, which further proves his creativity. His 
singing too is original, recognisable for style. What does one have to 
say about this aspect? Check out again -- 'Hungama Ho Jaye'; Bappi 
sings, and is in his element. Once too often we see, when the number 
is a dance track, and the arrangements are rhythmic, and in his 
favourite style, he sings himself. This is in an originality. 
In 'Shola aur Shabnam', the first solDldtrack in 92 to hit it, three songs 
'Thane De', 'Bole Bole', and 'Gori Gori' have his stamp. An indica
tion that, Bappi should do what comes naturally to him, and surely 
its going to be done well. Where the heart is, naturally the mind is. 
Bappi's heart is in western music. And we all should be the gladder 
for it. Out of this love the Indian film music has been bombarded time 
and again by Bappi with the best of western pop instrumentation, 
compositions, and African rhythms, Latin rhythms, et al. I'll say that, 
its good to lift and shift, if thereby there is a breath of fresh air. What's 

the point of doing something in the traditional mould. You 
maybe able to doit, as is evident from PrakashMehra's film 

'Zindagi Ek Jua' But where's the charm? 

Fact is, if you take a look into Bappi's work during '91, 
when he wasn't into the hit scene, he has been 

doing his favourite stuff in tracks like 
'GolaiGolaiGo' in 'IsiKaNaamZindagi', 
again he sings. 'Ayega Ayega Saw am' 
Lata sings with Bappi in 'Naya Sawan.' 
'Do you love me' in English by Hema 
Sardesai in 'Naseebwala,' also declares 
Bappi 's attempt al all-out western pop. He 
released his own album in English. Also, 
the "private" albums of his listed elsewhere 
in this piece, speaks of his sense of purpose 
and de.dication to his work. Can't see much 
of this around in the Bombay crowd. 
See the difference? 
The reason of this piece is an attempt to see 
things in a proper perspective. As I see it, 
music is always picked up, lifted, adul
terate.d, camouflaged, but its difficult to 
develop a style. Admire this man. He has 

eveloped a style. 

One has only to hear the start of a song, the 
peculiar rhythm, the instrumentation, the tone, 
the pause, the flourish. his signature -- and 

know that is Bappi's music. 
Ever Popular songs: 

1. Chalte Chalte -- Chalte Chalte Mere Ye Geel Y aad Rak
hana - Kishore 
2. Toote Khilone -- Mana Ho Tum Behad Hansi - Yesudas 
3. Phir Janam Lenge Hum -- Hum Na Kabhi Honge Juda - K.ishore 
I Anuradha 
4. Manavta -- Tumhara Pyar Chahiye Mujhe Jeene Ke Liye - Self 
5. Arman -- Ramba Ho Ho Ho - Usha Uthup 
6. Halhkadi -- Disco Station - Asha Bhosle 
7. Suraksha --
8. Satyamev Jayate -- Dil Mein Ho Tum - Self 
9.Zakhme--
10. Tohfaa --
11. Disco Dancer --
12. Namak Halal -- Pag Ghunghroo Bandh Meera - Kishore 
Private Album 
1. Supreme -- HMV - Double - Runa Laila 
2. Music Lover - Music India - Pad.mini Kolhapure/Bappi 
3. Dancing City - T Series - Mandakini 
4. Jawani Jawani - Music India - Bappi 
5. Welcome - C.B.S. - Anil Kapoor/Salma/Bappi 
6. Habiba -- Venus - Bappi 
7. Little Star -- H.M.V. - Reema Lahiri 
8. Dance Party - H.M.V. - Reema Lahiri 

C. M. DESAI 
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The show 
triggered a 
delight and 
investigation, 
from both 
engineers and 
entrepreneurs. 
Visilors included 
as many from the 
rest of India, as 
from Bombay. 8 
Participants wen 
overjoyed wilh 
both the quality 
and number of 
visitors. Today 
India represents 
one of the most 
active markets in 
the world. Going 
by business 
enquiries 
generated, the 
show was proof 
enough. For a 
f1rst time show, 
the presence of so 
many 
International 
exhibilors was 
extremely 
sat is/ ying. 

- - -

Splendid Show After The Bedlam 

ramatic turnabouts don't 

D usually happen. But in 
retrospection, it must be 

. said, that was exactly what 
took place at Broadcast lndia-91, the 
much awaited Pro-Audio and BroadJ 
cast exhibition. the first of it's kind 
on the subcontinent. 

With all the. bedlam and con
fusion that took place during those 48 
hours before it all started, with all the 
mishaps and mess-ups, given all the 
unavailabilities of services when re
quired the most, it was a miracle that 
the Broadcast India show came off as 
such a runaway success. It must have 
taken nothing lesser than a 
'transmogrification' to get the last 
cog into the wheel, to put everything 
in order and set Broadcast lndia-91 
into motion. 

Once Broadcast India 'did' get 
underway it was really a splendid 
show. The exhibition helped India 
etch it's place on the world map 
among the important nations in com
munications and broadcasting. 

Broadcast India was the first 
Pro-Audio exhibition over to be held 

in India and so it was a milestone of 
sorts in the annals of Asian broad
casting. The venue was just right- the 
prestigious and picturesque Nehru 
Science Centre at Worli in Bombay. 
The exhibition, which was held on 
the 29th, 30th November and Isl 
December 1991 was preceeded by 
the glittering 16th RAPA (Radio and 
TV Advertising Practitioners' As
sociation oflndia Ltd.) Awards Nite 
o~ November 28th. The awards 
themselves were for excellence in all 
creative and technical aspects of 
commercial television and radio 
broadcasting in 14 major languages 
in India. So the scenario was just 
about perfect and the setting and 
countdown to Broadcast, excellent. • 

Over the past four decades, 
India's broadcast industry has grown 
by leaps and bounds, and in the last 
ten years, especially so. All this 
naturally follows the stormy 
development of the national 
economy and improvements in 
people's living standards. 

Industrial growth in broadcast
ing and communications received a 
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- An Analysis 
shot in the um in the sixties and 
seventies when TV and radio broad, 
casts got commercialised. Under
standably so, development in this 
sector acquired a great boost. The 
broadcast and music industry is in the 
midst of witnessing an unprece
dented boom resulting from the new 
import policies introduced in the 
eighties. And with the liberalisation 
of the economy, industrial growth 
has gain impetus. 

India is the biggest producer of 
films in the world. And very soon, the 
broadcast industry will be trying to 
match it stride by stride. With the 
rapid development of the.advertising 
industry and television viewership, 
production houses are not only grow
ing, but also increasing day by day. 
Naturally, as they grow, so does the 
demand for newer and more sophis
ticated equipment and services. 

The stage is set for a revolution 
in communication in India by the 
time the twenty-first century comes 
around. As things stand today, India 
can boast of over 500 LPT stations, 
bringing TV transmission to almost 
every home. There are nearly 60 mil
lion TV and radio sets estimatedly, in 
India tpday. All of this has been 
simultaneously matched by growth 
in the Audio and Video industry in 
the country. Since this industry 
depends heavily on sophisticated 
technology and equipment imports, 
Broadcast India provided an excel
Ien t opportunity for leading 
manufact\D'~ and suppliers in India 
and overseas to participate where 
they could intermingle with one 
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Splendid Sh·ow After The Bedlam .... 
another, thus providing an excellent 
meeting ground for finalising quick 
sales, by business discussions, tech
nology transfers or joint ventures. 

The warm response to the ex
hibition underscores the importance 
of major Pro-Audio and Broadcast
ing equipment manufacturers in the 
Indian market. Over 50 manufac
turers chose to display their wares, 
57, to be precise. This unique feature 
served to accentuate the radical 
growth in this industry. There is al
ways a growing demand for the latest 
in broadcasting systems, pro-audio 
equipment. technology and services, 
film and sound equipment. And 
thanks to exhibitions like this, 
anyone desiring to learn more about 
this 'world', could see for themselves 
and find out all they needed to. And 
by bringing so many 'important' na
tional and international equipment 
manufacturers together, under one 
roof, Broadcast lndia-91 helped 
serve this cause. 

Almost all the exhibitors unani
mously felt that Broadcast lndia-91 
was a breakthrough for broadcasting 
authorities in the region as it would 
certainly enable them to keep up with 
the rapid technological changes 
taking place in the industry much 
closer to home. As it is, most of the 
participants at the exhibition such as 
Otari, Dolby, Lyrec, Tapematic, 
Audiomatic, Electrosound, Studer 
Revox, Lexicon, Panther, Neutrik, 
etc. have already established them
selves in the Asian market, and are 
only looking for expanding business 
opportunities in this region. 

Among the numerous exhibits 
on display al Broadcast lndia-91 
were TV Studio Broadcast Systems -

ENG/EFP/Broadcast and Industrial 
Cameras, all types of professional 
Broadcast and Industrial Analogue 
and Digital Video Tape Recorders, 
correctors, generators, animation 
systems, test equipment, etc. Audio 
systems - mixers, audio processing 
equipment, professional recorders, 
headphones, microphones, monitor 
systems, audio tapes, intercom sys
tems, etc. C-0 and V-0 loaders TV 
Lighting equipment - lighting control 
systems, professional fixtures, etc. 
Radio and TV Transmission equip
ment. Film apparatus, Testing equip
men t, High-tech Broadcast 
equipment and systems, Telecom
munication equipment and Com
puter applications. 

The range of displays by the par
ticipants at the Broadcast India show 
made quite an impressive list. 
Prominent among them were -

• Acoustic Transducters, 
Microphone and Headphones 
from AKG Acoustics (India) 
Ltd. 

• MAGNU~ - a 4 bus in-line 
recording console, SCORPION 
II range of sound reinforcement 
and recording consoles, TAC 
BULLET compact mixing sys
tem, HENDRIX - the new multi 
purpose multitrack console and 
ORIX modules, all from 
AMEK{fAC. 

• High quality, specially priced 
ES9000duplicator, ES4800digi
tally-controlled slave, ES 1850 
semi-automatic loader, CA-15 
automatic printer, CD9000 auto
matic loader and CD SA-2 com
puter aided test systems for 
Audiomatic Corporation. FM 
transmitters, CQUAM Stereo 
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transmitters, audio cartridge 
machines, Audio Vault digital 
audio storage system and CORE-
2000 computer automation from 
Broadcast Electronics. 

• XP24SR professional recorders 
and CP65 Stereo cinema proces
sor from Dolby. 

• Digital products, vision millers, 
graphic systems, routing 
switchers, moduler products and 
editors from Grass Valley 
Group. 

• Spectrum Analysers, Cable 
Testers, Video equipment. Gen
erators, Tracers, Digitisers, 
Colour Monitors; etc. from Hin
ditron Tektronix. 

• Vectroscope, Waveform 
Monitor, Test Signal Generator, 
Stereo Audio and Picture 
Monitor from Leader Electronic 
Corporation. 

• A whole range of filters from Lee 
Filters Limited. 

• Model 2400 Time Compres
sor/Expander and Model 1300S 
Digital Delay Synchroniser from 
Lexicon Inc. 

• The FRIDA studio tape recorder, 
FRED portable editing system 
etc. from Lyrec::. 

• Fluid pan/tilt heads from Miller 
Fluid Heads. 

• Cormectors and elec::tro-acoustic 
measuring instruments from 
Neutrilc AG. 

• MX-80,MX802"24TrackTape 
Recorder, MX-5050MK-IIl-8 
If}." 8 Track 8 Channel Tape Re
corder, DP-4050EC2AudioCas
sette Duplicator and T -1501 
Semi-automatic Loader from 
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Splendid Show After The Bedlam .... 
Otari Sin&apore Pie Ltd. 

• The exquisite Pegasus crane 
from Panther. 

• Camera Support Systems from 
Sachtler AG. 

• The Sapphyre in-line multi-track 
recording console, the Delta 
A VE console for video editing, 
VSA24serial interface, SAClOO 
on-air radio broadcast console 
and the one- piece Spirit Studio 
console, all from Soundcraft 
Electronics Ltd. 

• Professional audio and sound 
equipment from Studer 
Revox/Perfectone. 

• WorldfamousC-OandV-Oaudio 
and video loaders from 
Tapematic SPA. 

Like the other pcticipants at the 
exbhibition, Playback and Faslfor
ward too kept it's date with destiny 
by running a stall there. One only had 
to be present to guage just 'how' 
important a ma&azine like Playback 
could be and what role it has to play 

in the Indian market Just how vital 
could be and what role it has to play 
in the Indian m11ket. Just how vital it 
is, was a fact that gained much 
credence, if one were to go by the 
munber of visitors. (There was al
ways a beeline that formed outside 
the stall). The sheerquantitiveness of 
the number of visitors goes one step 
further to prove not only the impor-· 
tance of such a magazine, but also it's 
'miasmic' hold on the Indian market. 
Most of the overseas exhibitors felt 
that Playback was "like a medium 
which bridged the gap between 
themselves and the Indian market" 
One source even pointed out that 
Playback "functions as a catalyst to 
the music industry." So, all said and 
done, most p11ticipants observed that 
Playback was a sure-fire way to 
branch out into every comer of the 
Indian Broadcasting and Pro- Audio 
industry. 

So, with such a creditable list of 
participants, both from Indian and 
abroad, plus the presence of 
Playback, all went into the makin& 

~~- -
~ 
~ 

the Broadcut lndia-91 show lranen
dously sueccssful at a fmt-time go. 

One succ.cssful event necessari
ly leads to another, and with the 
rewarding completion of Broadcast 
lndia-91, one can look forw11d to 
next year', exhibition with much 
hope. Broadcast lndia-92 will be Ill 
Exhibition and Symposium and is 
expected to fare even bcuer, bcin& 
more ambitious and organised on a 
much larger scale. The venue will be 
the prestigious World Trade Cenlre, 
and it will span 3 days in the fag end 
of October. The Indians have jsut 
witnessed one irand fiesta of an ex
hibition. And if one were to draw 
conclusio111 from how this one fared. 
one can surely and safely expect III 
encore, next time out So can we look 
forwud to 'Blue Skies for lndisn 
Broadcasting' from now on ? 

·Ivor Vaz 

"~· 

Catalouge of 60 titles. Forthcoming 60 titles in 1992. 
Hindi, Marathi, Gujarathi, Bhojpuri. 

Fast running in Hindi, Marathi, Gujarathi And Bhojpuri. 
Good quality prices at Best Prices. 

Good margin Good dealings. 
Audio Electronics 

A524, Isaak Mohd. Bulldlng, 189, B. S. Road, Dadar, Bombay-28. Tel. 'Klnlbhal'- 4374991. 
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BROADCAST INDIA - 91. IMPRESSI<>NS 

LEXICON 
Digital Workstation 

'Th£re is a profusely high <kmmid for owr equipment in the 
Indian market. Sales here showld have been overwh£lming, bul the 
Goverrvnenl' s import policy is a major drawback in th£ whole a/fair." 
- RAJA SEHGAL 

Raja Sehgal of Siik Studios, London, operating the 
Lexicon Opus. 

LVREC 
Duplication Equipment 

"Excellent show! I was suitably impressed with th£ number of 
people who came from other parts of India to attend th£ show. India's 
is a serious market, and we hope to sell a lot in 1992. We already have 
quite a few firm or<krs. Th£ cassette market, wuike Ewrope is booming 
h£re. Very uciting. Ex.tremely"hospitable." - FLEMMING JENSEN 

r-
L-R: Raymond Nglam, Arthur Nglam, the Singapore 
representatives, and Flemmlng Jenaen of Lyrec. 

SOUNDCRAFT 
Audio Consoles 

"Visitors were keen to learn more aboMI the equipment on 
disp/"1, even buy. Bui India isn't particidarly a rich coWllry, tech
nol~ is far- fe1ch£d here, and ITy spoiling the whole bluinus scene, 
the GoverrvnenJ isn't making things easy for anyone." -~ 
ARCHER 

Allan Archer of Soundcraft la all amllea as ha dlaplaya 
tha audio conaolaa. 

AKG ACOUSTICS 
Microphones/P.A. Equipm·ent 

S. Ramadandra11 of AKG Aeoustks, l,ulia explaining th salulll 
fealures of AKG lllkropl,ones to ,ur iuresud ,lsilor aJ tlw AKG 
staU. 

At the time of going to Press, the Union Budget for 1992-93 has 
been announced, and the on.e major impression of all the uhibitors 
concerning the import policy restrictions have been taken care of. 
Custom dulies are down. As a resull, the futwre is guaranteed to 
witness an uph£aval in il'JVestments within th£ Pre>-audio and Pro
video sectors. 
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DOLBY 
Noise Reduction 

'The younger lot of visitors al ow stall seemed to have keen 
inlerest in the equipment. Qwotalions have been offered and we're 
looking for a follow wp. AJR. has taken some equipment on a trial 
basis. Bl.II you require a licence to sell, and the import policy is 111ilking 
it difficullfor people to buy_." -TONY SPATH 

Tony Spath at the Dolby stall 

TAC/AMEK 
Mixers 

'There is acellent scope/or good business in thefwure within 
the Indian market. More people visited our stall than we upected. 
The response was more than good. I'm thoroughly saJisfied." -
HENRY GOODMAN 

L-R Henry Good man of Tak/Amek, Nakul Kamte, a 
guest, and Joe Gonsalves of PACE, the lndlan 
representatlvea. 

TAPEMATIC 
C-0 and V-0 loaders 

'Thelnmanmarkethastremendouspotential.Jnfact,thismarket 
ought to get bigger than the U.S. market in ten years or so. Keeping 
this in mind, we brought along with us, equipment best suited/or the 
Indian market. We've encountered some serious buyers. Quite a few 
companies have even made commitments." - RON GOODWIN. 

Ron Goodwin ·wnh th~ C-0 & V-0 loaders 

AUDIOMATIC 
Duplication Equipment 

'The audio cassette industry in India is sizeable. New companies 
keep sprol.lling everyday. lndicaJions are, they will continue to grow 
in number, which is precisely why we have brought the best possible 
duplication eJ/Uipment, bolhfrom the practical andfin.ancialpoint of 
view." - PERRY JAMBOR 

Ken Rudolph at the Audlomatlc stall 
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1/4" Loopbin System from ELECTRO SOUND 
The Electro Sound 5000 Duplica1ion system has the following tech
nical specifications: 

• Exceptional audio quality for price 
• Switchable 64:1 voice or 31: 1 music in 2 minutes 
• Compact sire; single cabinet master 
• Expandable as necessary 
• Reel-To-Reel capability 
• Packer anns standard on slaves 

Microprocessor-based control system 
• Duel record/dual playback heads reduce crosstalk 
• Large bin capacity available 
• Digital bias system 

For further information contact: 

Electro Sound, Inc 
9130 Glenoaks, Sun Valley, CA91352 
Tel (818) 504-3820 
Fax (818) 504-3828 

CONCEPT DESIGN CD 9000 C-0 Loader 
Gone are the analog servos. Today's machine utilizes microprocessor con
trols for speed accuracy. Fewer moving parts translate to simpler main
tenance and repair. Machine operation is simpler. 

The CD 9000 achieves faster extraction without the use of vacuum. Up to 
one second per cassette has been shaved from the equalizing, extraction, and 
winding routine time. 

While the machine is winding one tape, the next CO to be wound falls into 
the pre-equalise position where the leader is wound to the right for easier 
extraction and leader placement. Next, it falls into the extract position, where 
the leader is pulled out into a 3/4" loop. The leader placement guide then 
moves up to the leader loop and waits for the previous cassette to finish 
winding and complete its second splice. 

Then, the guide engages the leader loop, the splicing blocks shift out, and 
the leader placement guide moves across the blocks, placing the leader in the 
tracks. This is all accomplished at the same time the finished cassette is 
winding in its leader and drops into the stacker. 

The CO is moved into the winding position. It is then engaged by the novel 
self-aligning take-up assembly as the blocks shift back. The leader is spliced 
to the magnetic tape. and the winding sequence begins again. 

It boasts of the Ultra Precision Splicer, Multistacker and Fast Feeder. 

For further details please contact: 
Concept Design 
1105-A Pomeroy Street 
Graham, NC 27253 
Ph: (919) 229-6500/ Fu:: (919) 229-0063 

WJU.ACCBPTANY 
SIU PM'CAKI! 
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Tapecentre 4000 from TAP EMA TIC ------

• 

The Tapecenlre 4000 from Tapemalic is a machine where au1oma1ion and flexibility goes hand 
in hand. 

The main features are as follows: 
Automated pancake changing from a cen1ral magazine 

• Automatic bar code identification of pancake magazines. 
• Internal infeed conveyor of the C-0 from a centralized magazine outside the loading area, 

with pick-up and supply from cardboard !rays. 

Internal exit conveyors for the 
wound product, functioning 
together with stacker units 
employing a tray system. 

• Portable pancake magazines, 
which are loaded at a remote sta
tion, such as the duplication 
room. 

• Four loader modules in one struc
ture, occupying less floor space. 
Loaders operate with a shorter 
leader of only 60 cm, resulting in 
a lower C-0 cost and a shorter run 
in listening time. 
Maximum automation reduces 
operators to one per 20 loaders 

• Loaders are CC (compact cas
sette) and DCC (digital compact 
cassette) compatible. 

• Miniaturization and improved 
cycle time permits an output 
production of over 10,000 C-45 
pre-recorded cassettes in 8 hours. 

• The clean room becomes an in
tegral part of the machine. 

• Designed as part of a FMS 
(Flexible Manufacturing System) 

For details contact: 
Tapematlc USA, 5422, Carrier Drive 
Suite 300, Orlando, F1orlda 32819, 
USA. Fax (407) 363 7699 

VIDEOCON Karaoke System 
Karaoke is a system that lets anyone sing their favourite songs 
to the accompaniment of taped background music. Karaoke 
in Japanese means 'Empty Orches1ra'. Videocon has intro-
duced this system in the market. Specially compiled music 
cassettes are provided with 'the Videocon system, one can 
refer to the book oflyrics also provided and start singing with 
the microphone, one can even record ones voice on a cassette, 
one can even Karaoke with a TV NCRNCP. The llllit can be 
used as a public address system by connecting a microphone 
jack to the MIC socket on the front panel and setting the 
function switch to tape. The tech-specs for the Karaoke Home 
Audio System are: 

260 W PMPO I Karaoke facility I FM, MW, SW Stereo 
Tuner I Continuous Play I Normal & High Speed Dubbing I 
Three way Speaker System I Bass Reflex Port I Compact disc 
compatible I Phono compatible I FM Stereo Indicator. 

For further details contact: 
Vldeocon Pvt. Ltd. 
171, C-Wlng, Mlttal Court, 
Narlman Point, 
Bombay-400 021. 
Phone: 287 l 798/2873822/2048980/2049625 
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LEXICON 300 Digital Effects System 

Lexicon's 300 Digital Effects System is one of the world's most 
versatile.digital effects processors. The 300 gives you breathtaking 
digital effects, including delays and stereo pitch shifting, and stunning 
reverb and ambience. It's also the only processor that combines time 
code effect automation with inputs and outputs in analog as well as 
consumer and professional digital formats. The 300 is an excellent 
choice for all types of music production. digital mastering, or film 
and video post production. 

For further details contact: 

PRO-SOUND 
R & S Electronlcs 
24, 1st floor, 
Ghansbyam Industrial F&tate, 
Veera Desai Road, Andherl (West), 
Bombay-400 058 
Phone:(022)6269147 
Fax: (022)6269691 

Aural Exciter Type Ill Model 250 from APHEX 

This fully professional Aural Exciter is loaded with powerful 
processing features and improved circuitry. Noise and distortion are 
virtually eliminated in the Type III circuitry. The two modes of noise 
reduction now make enhancement possible while actually reducing 
noise from noisy somces. 

The "SPR" (Spectral Phase Refractor) function of the Type III is a 
totally new concept in psychoacoustic enhancement The "SPR" 
correr-ts the bass delay anomaly inherent in the recording process to 
restore clarity and openness, and significantly increases the apparent 
bass energy level without adding any amplitude equalization or 
"bassboost". 

The "Drive" control of previous Aural Exciters has been eliminated 
to make the Type ID faster and easier to use. Adjustable Harmonics 
Mixing of the exact harmonics level desired is now available, making 
the Type ID more flexible and easier to use. 

NULL FILL is a new and useful tlDling adjuslment introduced for 
the first time with the Aural Exciter Type II. The addition of NULL 
FILL to the PEAKING and TUNE control gives the Type ID more 

power and flexibility to enhance all types of audio sources. 

Additional feawres of the Aural Exciter Type III includes: Servo 
balanced 1/0-XLR-Type connectors; Aphex VCA 1001; 1/0 levels 
from+ 4 dBm to -10 dBv, balanced or 1D1balanced operation auto
matically; RF filtered AC power input; remote controllable bypass 
relay. 

For more information contact: 
PRO-SOUND 
R & S ELECTRONICS 
24, 1st noor, 
Ghanshyam lndustrlal Estate, 
Veera Desai Road, 
Andherl (West), 
Bombay-400 058 
Phone:(022)6269147 
Fax: (022) 6269691 

Attention, International Pro-Audio/Video Equipment Manufacturers: 
Avail of the opportunity to reach out to the vast Indian Music Market, 

by sending news/write ups to Playback 
by Fax:91(22)4930154 
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SOUNDTRACS Megas Range 

For further details contact: 

The objective to develop a price conscious mixing console 
through design and manufacturing efficiencies has been 
achieved through the MEGAS range without compromise 
to audio quality or reduced facilities. The Megas range 
includes MEGAS MIX, MEGAS STAGE, MEGAS 
MONITOR and MEG AS STUDIO. In this issue we feature 
the Megas Studio. 

The Megas Studio consoles are dedicated Recording Con
soles available with either sixteen or twenty-four group 
busses with or without patchbays. It is a simple task to 
interface the Megas Studio console with a MIDI sequencer 
and hence automate the mute functions in addition to being 
able to step through the mute patches manually. 

The headphone output is conveniently located on front of 
the console below the armrest. Access is via a 0.25" stereo 
jack. 

A 100 mm long throw stereo fader controls the signal level 
from the input channel from infinity to + 1 OdB. 
A comprehensive TT jack patchbay is an option. 

Sue Pym. 91 Ewell Road, Surrey KT6 AH, England. Tel: (081) 399 3392/390 8101. Fax: (081) 399 6821. Telex: 8951073 

Indian Agents for SOUNDTRACS are: Gauss International, Grissom Fernandes, 4, Ave Marla Bldg. 1st floor, Opp. Portugese 
Church, Dadar, Bombay-400 028. Phone: 8116756/4223433. Fax: 4220189/4300464. Tix: 011-75235 

M3.3 Reference Monitor -
DYNAUDIO ACOUSTICS 

Dynaudio Acoustics displayed quite a few new products at the AES, Austria 
show. Among them are the PPM2, Active Bass Extention System (ABES), 
M4, and the M3.3. In this issue we feature the M3.3 reference monitor. 

The M3.3 is equipped with newly developed high power 12" bass drivers, and 
a unique passive 3-driver configuration for higher frequencies. This con
figuration provides very high SPL's from a compact and cost- effective 
package with absolutely no compromise in performance. The M3.3 is suitable 
for all main monitoring applications from broadcast to heavy rock, and 
incorporates electronics for full equalisation and adjustment of the system to 
different acoustic environments. 

For further details contact: 

Dynaudlo Acoustics A/S 
Sverlgcsvej IS 
DK-8660 Skanderborg 
Tel: 45 86 52 31 16 
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Tapeless Digital Duplication: 
No More Loopbins! 

No more mastertape! 

No more 1/2" heads! 

No alignment! 

No more wear and tear! 

That's technology! Concept Design offers DAAD, a solid state 
memory chip based equipment in which you load the music program 
and play~ack is achieved by accessing from memory. 

DAAD R2: The Next Generation of Digital Duplication from CON
CEPT DESIGN 

Concept Design introduced the 80: 1 ratio to the casseue industry 
without ES 8000 loop bin improvements and the STS-80 slave 
tension stabilizer. 

The first DAAD system delivered in 1987 was designed to duplicate 
at a ratio of 80: 1. The second generation DAAD systems, DAAD-R, 
were able to duplicate at even higher ratios of 100: 1 and 160: 1 . 

Many believe that: 
• until new slave heads are developed. there will be no need for 

any further digital bin design. 
• the industry cannot take advantage of this higher speed 
• DAAD can no longer be called upon to further improve the 

analog casseue quality or reduce its costs. 
• while the cost of RAM has dropped in the past year, it will be 

a long time before small-to-medium sized duplication houses 
can afford a digital bin. 

The smallest amount of memory that should be purchased is based 
on the longest program duplicated. If the digital bin is to be used for 
any C-90 programs, it must contain at least 90 minutes of memory, 
even if the majority of the time the system is used lo produce much 
shorter C- 45 material. The required investment is nearly doubled by 
an occasional long program. 

The introduction of DAAD R2 solves these problems completely. 
DAAD systems have memory of a type called "non-unitary" which 
allows the two sides to be loaded al the same time. The design also 
explains the high memory access rates which allow greater than 160: 1 
duplication ratios. 

Concept Design believes that it makes sense to trade some of the 
"unusable speed" you should be allowed to use that investment a 
majority of the time. DAAD R2 simply put is two DAAD digital bins 
sharing memory. 

FEATURES: 
• Full double DAAD capability 
• Two DAADs in the same footprint as one DAAD: no wasted 

floorspace. 
• Duplicate two programs ~imultaneously. Both DAADs may 

be duplicating at either of four ratios. 
• Separate high speed line amplifiers for each output allow 

DAAD to drive 20-40 slaves without additional amplifiers. 
• Split screen display shows DAAD operation at all times. 
• Memory can be reallocated as required without jumpers, 

switches, or removing power. 
• Four 1: 1 digital inputs allow loading of both DAADs simul

taneously. Both side A and side B may be loaded at the same 

time. 
• One DAAD can load whi:e the other is duplicating, or both 

can be loading or duplicating. 
• True 16 bit digital format; same sampling rate as compact disc. 
• Easy installation. No special environment required. 
• MEMORY CAPACITY: C-24 to C-200 
• BACKWARDS COMPATIBLE MEMORY: New boards 

work in older DAADs. 
• SINGLE CONTROL COMPUTER: VGA colour monitor, ex

ternal or internal 
• DOUBLE DIGIT AL INPUTS: Equivalent to 2 DAAD sys

tems. 
• DOUBLE DIGIT AL INPUTS 10: 1 : User connects only one 

source. 
• DOUBLE ANALOG OUTPUTS: Equivalent to 2 DAAD sys

tems. 
• DOUBLE SET OF DIGIT AL OUTPUTS: Run looping, Digi

tal reset, Slave start 
• REALTIME MONITOR: Type I uses high-speed DIA. Type 

2 samples data during duplication. 
• CUETONE INTERNAL TO SYSTEM: Position adjustable 

from software. Level adjustable from software. Duration ad
justable from software. Frequency adjustable. 

• AUTO MA TIC SIDE ALIGNMENT: Sides do not have to be 
equal. If A is the short side, it stops and B continues. If B is 
the short side, it starts later than A. 

• FAST BLANK MODE TO CLEAR MEMORY 

For further details contact: 

1105-A Pomeroy Street, 
Graham, NC 27253 
Phone: (919) 229-6500. 
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Tape Photo Microscope Type TPM 110 
from SIBERT INSTRUMENTS 

• Examines any recording head assemblies 
• Built-in polaroid photographic facility 
• Tape edge viewed when running on Gause,'Cetec Tape 

Duplicator 

The tape photo microscope has been specially designed to operate in 
. situ on a Gauss,'Cetec 1200 tape duplicator but will also operate when 
placed on a flat surface together with any recording head assembly. 
Recording Tape Heads can be viewed, gap size and track dimensions 
measured and the genera! conditions inspected and photographed. 
The build-up of ferrite particles at the edge of the tape can be seen. 
To check for long-term head wear, the polaroid film pack is located 
into the tape photo microscope and the photo kept for permanent 
record. 

The other tech-specs for the TPM 110 are as follows: 
MAGNIFICATION : High x 312 -- Low x 39 
SCREEN SIZE : 3.74 - 95 mm 
FILM TYPE : Polaroid Type 107c - 3000 ASA 

SER VICE REQD 
OVERALL SIZE 
FINISH 
ACCESSORIES 

Black and White Film 
: 115/230 Volts - 50/60 Hz 
: 381 mm High x 305 mm Deep 
: Green Metallic Hammer-Tone & Black 
: Tools, Spares, Film & Operating Manual 

For further details contact: 
The TPM 110 tape photo microscope from Silbert instruments has 
the following features: 

Sue Everett 
SIBERT INSTRUMENTS 
JA Merrow Business Centre 
Merrow Lane, Guildford 
Surrey GU4 7W A 

• High Optical Magnification for detailed examination of head 
gaps 

• Low Magnification for checking and measuring tape head 
dimensions Tel: (0483) 301622 Fax: (0483) 302699 

• Build-up of ferrite particles can be seen while recording 

LOOPBIN SYSTEMS WITH 
C-0 LOADERS. 

32 • 
• 1 High speed duplication 
~ '' Loop bin Master 
FAST DELIVERY. MADE IN INDIA. 

COST EFFECTIVE. REASONABLE PRICE. 
GUARANTEED QUALITY AND AFTER SALE SERVICE. 

Please contact Vi nay Thakkar to discuss your requirements. 

Sanket Electro Plast 
5/6 Ashwin VIiia Telung Road, Matunga (C.R.) 

Bombay-400 019 (India). 
Phor.A: 022-4143116. 
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Stereo Graphic Equaliser EQ-10 SD from 
NORGE 

Norge has recently introduced the Stereo Graphic Equaliser EQ-10 
SD in the market. You can push a button and transfer all the equalisa
tion power to the Input of your Tape Deck. Cassettes can be Pre
equalised as you record them with no cables to switch. Sound can be 
dramatically enhanced with the new EQ-10 SD graphic equaliser 

Features include: 
• 20 slide controls each control will add or subtract up to 12 dB 

(It's a 24 dB range) 
• Separate sound effect slide controls for each channel at 31 Hz, 

62 Hz, 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 KHz, 2 KHz, 4 KHz, 
8 KHz, 16 KHz. 

• Output level (gain) control effective over a + 10 dB to -10 dB 
range. 

• Tape input. 
• Mag Phono input 
• Equaliser In-Defeat 
• Spectrum Display for 31 Hz to 16 KHz 

For further details contact: 
NORGE 
EASTERN ELECTRONICS 
99, A/2 Dadasaheb Phalke Road 
Dadar, Bombay-400 014 
Phone:4114252,4114242 

DIGITEC Voltage Processor DP-900 

The DP-900 is a 1 Rack - Space Digital Voltagi: Processor specially 
designed for CD players, Audio Cassette Decks, Audio Amplifiers, 
Televisions, VCR 's Fax Machines, Medical Equipment, Electronic 
Typewriters, J.C. Based Equipment, Computers and Peripherals 

Main Features include: 
• Maximum Handling Capacity of 900 Wans 
• Fail Safe Protection Circuit 
• High Voltage cut off at 250 V 

Low Voltage cut out at 200 V 

Electromagnetic Interference Supression 

Radio Frequency Interference Supression 

• Voltage Spike Supression 
• Special Line Filters 
• Sleek New Design 
• Logic Controlled Switching 
• 24 Months Limited Warranty 

For further details contact: 
DIGITEC Prore~lonal 
1652-H, Second Avenue, Anna Nagar, 
Madras 600 040 
Tel: 617205 
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AMEK Einstein 
The layout of the new recording console, Einstein, 
from Amek, is unique. There are two radical depar
tures from the normal practice. The first is that the 
channel signal path is located above the monitor 
signal path, i.e. the reverse of a conventional in-line 
arrangement. The second is that both signal paths not 
only have faders, they also each have full EQ. These 
two simple concepts have resulted in a control surface 
that is unbelievably simple to operate. There is no 
need for switches called "Rev", "Flip", "Bounce", or 
"Split". Every signal always stays in lhe same place, 
is always controlled by a fader and always has full 
EQ. The enormous advantages of such a system will 
be inunediately apparent to anyone who has worked 
in situations where the engineer is a musician and 
producer. 

For further details, contact: 
Our Indian Agents-

EQlJIPi\IENT 

T ANNOY System 12 DMT 
To back up its good looks this classic sized midfield monitor h11 the considerlble 
advantage of Tannoy's study into DMT. When applied to the diff~ :naterial 
contact points within lhe cabinet sttucture, mid/bass driver md high &equeni. y unit, 
a full and consequently positive 1D1derstanding of the effect !hat these materilh have 
on sound reproduction is realised. This knowledge, combined wilh a pedigree like 
'Tannoy Little Red' ensures !hat lhe SYSTEM 12 DMT speaker is as 'lrlllSpG'ent' 
and fatigue free as monitors can be. 

• All new 12 inch PcQ full-rsnge, point source, phase coherent, Dual Con-
cenlric, DMT transducer 

• Bi-wired gold plated terminals 
• Minimalist crossover topology for minimum phase effects 
• Highest quality film capacitors and air cored inductors utilised in lhe cross

over network 
• Rugged cabinet styling comprising high pressure twin laminated MDF walls 

within a grey soft-texture space-frame. 
• Twin laminar flow port tubes 
• Rounded cabinet comers and edges drastically reduce high frequency diffrac

tions at cabinet boundaries 
• Drive unit diffraction ring ensures smooth high frequencies and improved im-

aging 
• Braced cabinet/driver energy system 
• User serviceable self-centring HF unit diaphragm assembly 
• HF waveguide for ideal spherical high frequency wavefronL 
• Copper cap for flux modulation control 
• Vented die-cast drive unit chassis for increased heat dissipation and power 

handling 
• User adjustable high frequency response +/-1.5 dB 
• High quality Van den Hui internal wiring gives greater clarity and image 

depth 
• Five-year warranty 

For further details contact: '"' 
PROSOUND, R & S Electronics, 24, Ghanshyam Industrial Estate, 
Veera Desai Road, Andherl (West), Bombay-400 058 

Ir I 

PACE, G-1, Sea View, Chlmbal Road, 
Bandra West, Bombay-400 050. Phone: 6150397, 6408716, 
541415, 6430380 Fax: 91-22-942222, 91-22-9154321 
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CRL SYSTEMS Audio Processor 

The Audio Signature is the most advanced audio processor. It is ideal 
for FM, AM, Stereo, TV and production applications. 

Features include: 
Digitally Processed User Controls 
Separate Wideband & Multiband Control 
User Adjustable Multiband Crossovers 
Real Time Analysis Output Monitoring 
8 Position Audio Diagnostic Metering 
4 Memory Recall Sound Settings 
PC & Automation Remote Control Capability 
The FT Digital control system allows a 'real time' touch and 
feel. 

Memory Setting Recall 

A major feature of our FT Digital control system is to provide an 
EASY and ACCURATE recall of all sound setting controls which 
have been previously stored in memory. 

The system provides both a fast and easy to understand method to 
recall all Input/Output and Processing settings stored in any of the 4 
memory positions discussed later. 

After pressing a memory recall button, simply adjust each control 
until the Led indicator beside it lights up. You now have the EXACT 
setting which was stored. That's all there is to it. 
For further details please contact: 
Gerardo Vargas, CRL Systems, 2522 West Geneva Drive 
Tempe, Ariwna 85282 USA 
(800) 535-7648 (For USA use only), (602) 438-0888 
Telex: 350464 FAX (602) 438-8227. 

Indian Agents for the Audio Sienature are: 
Gauss International, G. Femandes,4, Ave Maria Bldg., 
1st floor, Opp. Portugese Church, Dadar, Bombay-400 028. 
Tel: 8116756/4223433 Fax: 4220189/4300464 Tix: 011-75235 

ARX "Afterburner" 

The Afterburner is ARX"s new Dual Channel Enhanced Compressor 
Limiter featuring balanced inputs and outputs on Jack and XLR 'sand 
detector loop insert. It can be configured as a mono dual band, that 
is low/high compressor limiters which allows separate dynamics 
control of low and high fre.quencies, allowing a whole new range of 
Gain control techniques to be implemented. 

Technical Specification of the Afterburner are: 
• Input Impedance 20K ohms electronically balanced 

Output Impedance 150 Ohms electronically balanced 
• Input CMRR > 50 dB 
• Max. input level + 22c!B 
• Max. output level + 22dB 
• Signal/noise ratio -85 dB unweighted 
• Fre.quency response 20 Hz - 20 KHz+ - .25 dB 

RFI Filter -6c!B 100 KHz 
• Distortion 1 KHz + 4dB .025% 

• Compressor 
• Auack time 
• Release tome 
• Output Level Meter 
• Gain Level Meter 

Program uepenaent 
Program Dependent 
V a.riable - 30 dB to - 20 dB 

• Gain Reduction Meter 
• Size 19" wide 1.75" high 6.75" deep I 

482mrn wide 44mrn high 170mrn deep 
• Weight 5 lbs 2.2 kg 
• AC Power 220/240V AC lAmp 100/120AC 500mA 

For further details contact: 
33 Advantage Road, Victoria/ Australia Hlghett 3190 
Phone (03) SSS 7859 Fax 61-3-555 6747 
ARX Systems Singapore, 5 Koek Road# 03-16 Cuppage Plal.B 
Singapore 0922. Phone: 65-733-3465 Fax: 65-734-2116 
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DWIGHT CAVENDISH 
Routing Switcher 10 x 10 VP-738 

••••• ····: ..... 
• • • • 8 8 e II• ••••• • 

The VP-738 is a full lOx 10 Video and Stereo Audio matrix Routing 
Switcher employing solid state signal elements for switching. It also 
incorporates an embedded microprocessor and internal serial data 
path to achieve a cost-effective design. All this is packaged in a 
remarkably compact module of only 3U rack spaces. 

Dwight Cavendish has conceived this Routing Switcher for 
Duplicators, post-Production houses and broadcast quality users who 
require improved system efficiency to replace the traditional palch 
panel. It features balanced stereo audio inputs and outputs. 

The versalile VP-738's have many outstanding features including 
loop- through on all video and audio inputs; with looping cables 
multiple VP-738's can be controlled by a host computer, providing 
the ability to switch 10 inputs to 10, 20, 30, 40 or upto 160 outputs. 

For further details of contact: 
Janice Glen - Sales Manager 
Dwight Cavendish Developments Ltd. 
Vincent House, Allngton Road, Eynesbury, 
Cambridgeshire, PE19 4EA, England. 
Tel: (0) 480 215753 Fax: (0) 480 474525 

ASM-911 XLR Microphone - AHUJA RADIOS 
Ahuja Radios, the largest manufacturers of Public Address Systems 
in India having substantial experts particularly to Europe and USA 
have now come up with a rugged, high performance yet sensibly 
priced low impedance, Uni-directional dynamic microphone Model 
ASM-911 XLR. 

The microphone uses heavy die-cast body with professional XLR 
connectors thus making it suitable for outdoor recording/broadcast
ing as well as in studios. 

The microphone ASM-911 XLR employs a cartridge meeting inter
national standards, providing extended frequency range, excellent 
gain before feedback over wide frequency range. An in-built wind
shield supresses pop noises. External wind-shield is available for 
outdoor applica1ions. 
Technical specifications: 
Type Dynamic Unidirectional (Cardioid) 
Freq. Resporise 150 - 16000 Hz 
Sensitivity 1.8 m V /Pa 
Impedance 430 ohms (LO-Z) 
ON-OFF Switch Provided. 
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GCEL 
Digital Time Base Corrector - 103-17 

nals. The Gujarat Conununications and Electronics Ltd. (GCEL) - I 03-17 
Digital Time Base Corrector is a versatile, compact, light weight unit 
specially designed for professional video systems. It corrects time -
base errors generated from 1(2" VHS Betamax & 3/4" U-matic 
VCR' sand produces a standard PAL signal output from both V -lock
ed and non- locked VCR's. It is use.d alongwith the edit VCR's for 
perfect jitter free editing and post production set up with switchers 
and other synchronised video sources and for duplication of video 
information from 1!2" VHS to 3/4" U-matic VCR's and vice versa. 
Some of the salient features of the 103-17 Time Base Corrector are 
as follows: 

• Either external sync referenced or non-capstain servo VCR 's 
can be handled time base correction. 

• Best cost to performance ratio 
• Digital luminance/chroma delay correction 
• Composite and non-composite outputs 
• Built-in sync pulse generator 
• LED input level display 
• Full set of front controls for adjustment of chroma gain, 

chroma phase, video level and black level. 

• PAL standard 
• Preset set of front panels of sub-carrier phase, advance sync 

phase, video phase, H-phase 
• 16 H wide range for time base correction for large variety of 

VCR's used in studio and Post Production set-up. 
• Digital dropout compensator (DOC) (optional). 
• White clip function 

For further details contact: • Designed especially for ENG and field productions applica-
lions 

• Component encoding of luminance and colour difference sig-
GCEL, Anurag Commercial Centre, Race Course 
Baroda 390 005 

AA-140 Stereo Amplifier from ARPHI 

------- -- -- - -- ------- - - - - . - - -- - - . -
., .. - ~- ~-

. ~ . ) - -

Arphi Electronics have a vast range of speakers in the markel includ
ing the Aquaris, Orpheus, Super Challenger, Mini Monitor MK-11, 
Micro Monitor they also have a slim line stereo graphic equalizer and 
an AA-140 stereo amplifier. 

Inputs : Tape, Phono Magnetic/Ceramic C-D, Tuner 

The technical specifications for Arphi AA-140 stereo amplifier are: 
Power output : Min RMS both channels driven from 

20 Hz to 20 KHz 35 RMS per channel 
into 8 ohms (140 P.M.P.0.) 

Frequency Response : IO Hz to 30 KHz 
Controls : Bass(+/-) 12 db, Treble(+/-) 11 db 

high filter -3 db at 7 KHz., 6db/octave 

Dimensions (WxHxD) : 43.5 x 7 x 23.5 ems 

For further details contact : 
MANUFACTURERS 
Arphl Elcctronlcs Pvt_ Ltd. Prabhadevl Industrial Estate 
Bombay 400 025 Phone: 4220839, 4225292, 4229936 
SHOWROOM 
D-2, Hermes House, Mama Parmanand Marg 
P.O. Box 3677, Bombay 400 004. 
Phone: 8118361 
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We give our clients value added 
musicassettes qt no extra value 

DUPLICATION 
SERVICES 

~~ 
JET-SPEED AUDIO 

50, Pravasi Industrial Estate 
2nd Floor, Off Aarey Road 

Goregaon (East) 
Bombay-400 063 

Tel. 697363/697435/6884746 
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Consulling Sound 
Engineer, 
Rajendra Singh 
Chauhan,who 
has helped set up 
several sound 
studios in the 
country, and has 
handled all the 
world's leading 
companies 
equipment-
shares his insights 
into the 
complexities of 
the humans 
hearing 
mechanisms, the 
ear. An article 
that serves as, an 
Advice, a Caution, 
a Warning - - - -

The Only Ears You've Got 

T
here has been a radical escalation in the number of sound studios in India, 
all over the country. The enthusiasm of getting into the music biz action, 
increasing demand for recording albums, soundtracks for television 
software, et al, has seen quick investments into a 8-track outfit. The 

standard request is for 'big' speakers. Exemplifying clearly, the enthusiasm, and 
business sense, is not matched with complete knowledge or experience. Most 
technicians, sound engineers, and other people entering these sound studios, are 
not as skilled as they ought to be. In fact, not everyone is necessarily trained. Also, 
there has been an alarming rise in the trend to install very powerful speakers in 
the recording rooms. 'Louder is Clearer' is the greatest misconceptual philosophy 
going around. Add to this, the fact that the material recorded nowadays is generally 
very 'noisy'. 

Rajendra Singh Chauhan, a highly professional sound and recording en
gineer and arguably the most experienced in the country, usher§ in an awareness, 
on the sensitivity of the ear, an education about 'how' one must try and listen to 
music, in a more scientific way, without causing our ears, or others, any ·harm. 
Otherwise it'll be 'Ear Today, Gone Tomorrow', he warns. 

Anatomy of the Ear 
Packed into an egg shaped 

chunk on either side of your head are 
structures that enable humans to hear 
sound. The 'ear' is a highly complex 
mechanism, without which no one 
would be able to listen to anything 
around us, be it, simple talk between 
two people or highly professional 
sound recording that can be heard in 
a sound studio. 

The ear's sophistication is yet 
unmatched by the most advanced 
audio technology. For a puff of air 
through a saxophone to become the 
recognition of quarter-note G by 
someone's mind, significant trans
formations are required. Failure of 

the physiology at any state can affect 
the quality of hearing. 

Outer Ear 
Sowtd, or vibrating air, is col

lected by the outer ear and aimed 
through an inch-long tube to strike 
the taut, tympanic membrane we call 
the eardrum. 

The ear canal is open to the 
outside world and therefore vul
nerable to invasion and invasion and 
infection. It twists and turns - both to 
warn what lies ahead and to protect 
it. The skin is lined with hairs to stop 
airborne particles, and thousands of 
wax glands exude a natural glue to 
immobolize bacterial critters and 
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Middle Ear: 
The Amplifier 

The tiniest whisper across a 
room will set sound-bearing air
waves in motion. The diameter of an 
eardrum is less than that of your little 
fingernail, it will vibrate less than a 
hair's width, but you will hear that 
whisper. A lot happens, first, how
ever. 

The moving column of air in 
the external ear canal pushes the 
eardrum agairtst the first of three tiny 
bones on its other side; the malleus, 
incus and skapes. What we learned in 
grammar school to call the hammer, 



--- -- -- MONI'l'ORING -- -
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The only Ears You've Got. • • 

conveys the eardrums motion to the 
anvil, which passes it on to the stir
rup. These three bones, or ossicles, 
comprising the middle ear amplify 
the mechanical energy of the vibrat
ing eardrum as much as 20 times 
before the stapes, in tum, thumps 
against an oral window leading to the 
inner ear. 

Inner Ear· 
The Converter 

Sound energy is converted tc 
mechanical energy by the eardrun 
and stepped up by the middle ear 
Acting as a piston, the stapes pushe 
against the sound window of th 
inner ear and mechanical energy be
comes hydraulic. It goes like this: 
The otic capsule, or bony cavern of 
the inner ear is filled with fluid and 
contains the cochlea, a spiral-shaped 
tube also filled with fluid. Inside the 
cochlea are 15,000 to 25,000 micro
scopic hair cells. Their location along 
the cochlear curves appears to corre
late with the frequencies to which 
they are tuned - they range from just 
a few cycles per second to 20 KHz. 
Our auditory system will handle fre
quencies from 50 to 15,000 Hz com
petently. In a world of garbage 
disposals (80 dB at 3 ft.), chainssaws 
(108 dB), and jet planes, (140 dB at 
takeoff), we can no longer cope. 

Hearing damage due Lo 
prolonged noise exposure begins at 
90 dB, though more sensitive people 
can sustain loss at 75 to 95 dB. To 
reach retirements as a hearing per
son, keep the decibels below 85 dB -
about the intensity of an electric 
razor. Wear ear protection around 
diesel trucks, lawn mowers, power 
tools, guns, factory machinery and 
anything else that hurts or makes you 
irritable. Listening to live rock music 
more than two hours per day without 
protection can easily cause per-

Mastoid 

'b, . 
. .. ~. 

Hearing & 
Balance N. 

Hearing Canal 
(in inner ear) 

The cochlear 1mp1an1 uses an eaectrode In the cochlea to provide 
the sensation of sound. An external coll Is held on the skin by 
magnetic attraction to the lnterenal electrode Just under the skin. 
Sound Is captured by an ear-level microphone, sent to a signal 
processor worn In a pouch, encoded electronically and 
transmitted through the coils on a 16,000 Hz carrier wave. 

manent, irreversible hearing loss. 

If you spend most of your day 
in a recording studio or in live sound 
situations, you can cut out as much as 
30 dB of excess sound using inex
pensive foam cushion ear plugs. You 
can also juggle the amount of time 
you are exposed to potential hearing 
damage. The 85 dB level is the 
recommended maximum for people 
who listen for eight hours per day. 
Every time you cut your exposure 
time in half, you can increase loud
ness another 5 dB. In other words, if 
loudness is 90 dB, limit exposure 
time to four hours; 95 dB limit ex
posure time to two hours; and listen 
to 100 dB one hour per day or less. 

Brain: 
The Central Processor 

The most sensitive ears in the 
world merely collect and process 

data. It takes a central editor to collate 
and interpret the signals of sound. 
The auditory nerve carries these sig
nals to the brain, which makes sense 
of the motion in air waves, membran
ces, bones, fluid and molecules. In 
some cases, the ears may work nor
mally, but sound doesn't reach the 
brain because bleeding, blood clot, or 
a tumour on the nerve interferes with 
transmission of the electric signals 
from the ear. Brain injury or stroke 
can disrupt the mind's ability to in
terpret a sound stimulus properly. 

Any central impairment is 
serious and should be monitored by 
a specialist in otology or neurology. 

Your ears are on call 24 hours 
a day. Take care of them; they are the 
only ones you'll ever have. 
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GOOD QUALITY MUSIC 
HIGH QUALITY CASSETTES 
TOTAL SATISFACTION 

A Sargam Cassettes Co., 
22 , SugraBldg., 2nd floor , Tribhuvan Road, 

Sargam Off Lamington Road, 
Bombay 400 004 Phone : 353343 
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CASSETTE TECHN()L()GY-2 

The guru goes on. 
John Fisher 
discussed in our 
last issue, the 
basics; tape, C-D, 
shell tJ11d 
componelfls. He 
now goes on to the 
actual duplicalion 
of the audio 
cassette. The 

Improving Cassette Quality 

3.0 DUPLICATING 

3.1 Azimuth 
To ensure that tapes can be 

played accurately on sny player, the 
head gap must be set precisely at 
right angles to the plane in which the 

Track width 0.6 mm 

ing accurate azimuth on the pancake 
duplicated cassette is relatively 
straightforward by comparison with 
preserving that accuracy in the C-0. 
Many of the tape guidance elements 
within the C-0 affect the accuracy of 
the tape path and the effective 
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ing and comparing C-Os, BASF has 
produced a precision metal shell, the 
Azimuth Calibration Mechanism.4 

This is a 'single-sided' C-0, hand 
machined, in which all critical com
ponents have tolerances that are 
vanishingly small. 

Effectively, the Azimuth 
Calibration Mechanism introduces 
no significant azimuth errors. By 
loading it and sample C-Os with 
lengths of azimuth calibration tape, 
and taking measurement in the QC 
cassette recorder, the Azimuth 
Calibration Mechanism provides a 
reference against which the azimuth 
performance of the C-Os can be com
pared; types of C-Os that are consis
tently good can be selected for use in 
production. 

3.1.2 Mechanical 
Callbratlon Mechanism 

Unfortunately, the QC cassette 
transport itself can also introduce er
rors. The most important of these is 
due to misalignment between the 
pinch-roller(s) and the capstan(s), 
which can deflect the tape from its 
ideal path and thus introduce sig
nificant azimuth error. This error 
may show up as an inconsistency in 
the azimuth performance of C- Os 

discussion is on tape is moving. Any deviation will azimuth of the recording as it passes when checked in nominally identical 
~chniques, result in significant high frequency the replay head. 4• S These elements QC machines. As well as worksening i1:,,";:, Bias and losses; an errorofonly 30 minutes of include the end rollers and their an azimuth error reading, it may 
Frequency angular deflection of the head gap is axles, and the pin and stay guides mask an error by introducing an 
Response. If you enough to cause complete cancella- near the heads. (fig 6) Azimuth is also equal and opposite one. It is essential 
arr involved in any tion at around l O kHz and significant affected by the rigidity and stability therefore that QC transports should 
OS,,ect of losses in the octave below! of the C-0 shell. be carefully adjusted to eliminate this 
duplication this source of error. 
feature is of great With the use of a good azimuth 3.1.1 Azimuth Csllbratlon 
llflportance and aligrunent tape and care in biasing To achieve this, BASF has also 
~nefu, if sludud (see 3.2.2 and 3.2.4 below), achiev- Mechanism introduced a Mechanical Calibration 
~ To assist duplicators in assess- Mechanism.

5 
This is very similar in 
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CASSETTE TECHNOLOGY-2 

Improving Cassette Quality ... 
construction to the Azimuth Calibra
tion Mechanism,4 but deliberately 
accentuates errors introduced by the 
cassette recorder. By comparing the 
azimuth difference (delta- Azimuth) 
between these two shells when using 

I 

I 
I I I 

cal. At that point, any error intro
duced by the transport will be sig
nificantly less than any azimuth 
errors due to C-Os under test and the 
transport may be regarded as 
'standardised'. More information on 

I 
I 

I 

3.2 Blas and high 
frequencies, distortion, 
Image stability 

Early pre-recorded cassettes 
(and alias, some even today) suffered 

I 
I 

I J 

I' 

I 

c OE F G H K L M E D N O 

A, Left roller guide and axle; B/F, Left Stay Guides; C, Erase head; 
DID, Left and right pinchwheels; E/E, Left and right capstans; G, Record 
Head; H/L, Pin guides; I, Pressure pad & spring; K, Replay head; MIN, 

. Right stay guides; 0, Right roller guide & axle. 

identical azimuth calibration tapes, it these two products and their epplica
is possible to adjust the critical tion is available from BASF. 
pinchwheel alignment relative to the 
capstan until the readings are identi-
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from lack of high frequencies, from 
drop-outs and high distortion levels, 
particularly at middle and upper fre
quencies. Over the years pre· 
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Improving Cassette Quality ... 
recorded cassettes have been im
proved by better recording heads, 
which saturate less easily md have 
better-defmed gaps; better tape for
mulations; better shells (C-Os); better 
duplicating mechanisms, giving im
proved head-to-tape contact; and 
greater attention to azimuth. How
ever, biasing can present a fun
damental compromise. 

3.2.1 Frequency response 

and distortion 
Normally, if bias is set for op

timum low-frequency performance, 
it is difficult to achieve an adequate 
HF performance, since the high fre
quencies are then over-biased: HF 
sensitivity is reduced (requiring more 
equalisation, with the risk of over
load due to inadequate headroom in 
the electronics). Yet if the bias is 
reduced to achieve a better HF per
formance, low-frequency distortion 
and noise rise, while drop-out in
creases. With a fixed bias level, the 
setting is a compromise between LF 

and HF requirements - yet the dif
ference in bias levels is relatively 
small. 

At high levels of HF, self
erasure takes place, making the HF 
performance worse as level rises. 
This HF fall-off at high levels is 
linked with another bias-related 
problem, instability of the stereo 
image. 

3.2.2 Image stablllty 

The level-dependent high-fre
queticy response means that when 
the high- frequency component of a 
signal is greater in one channel than 
the other, the reduction in HF 
response in the higher-level channel 
will cause the stgereo image to shift 
towards the lower-level channel each 
time a high-level occurs. However, 
there is another equally important 
and related cause of image in
stability, which may not at first be 
obvious. 
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3.2.3 Blas and recording 
field 

During the bias cycle, the cur
rent is high enough to cause the mag
netic field through the oxide at the 
gap to exceed the coercivity of the 
tape coating. The tape acquires its 
remanent magnetism (due to the 
audio signal) when it has passed the 
gap and reaches a zone where the 
peak value of the magnetic field 

matches the coercivity of the tape (fig 
7) 

The distance of the zone from 
the head gap varies with the bias cur
rent because, as the bias current in
creases, a greater distance from the 
gap is required for the field to fall to 

the value of the tape coercivity. The 
width of the zone is a function of the 
spread in coercivity of individual 
particles iI'. the tape coating. As the 
bias current is increased and the zone 
moves further from the gap, the width 
of the zone increases proportionate
ly. 
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RELEASING 
Nat King Cole. 
Rod Stewart, 

Frank Sinatra, 
Chubby Checker 

Johnny Cash, 
Chuck Berry, 

Louis-Armstrong, 

Stock up from distributors: 
Bombay Envoy Marketing & Dletrlbutore, Javeri Bldg., !st Floor, 
Opp. Oriental Hotel. Grant Road. Bombay-400007. Phone: 3075887, 
3627220. Calcutta: Atlantlo Music, 171 A&B, Lenin Sarani. !st Floor, 
New Cinema, Calcutta 700013. Phone: 270147. Madras: Super Audio, 17. 
Raheia Complex. Ground Floor, 834, Mount Road, Maclras-WXX>2. 
Phone 835177 Bangalore: Kleban Electronlco, Shaukat Bldg., 
S.J.P. Road, FIOO, Bangalore560002. Phone: 221457. Andhra Pradesh & 
Madras: United Mualc, 2. 8th West Cross Street. Shenoy Nagar. 
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Because the shift in the record

ing zone is a linear displacement, is 
is more noticeable at high frequen
cies and low tape speeds, where it is 
significant in relation to the 
wavelength. This phenomenon has 
been describe.cl in detail elsewhere6 

Dolby Laboratories, in conjunc
tion with Bang & Olufsen of Den
mark, investigaled these phenomena 
in some detail. They found that the 
high- frequency component of an 
audio signal itself acts as bias; this 
has come to be known as 'self
biasing'. 

As the total level of applied (su
personic) bia.:; plus HF signal rises, 
the HF signal becomes 'overbiased'; 
there is increasing 'self-erasure' as 
the recording zone becomes wider 
and less defined. In other words, 
since the HF signal contributes to the 
bias field, the definition of the 
recording zone becomes worse as the 
HF signal level rises: hence the poor 
HF performance of fixed bias sys
tems. For lower frequencies, on the 
other hand, less bias is required in the 
presence of high- level, high-fre
quency signals since the HF signal 
acts as bias. 

Since the recording zone actual
ly wanders backwards and forwards 
as the value of the total effective bias 
changes, this self-bias effect also 
varies the recorded phase of an HF 
signal relative to an LF one, since the 
linear shift represents a larger phase 
shift at HF than al LF. 

Where there is a difference in 
the effective bias currents in the two 
halves of a stereo head, there will be 
a difference in the shirt in the record
ing zone between the two tracks - a 
relative HF phase shift. Where an HF 

signal occurs in both tracks but at 
different levels, and the applied bias 
is constant, there will be a grealer 
shift in position (phase) of the record
ing zone on the track with the grealer 
HF signal, which upsets the original 
phase relationship and thus the stereo 
image. This effect on the stereo 
image compounds the effect due to 
loss of HF al high levels. 

3.2.4 Dolby HX Pro 
The outcome of the joint re

search by Dolby Laboratories and 
Bang & Olufsen into these bias-re
lated problems was the Dolby HX 
Pro headroom extension process.7 
During recording, HX Pro monitors 
the level and spectrum of the signal 
continuously and adjusts the applied 
supersonic bias, so that the total ef
fective bias (applied bias plus HF 
signal) is kept constant. 

In this way, HX Pro minimises 
the compromises otherwise inherent 
in tape biasing: providing it was cor
rectly set initially, the tape remains 
"correctly" biased at all levels, .ir
respective of the spectral content and 
level of the programme material. 
Using this 'constant bias' principle, 
the frequency response remains con
stant up to substantially higher 
recording levels than with conven
tional fixed biasing, and the bias can 
be set for lower LF distortion and less 
drop-outs without impairing the 
high-frequency response. The result 
is a much cleaner signal and an im
provement in headroom. 

At the same time, because the 
total effective bias remains constant, 
the position of the recording zone 
also remains constant and phase shift 
in high frequencies with changes in 
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level is much reduced. Together, 
these improvements in relative fre
quency response and phase lead to 
improve stereo image stability. The 
improved HF phase relationship be
tween the two channels should also 
improve the HF performance of 
stereo recordings when played in 
mono, as otherwise a phase dis
crepancy looks like an azimuth error 
to the mono replay head. 

Initially it was the improvement 
in HF performance that was seen as 
the main benefit of HX Pro, but the 
improvement in stability of phase 
and stereo image are now also per
ceived as major advantages. 

Dolby HX Pro is a record-only 
feature that makes the recording in
trinsically more accurate. It requires 
no change in playback circuitry, nor 
special decoding. Where the record
ing is encoded for B- type noise 
reduction, as is usually the case, ap
propriate replay decClding is of 
course still required for optimum 
reproduction. 

Although HX Pro offers an im
provement when incorporated into 
the record electronics of any cassette 
recorder, the most widespread ap
plication of its benefits is to be found 
in high-speed duplication and meter
ing. HX Pro is available on 
duplicators by Cetec Gauss, 
Electrosound, Lyrec and Otari, and in 
mastering recorders by Lyrec, Otari 
and Studer. 

A number of duplicating 
facilities - in particular those for the 
Capitol, CBS (UK), Liberty, 
EMI/America, Warner Brothers, 
Electra/Asylum, Sire, Windham Hill 
and Atlantic labels - have already 
adopted Dolby HX Pro for duplicat-
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ing cassettes. They are also marking 
cassettes with the special HX Pro 
logo, to indicate to the quality con
scious consumer that the cassette has 
been duplicated on equipment using 
Dolby HX Pro circuitry. 

3.3 Extended frequency 
response 

Most duplicators and record 
companies will wish to record as 
wide a frequency range as possible 
on the tape. However, it is important 
that overall quality should not be 
spoiled by misdirected attempts to 
extend the frequency range too far; 
this is despite the fact that improve
ments in duplicating technology 
(better heads, mastering, tapes, 
transport accuracy and C-)s) seem to 
make it possible to extend the dupli
cated bandwidth at low levels to over 
20kHz. 

The best 3-head cassette 
machines (with head gaps optimised 
for record and play) are capable of a 
very wide record/play frequency 
response; however, the replay, 
response of a run-of-the-mill domes
tic cassette machine may well be 
down 3 dB al about 14 kHz due to the 
gap width, eve:n without any azimuth 
errors. This is because the gap width 
on a 2- head machine is usually a 
compromise between the need for a 
wide gap to achieve good penetration 
of the field on record and the narrow 
gap required for a good HF response 
on replay. This limitation on replay 
response may be an important con
straint on extending the practical fre
quency response for Dolby B-type 
encoded cassettes. 

On the face of it, it may not be 
obvious why this should matter; after 

all, if the 3-head machines are 
capable of reproducing higher fre
quencies satisfactorily, why should 
the effect on a run-of-the-mill two
head machine be any more noticeable 
than the inherent replay losses due to 
a slightly wider head gap? 

The answer lies in the way in 
which HF loss affects the widely
used Dolby B-type noise reduction 
system. If higher frequencies are 
recorded, but cannot be reproduced 
by the combination of replay head 
and preamplifier, there will be a 
missing high-frequency component 
in the input to the control circuit of 
the noise reduction decoder. 

Similarly, high-level saturation 
becomes worse as the frequency in
creases. If the frequency response is 
very wide, so is the susceptibility to 
high-frequency saturation and conse
quent response errors al these levels. 
At high recording level,s the frequen
cy range over which the signal is 
linearly recorded will be restricted 
compared with the range attainable at 
lower levels. The mastering engineer 
may need to control manually the 
frequency range being recorded on 
the loop-bin master, according to the 
signal level and spectral content, to 
cope with this constraint. Such con
trol is obviously more subtle than a 
simple filter, which would remove 
the higher frequencies at all levels. 

If the noise reduction is to track 
properly, the frequency response of 
the signal reproduced from the tape 
must be the same as that applied to it. 
If a wider bandwidth signal is applied 
during recording than the combina
tion of record and replay processes 
can reproduce, some high-frequency 
energy will be missing when the tape 
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is replayed; consequently the replay 
noise reduction processor will 
'interpret' this as though the 
spectrwn of the recorded signal had 
been different. This resulting error 
means that the record/play process
ing will no longer be fully com
plementary; the decoder will 
consequently mistrack slightly, 
which may give rise to a more 
audible response error lower down in 
the audio spectrum than the original 
HF loss. 

Consequently, attempts to ex
tend the frequency range of the 
recorded cassette to be 'flat' to 
beyond 18 kHz can occasionally 
result in the finished product so\Dld
ing · worse, when reproduced on I 

run-of-the-mill cassette machine, 
even though it still reproduces well 
on a 3-head deck or professionally 
Quality Control machine. . I 

It may therefore be important to 
identify the main potential market for 
the material: If it is the hi-fi buff, 
lilcely to own the highest- quality 
replay equipment, there may be an 
advantage in an extended frequency 
range; if it is a mass market, 
predominantly using less expensive 
equipment, it may be prudent ID 
check how well the 'wide range' 
material will so\Dld when reproduced 
on such equipment. If necessary, 
range of frequencies recorded m 
be restricted lo"those more eas· 
reproduced. 

Where an extended bandwi 
is required, flabless of the high
quency response and accuracy 
azimuth in both loop-bin recordri 
loop-bin replay machine an 
duplicator slave becomes even m 
crucial; so is the choice of C-0 · 
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ensuring absolute stability of the 
replay HF performance. 

None of the duplicating stages 
should themselves modify sig
nificantly the level or frequency 
response of the NR-encoded signs; 
any modification to the level or 
response needs to be oontrolled and 
to take place ahead of the noise 
reduction encoder. 

To ensure that the chain will 
handle the signal satisfactorily, the 
1 dB squash point of the oomplete 
system, including loop-bin master 
and cassette. needs to be measured to 
determine the weakest link and the 
safe operating area. The loop-bin 
master should lhen be recorded so 
that the peak level at any frequency 
fits within this safe operating area. 

Signals may usefully be 
monitored either using a 2-channel 
spectrum 111alyser, or with a peak 
programme meter (PPM) having a 
frequency response that is the minor 
image of the safe operating limill of 

Pre-Recorded Digital Computerised 
Original Audio Cassettes 

DOUBLE 
~ 
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the system, within which all levels 
and frequencies are recorded linearly 
and without saturation. 

H the tape use.d for the loop-bin 
master is changed, the effect on these 
limits will need to be checked. 
Likewise, if a variety of tape types is 
used to meet vuying customer re
quirements, plots of the safe area of 
operation for each will need to be 
kept and the parameters adhered to in 
preparing the loop-bin master. 

If the use of a nominally supe
rior duplicating tape fails to improve 
the overall dB squash point levels, 
the loop-bin master may well prove 
to be the limiting factor; using Dolby 
HX Pro in the mastering rec.order, a 
chrome or high-output loop-bin 
master tape, a lower Dolby reference 
level on the loop-bin master, or 7.5 
ips masters in the loop-bin machines, 
are all ways in which the perfor
mance can be improved to take full 
advantage ofbctradupl.icating tapes. 

BCCBUIC the new Dolby S-type 
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8 9 echni kn system ' uses t ques own as 
"spectral skewing" and "anti-satura
tion", its processing is less sensitive 
to extreme high and low frequency 
errors and the tape's high-frequency 
performance at high levels is also 
improved; this makes Dolby S-type 
signal processing more tolerant md 
highly suited to material with a wide 
frequency and dynamic rqe. How
ever, to use Dolby S-type proceuing, 
duplicators must achieve much 
higher standards of mechanical and 
electromagnetic performmc:e than 
required for 8-type duplication, IJld 
S-type cassette machines must 
likewise meet more stringent produc
tion tolerances. Dolby 8-type encod
ing gives excellent results if care is 
taken with the duplicating; there is 
little to be gained by attempting S
type duplication before all potential 
improvements in 8-type duplication 
have been exhausted. 

Convert 
Master 

into 
Slave 

Rs. 
4,000/
only. 

For SONY 
CCP 13 A, B. 

Manish Thakkar 
Sanket Electro Plast 
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Matunga (C.R.) 
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STUDIO RECORDING 

What is a Sound Effect? 

Sound effects like 
music or dialogue, 
are links in the 
sound chain. 
Knowing how and 
when to use each 
of these elements 
to its best 
advantages is 
often the 
difference between 
a success/ ul or a 
disappointing 
endeavour. 

Robert L. Mott, 

T
he art of creating and using 
sound effects has become 
so sophisticated that sounds 
rarely appear in film or 

television as they are found al the 
source. With the emergence of 
sampled and synthesized sounds, 
everyone-- not just the artist -- has to 
have a thorough understanding of 
what goes into the makeup of a sound 
in order lo either create a sound or to 
explicitly communicate about a 
sound. The days of critiquing a sound 
effect as "being loo loud" or as "need
ing some highs" are gone. Today, 
when an artist is capable of building 
an effect form literally a single tone, 
it is vital that everyone knows exactly 
what constitutes a sound effect. 

in his book, S Every sound has its own dis-
Oll fld Effects, tinctivc wave form. That is what dis

pro1·ides a simple tinguishcs a .357 Magnum gunshot 
explanation on the from a toy cap pistol. And yet, in this 
nine components highly complicated art of creating 
that most influence sound effects, other conditions apart 

how we perceive a from wave forms must be considered 
sound effect. in order to successfully reproduce or 

create new sounds. 

Listed below arc the nine com
ponents that most inOucncc how wc 
perceive a sound effect. By modify
ing or eliminating any one or a com
bination of these components, you 
either slightly change the sound or 
create a totally new sound. 

I.Pitch 2.Timbrc 
3.Harmonics 4.Loudncss 

5.Attack 
7.Decay 
9.Rhythrn 

PITCH 

6.Sustain 
8.Speed 

The pitch of a sound is deter
mined by the frequency of the sound. 
However, when we hear a sound, we 
rarely describe it as such and such a 
number of frequencies. Normally, 
we refer to its pitch. Pitch refers to 
whether the sound is high (shrill) or 
low (bassy). Of course, what makes 
that sound seem high and shrill to our 
ears is the high number of sound 
waves (cycles) per second. Conver
sely, a low or bassy sound has fewer 
per second. Conversely, a low or 
bassy sound has fewer cycles per 
second. 

Pilch also refers to the way we 
perceive frequency levels. Frequen
cies arc normally grouped as low 
(bass). midrange, and high (treble). 

on so many factors, determining the 
pitch of a sound is an entirely subjec
tive mater. As we shall learn later, 
listening to a sound and hearing a 
sound are two entirely different mat
ters. 

A police whistle causes more 
vibrations than a clap of thunder; 
therefore, the pitch of the whistle is 
higher than that of the thunder. The 
piano string A above middle C 
vibrates at 440 Hz. Therefore, the A 
note is higher than the middle C note. 

Continuing our piano analogy, 
a keyboard, contains 88 keys and 
covers a frequency spectrum of 27 
Hz to 4200 Hz. These various notes 
arc broken down into divisions called 
octaves. An octave is the interval be
tween any two frequencies that have 
a ratio 2 : I. Human beings are 
capable of hearing approximately ten 
octaves. 

COMPARISON OF PITCH & CYCLES 
Extreme Lows 
Lows 
Midrange 
Highs 

Below 40 Hz 
40 to 300 Hz 
300 to 4,000 

BASS 

MIDRANGE 
TREBLE 4,000 to 10,000 Hz 

Extreme Highs I 0,000 to 20,000 Hz 

Included in the low end of the 
scale arc such sounds as thunder and 
gunshots; in the midrange, a 
telephone ringing; at the high end, 
sr1iall hand bells and cymbals. 

Because our hearing depends 

The first four octaves of the 
frequency spectrum compose the 
bass range; they sound powerful and 
warm. The fifth, sixth, and seventh 
octaves compose the midrange, the 
part of the frequency spectrum to 
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What is a Sound Effect ? 
which humans are most sensitive. 
This is also the frequency range that 
gives sounds their energy. The eighth 
octave gives a sound its "presence." 
Presence in a sound enables us to 
hear it clearly and gives us the feeling 
that we are close to its origin. The 
ninth and tenth octaves give a sound 
vital lifelike quality. 

Utlllzlng Pitch 
The pitch of a sound is its fun

damental frequency without the 
presence of harmonics. Two ex
amples of instruments capable of 
producing fundamental frequencies 
are the tuning fork and pitch pipe. 
Although both of these instruments 
are capable of producing pme tones, 
the sound of a fundamental frequen
cy without harmonics is dull and 
uninteresting. 

When we listen to a tape of a 
fundamental fre.quency of 500 Hz, 
the sound is as uninteresting as that 
of the tuning fork or pitch pipe. Yet 
by applying what knowledge' we 
have about the pitch of a sound, we 
can utilize the component pitch and 
create many new sounds. 

The Doppler Effect 
One of the many advantages of 

understanding how the various com
ponents of sound help us in the crea
tion of sounds involves the "doppler" 
effect. First explained in 1842 by an 
Austrian physicist, Christian Johann 
Doppler, the doppler effect involves 
our perception of sounds regarding 
moving objects. The human ear col
lects sounds and directs them to the 
auditory canal. From there the sound 
vibrate against the eardrum. These 
vibrations are transmitted from the 
middle to the inner ear, which con-

tains fluid in which are immersed the 
auditory nerve endings. When vibra
tions disturb this fluid, the impulses 
are sent to the brain for interpretation. 
It is the condition of these nerve en
dings that determines the accuracy of 
the information that is transmitted to 
the brain. 

The doppler effect states that 
in order to interpret sounds, the ear 
depends not only on the frequency of 
a sound that strikes the eardrum, but 
on the total number of sound waves 
that strike the eardrum. Jf the sound 
source remains stationary at a fixed 
distance, the fre.quency of the vibra
tions reaching the ear is the same as 
at the source. If, however, the sound 
source moves toward the listener, a 
greater number of sound waves strike 
the eardrum each second; therefore, 
the brain perceives the pitch as being 
higher. 

If you were to stand on a plat
form as a train approached, the sound 
of the oncoming whistle would seem 
higher in pitch to you than it would 
to a person actually on the train. As 
the train continued past you, because 
there is a sudden drop in the number 
of sound waves entering the ear , 
canal, the frequency pitch of the 
whistle would drop dramatically. 
Notice I didn't say the loudness level, 
but rather the frequency of the pitch. 

This same phenomenon is ex
perienced when you watch a parade. 
When the band is in the distance it 
has a "thin" sound; as it comes closer, 
it sounds "fuller" because of the in
creased number of sound waves. As 
it passes, the sound once again thins 
out. the approaching, passing, and 
receding sounds of an automobile 
provide yet another example of this 
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phenomenon. 

In none of the examples dis
cussed has the loudness level in
creased and then decreased; yet this 
is how this effect is most often 
achieved. The proper way to create 
this effect is to filter out some of the 
low frequencies as the train (or band, 
or car) approaches, to restore some of 
the lows as the train nears, and then 
to make a sudden increase of low 
frequencies as the train recedes. 

TIMBRE 
The timbre of a sound is that 

unique quality that sets it apart from 
all other sounds. When ye;; receive a 
phone call from a friend you haven't 
heard from in years, your ability to 
recognize her voice is due to the 
timbre in hl.'f voice. Even if you heard 

I 
the voices of ten different women all 
reading the same sentence, you 
would still be able to pick out hers. 
The same is true of musical instru
ments. A listener can easily distin
guish a trumpet, piano and violin all 
playing the same note because of 
each instrument's distinctive timbre. 

Timbre is that unique com
bination of fundamental fre.quency, 
harmonics, and overtones that gives 
each voice, musical instrument, 'and 
sound effect its unique colouring and 
character. 

Utllizlng Timbre 
Although manipulating a 

sound's pitch and timbre seems to be 
a Space Age discovery, this techni· 
que was utilized back in the silenl 
movie era by musicians playing huge 
Wurlitzer organs. By pressing the 
proper combination of keys, these 
organists were capable of producing 
civil war battle sounds with one h~ 
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and stirring music with the other. Al
though this combination of sounds 
coming from one instrument 
favourably impressed the audience, it 
wasn't as magical as most imagined. 
It was achieved with the proper 
manipulation of the appropriate 
number of sound components, not 
the least of which was timbre. 

Today this "magic" is 
produced by sound generators. The 
results are of such superior quality 
that even experts have difficulty dis
tinguishing natural and com
puterized music and sounds. 

If a sound is made up of a 
fundamental frequency (the A above 
middle C on a piano is 440 Hz), sup
pose we generated a fundamental 
tone of 440 Hz with something other 
than a piano and then repeated the 
fundamental tone to form harmonics. 
Wouldn't the sound we created 
electronically be that of the piano 
note A? The answer is yes. Although 
music purists complain that an 
electronic tone generator lacks the 
warmth (timbre) of a concert piano or 
a Stradivarius violin, the economics 
of the entertainment business strong
ly indicate that electronically 
produced music is here to stay. 

HARMONICS 
When an object vibrates it 

propagates sound waves of a certain 
frequency. This frequency, in tum, 
sets in motion frequency waves 
called harmonics. 

Harmonics -- or overtones, as 
they are sometimes called -- are mul
tiples of the basic frequency. There 
are two different types of harmonics 
-- odd and even. The sound harmonic 
of a frequency of 250 Hz is 500 Hz, 

the fifth harmonic is 1,250 Hz, and so 
on. Each harmonic that is added to a 
sound is somewhat weaker than the 
harmonic that preceded it. The com
bination of the fundamental frequen
cy and its harmonics is a complex 
wave form. It is the formation of 
these complete wave forms that gives 
each musical instrument, and sound, 
its unique quality. 

Again using our instrument 
analogy, the basic frequency and its 
resultant harmonics determine the 
timbre of a sound. The greater the 
num her of harmonics, the more inter
esting is the sound that is produced. 
The production of the proper amount 
of harmonics is not automatic. A con
cert violinist and a novice playing the 
same violin will have drastically dif
ferent results. The beginner will 
simply drag the bow across the 
strings with little regard for fingering 
or authority. As a result, the notes 
will sound uninteresting or even ir
ritating to our ears. Conversely, the 
concert violinist will use his techni
que to produce a sound that is pleas
ing because of the number ·of 
harmonics produced. It is experience 
and technique that allow the concert 
musician the confidence to attach the 
strings with the appropriate strength 
to produce the maximum amount of 
harmonics that we find so satisfying. 

We have discussed how poor 
technique with an instrument con
tributes to a poor sound, but what 
about an instrument that is either out 
of tune (not producing the proper 
pitch) or of such inferior quality that 
it makes it impossible to produce 
pleasing sounds? We have all heard 
the distinctive "pinging" sound that a 
fine crystal glass makes when its rim 
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is struck. We also know that it is 
impossible to elicit the same sound 
from a glass that once contained 
peanut butter. The difference lies in 
the construction of the two glasses 
and their ability to vibrate when 
struck. The crystal glass has this 
ability, the inferior glass does nol It 
is therefore an object's ability to 
vibrate and set up harmonics that 
determines the pleasantness of the 
resultant tones. 

Utlllzlng Harmonics 
Manipulating the harmonics 

of a sound is a very useful device in 
comedy. By employing the techni
que of"dampening" (not allowing an 
object to vibrate naturally), many un
expected and comical effects can be 
achieved. Some door chimes, for in
stance, operate in concert to produce 
a pleasant little melody. This sound 
is most often identified with stately 
homes or mansions (at least in com
edies.) If, however, upon pressing the 
doorbell of a beautiful home, one of 
the chimes is dampened so that in the 
middle of the melody a discordant 
"clunk" is heard, our opinion of the 
occupants becomes somewhat al
tered. 

LOUDNESS 
The loudness of a sound 

depends on the intensity of the sound 
stimulus. A dynamite explosion is 
louder than that of a cap pistol be
cause of the greater amount of air 
molecules the dynamite is capable of 
displacing. 

When a stimulus creates vibra
tions, air molecules are propagated in 
pressure waves. How many times 
these waves vibrate in one second 
determines their frequency, and the 
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amount of air molecules compressed 
in a cycle determines the amplitude, 
or loudness, of a sound. 

Utlllzlng Loudness 
When we speak of something 

as being long or short, low or high, 
soft or loud, the words are meaning
less unless we have a reference point. 
The measurement of a foot is long 
compared with an inch, but short 
compared with a yard. A play yard 
swing may be too high for the reach 
of a child but too low to accom
modate an adult. The sound of a gun
shot may be deafening in a small 
room, but actually go unnoticed if 
fired in a subway station when a train· 
is roaring past. Loudness, as with 
everything else that is perceived, be
comes meaningful only ifwe are able 
to compare it with something. 

If we tum the level of a sound 
up by 3 dB, we have in effect doubled 
the level of Loudness. If we tum up 
the level of a sound so we can readily 
perceive that it is "twice" as loud, we 
have actually made the sound ten 
times louder. These figures are based 
on the fact that we hear sound 
logarithmically and not linearly. As 
you can see, the job of making a 
sound seem louder is more compli
cated than simply turning up the 
volume control fader. Perhaps the 
easiest solution is to introduce fre
quencies to which humans are most 
sensitive -- those in the midrange be
tween 250 Hz and 5,000 Hz. 

If, for instance, we have two 
tone tapes of l 00 Hz and 1,000 Hz 
and we set the loudness levels so that 
they both read 100 dB on the volume 
unit meter, our ears will readily per
ceive the 1000-Hz tone as being the 

loudest Although the 100-Hz tone 
still reads the same level on the 
meter, we will have to tum up its 
fader in order to attain the same loud
ness level over the speaker as the 
1,000-Hz tone. This phenomenon is 
called equal loudness. By knowing 
this, we can introduce high frequen
cies into the sound, either with the 
equalization pot or by layering (ad
ding) another sound or sounds that 
have a great deal of midrange fre
quencies in them. This is why a clap 
of thunder in a horror movie may 
contain something so unweatherlike 
as a woman's scream. 

ATTACK 
An envelope of sound is com

posed of a sound's attack, sustain, 
and decay. The way a sound is in
itiated is called its attack. There are 
two types of attack: slow and fast. 

In the below Figure, we see 
that the sound begins at A and 
reaches its peak level at B. At this 
point it drops slightly in level and 
remains steady until C. When the 

C/1 
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Figure: An envelope of sound 
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sound source is removed at point C, 
the sound decays to a point of silence 
at point D. By altering any one of 
these properties, we can change the 
sound. 

Fast Attack 
The closer the attack of a 

sound (A) is to the peak (B) of a 
sound, the faster its attack is. Such 
sounds as gunshots, slaps, and door · 
slams are examples. 

Slow Attack 
Sounds that have a slow attack 

take longer to build to the sustain 
level. A dog's short warning growl 
prior to a bark is one example. Step
ping one a dried leaf, slowly tearing 
a sheet of paper, and closing a door 
slowly are some other sounds that 
have a slow attack. 

Utlllzlng Attack 
The suddenness of a sound 

achieving its sustain level con
tributes to the perceived loudness of 
the sound. Loud sounds are more 

Sustain 

c D 



t 
must know about us. 

're going for a big hit. 
':and best just won't do. You're 
ie Your best now duplicate with 
best. 

Sagarika, we've fine-tuned and 
raved every step of the duplica
Process and backed that up with 

IOlute 100% quality control-so we 

Sperier Zlplication Srvices 

guarantee 1 00% satisfaction. 
From the basic cassette to a com
plete pre recorded, packaged pro
duct, for any quantity. What's more, 
we meet our deadline. So when 
you've done your best have it 
duplicated by Sagarika. 
That will prove you're serious about 
audio. 

Sagarika Acoustronics Pvt. Ltd. 
Bombay Sales Office: 120, Arun Chambers, 
Tardeo Road, Bombay-400 034. 
Mah. Tel.: (022) 4949081 

Kanjurmarg Manufacturing Facilities: 
208, Hiranandani Industrial Estate, 
Kanjurmarg (West). Bombay-400 078. 
T~.: 5782272, 5780864 
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Khuda Gawah ..... . 
Radio 

'Chitralok songs will start from 17th 
Dec. '91. 30 seconds radio spots on All-India 
basis will commence shortly. 

Cloth Banners 
Cloth Banners displaying the scheme 

will be set up in dealer shops and outdoors. 

Lehren 
'Lehren' will produce a special volume 

on 'Khuda Gawah' for market release. 
The. contest and all the promotion 

publicity and advertising expense for the 
scheme is definitely going lo generate good
will from the consumers and achieve a top 
notch identity for the Tips level. 

Apart from the above promotion of the 
scheme, the album itself has been advertised 
on the Radio, in the filmy press and the main
line press. Bombay city has been spllD'ged 
with hoardings. 

The marketing arm of Tips is hyper-ac
tive and from all accounts the commitment to 
succeed in sales is equally matched wilh the 
company's comm'itrnenl to music business as 
evidenced by the numerous celebrations held 
regularly for sales and launch of !heir albums. 

The Digital Domain ....... . 

with guitar-to midi convertor. All these are 
available FREE of cost. The studio also of
fers lhe latest software for unlimited tracks 
MIDI sequencing allowing for virtual tracks 
in mixdown in addition to the tape or disk 
based digital multi-track. Mixes may be 
taken by the clients on Digital Audio Tape, 
1/4 inch reel or cassette. 

THE DIGIT AL DOMAIN is con
veniently located at Worli. and so is easily 
accessible. "Building the swdio was a labour 
of love" says Rajesh. "It just had to be the 
best, both technically and aeslhetically. No 
detail was considered too small to be over
looked. It was built like a home away from 
home." One visit to THE DIGIT AL 
DOMAIN will convince anyone !hat this is 
no idle boast He further adds, "For the first 
time, recordings done in india will be ac
cepted anywhere in the world. And we are 
very competitive. No olher swdio in lhe 
world offers even half our facilities at such 
low rates. Of course you cannot expect us to 
be on par with cheap analog studios. Thats 
like asking for a Mercedes at the price of a 
Maruti. But if lhe correct methods are ap
plied, recordings can cost a fraction of lhese 
done elsewhere." 

THE DIGIT AL DOMAIN is an ideal 
studio for complex productions, wilh state of 
lhe art effect units. As everything is digital, 

unlimited track bouncing without any 
generation loss is possible. THE DIGIT AL 
DOMAIN is also a Production House. This 
is very successful concept abroad where the 
swdio itself produces for the client a com
plete music package (jingles/songs/back
ground scores etc.) at a fixed price. This saves 
lhe client lhe hassle of co-ordinating a record
ing and the gamut of people involved with it. 
The in house resident recording engineers are 
Farhad Dady BID'jor, and Gaurav Chopra. 

THE DIGIT AL DOMAIN 
1st Floor, 132 Dr. A.B. Road, 
Worli Naka, Bombay 400 018. 
Tel: 493 31 28/494 SO 12 

Big Promotion for Glenn .......... . 
Compact Disc and video of 'Paradize' 

is also scheduled for release. 
Goa is targeted for maximum sales 

along wilh Bombay, and then the South, 
especially Bangalore. 

Pop Release 
After 17 western classical releases, 

Super Music has entered the pop- rock area 
with releases including Eric Clapton, 
Shakin' Stevens, Kim, Carnes, Carl Perkins, 
Bing Crosby and Jini Hendrix. The western 
classical material is from Castle Com
munication, London. The pop rock catalogue 
has been acquired from lhe Magnum music 
group U.K. The price oflhecassette continue 
to remain same. 

There is good news for music lovers too. 
, The price for the cassettes continues to 

remain the same. i.e. Rs. 40/- as against the 
Rs. 45/- and Rs. 50/- by olher music labels 
like Magnasow,d and MIL. All this is inspite 
of lhe fact that the price of the blanks in the 
market has been hit hard by the budget. 

Super Music is now set to launch a 
wholesome campaign, with hits of the 60's, 
Rock and Roll. Rock, Sentirnentals, Reggae, 
Country and. Pop Releases include Elvis 
Presl~y. The Beatles, George Benson, 
Johnny Cash, Tony Sheridian, Acker Bille, 
Nat King Cole, The Beach Boys, Johnny & 
The Roccos, Sly Robbie, Gene Vincent, Cor
nell Dupree, Al Jarreau, Bob Marley & The 
Wallers, Glenn Miller & His Orchestra, 
Louis Armstrong, Chuck Berry, Chubby 
Checker, Little Richard, Frank Sinatra, Jerry 
Lee Lewis, Freddy Fender and Skeetar 
Davis. 

Navin Daswani and Madhavan Nair the 
two promoters of Super Music intend now to 
sign on local acts in Madras and promote 
local Indian talent in a big way in Intl music. 
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Master Sound: Equal ....... . 

producers expect from the music company is 
redundant" states Ramchandani. 

Master Soimd has already recorded all 
categories of music. Be it ghazal, bhajan, pop, 
quawali, folk or instrumental etc., in all 
regional and hindi languages. Voices are 
rendered by Mehdi Hassan, Shobhana Joshi 
(who has three albums with MIL to her 
credibility), Reshma, Kumar Shanu, Mohd. 
Aziz, Ram Shankar, Manhar Udhas, Jolly 
Mukherjee. Jimaid Akhtar, Usha Amonkar, 
Apama Mayekar and a galaxy of many more 
singers. 

Their forthcoming releases are 'Sone Ki 
Lanka' withAnandMilind'smusic,produced 
by Rajendra Patel and directed by Ajay 
Kashyap. The lead role is played by Jeetendra 
and Jayaprada. 

Seventeen more soimdtracks have been 
acquired by Master Soimd wilh prominent 
banners. 

Therefore with 'Laatsaab' and 'InsaafKi 
Devi' for a start, we await their other attrac
tions. 

HML Progresses ............ .. 
share capital ofnearly Rs. 2.12 crores to 

the existing shareholders on the Rights basis. 
Company has already submitted its applica
tion to Controller of Capital Issues for affect
ing Rights. Issue of Shares around 
January/February, 1992. · 

The promoters have already brought in 
substantial quantum of funds to provide their 
portion of finance for meeting lhe expected 
increase in the cost of lhe project. 

Calcutta Custom Ruling ...... .. 
As things stood then, the government 

policy laid down that goods imported for 
expansion of an existing unit producing 
electronic items were exempted from lhe 
usual. 200% duty and needed to pay only 35% 
'ad valorem'. 

Gramco was granted the company 
licence to expand it's unit by the lndustrY 
Minister and some duplicators were im
ported. Though BIFR, it got substantial funds 
from banks and olher institutions and these 
funds were used to import the machinery 

When the equipment arrived at Calcutta. 
lhe custom authorities refused to acknow
ledge the 1983 notification. On appeal, the 
appellate tribunais also confirmed that vie.,.,. 

The customs maintain that "activity of 
sound-duplication amoimts to a service in-
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Orlssa Potential 1 Miiiion ....... . 
Bombay singers are popular because 

film music is recorded in Bombay and the 
music directors opt for singers like Anuradha 
Paudwal, Kavita Krishnamurthy, Sadhana, 
Kumar Shanu, UditNarayan, Sudesh Bhosle, 
etc. All these singers sing Oriya songs. Oriya 
films are on a decline. Also, basic repertoire 
is selling better than film music, especially 
modem songs, bhajans, folk songs like Sam
balpuri, Odissi, Pala - narration mixed with 
songs, Daskathia, rhythm based with two 
sticks in which there are typical Daskathia 
songs sung with the sticks only. 

In modem songs there is variety. There 
are romantic and serious songs, songs with 
more rhythm and vulgar lyrics. The market is 
very big for the vulgar songs. The bhajan 
market is the second biggest market after the 
vulgar songs. Sometimes, the bhajan market 
overrides the vulgar songs. Like, last year 
'Prabhu Krupa' sung by Anuradha and 
released by T-series netted a sale of approx. 
60,000 cassettes. The other big hit of 91 was 
'Le Leija Lachak Mani' by Viju Swayn. As 
compared to these, sale of Wes tern music is 
extremely poor. 

All the blank cassettes requirements are 
met by Cuttack market The entire distribu
tion market is in Cuttack. There are about 15 
distributors. The distributors move approx. 
30,000 cassettes a day. Roughly, the Orissa 
market represents a demand of not more than 
10 lakh cassettes a month. Around 150 Oriya 
titles will be released from January to Decem
ber 1992. 

All Oriya cassettes are marketed at 
Rs.20/- to the customer. Jagannath 
Electronics have priced their catalogue at Rs. 
24/- recently. 

During the month of July when 
Rathyatra is taken out, it is another high point 
for the cassette market. At that time bhajans 
are released. Almost all companies have a 
release at that time. There are around 10 to 20 
releases. 

• Samarendranath Mahapatra 

Bashir Sheikh appointed 
Evertlme ...... . 

enough". Besides Ml, the Sony 
catalogue includes other superstars -
Michael Bolton, Mariah Carey, Willie Nel
son, Dolly Parton, Ozzy Osbourne, James 
Taylor, Neil Diamond, Julio Iglesias and the 
Rolling Stones, to mention a few. CBS-Sony 
has already released, in addition to 

NEWS 

'Dangerous', some other scintillating albums. 
MichaelBolton's 'Time, Love& Tenderness' 
is another masterpiece, which is reportedly 
selling superbly. Dolly Parton 's Dolly 
Parton's 'Eagle when she flies'is a listener's 
treal for country music lovers, Julio Iglesias' 
new album, 'Starry Nights' promises to be 
another sell-out, as sales would seem to indi
cate, and just one casual listen to the new 
California based rock band, 'Firehouse', will 
convince the most jaded listener of the 
credibility and potential of the group. In addi
tion to these, CBS-Sony plans to release Neil 
Diamond's 'l..ovescape', JameS' Taylor's 
'New Moon Shine', Ozzy Osbourne's 'No 
more tears', 'Rolling Stones' 'Flashpoint', 
Mariah Carey's 'Emotions', and Wynton 
Marshalis' 'Marsalis Standard Time', all 
planned for release in February. Forthcoming 
releases also include 'Back Roads', the smash 
Country album by Country superstar, Ricky 
Van Shelton. "CBS-Sony intends to release 
an average 5-6 new International albums a 
month. We've got some tremendous 
forthcoming releases", says Basheer. 

CBS has no intentions of trailing in 
regional releases either. The Company has 
released 'Shakti' by the mastero, L. Shankar. 
Also released, are the latest 'Ram & Krishna 
Bhajans' by Jagjit and Chitra Singh. Other 
releases include 'Here', by German, Amrish 
Lieb and 'Now' a Rajnesh-Osho album. 
These albums are also reportedly, faring very 
well. 

The company is also planning to launch 
into CD manufacturing, on an extensive scale. 
'The CD plant should be operational by the 
end of 1992", claims Bashir. Legal sanctions 
have already been obtained. CBS- Sony also 
intends to expend it's capacity for manufac
turing cassettes. So, improvements are not 
really a long time coming. With Bashir at the 
helm, the amendments should come sooner 
than later. His involvements with MIL and 
Magnasound ought to serve him and CBS
Sony well. As things stand today, CBS-Sony 
can look towards a bright and promising fu
ture. And two factors have been instrumental 
in bringing this about; Michael Jackson's 
album 'Dangerous', coupled with profes
sional management by Bashir Sheikh. 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
APRS·June 3-5 '92 ..... 

the world's top artists and record com
panies alike". 

Dave Harris heads a board which com
prises representatives of our sectors 

- professional studios (including the 
new UK Studio Accord group) 

- suppliers of equipment and services 
- the British Record Producers Guild 
- the Pressing and Duplicating Group 
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IMCA-AIR Charter Mutual ...... . 
wereMr.G.P.Sippy,Mr.SultanAhmed, 

Mr. Shakti Samanta, Mr. Arjun Hingorani, 
Mr. Sawan Kumar Tak, Mr. Raj Kumar Bar
jatya and Mr. Rakeshnath. Anil Nagrath 
(Secretary l.M.P.P A) was alsopresentonthe 
occasion. Radio Publicity Agencies present 
were Mr. Ameen Sayani, Mr. Brij Mittie, Mr. 
Arvind Mehra and Mr. Brij Bhushan). 

ChiefGuestoftheevening was Mr. M.P. 
Lele (Deputy Director General- A.l.R. New 
Delhi) who came along with Mr. Gaikwad 
(Station Director- A.l.R. Bombay). Also in 
attendance were Mr. & Mrs. Albuquerque 
(Deputy Director Accounts, Bombay) and 
Mr. B.R. Chelapati Rao (Director of 
Programmes (Commercial), New Delhi). 

Everyone mingled with each other in an 
environment of good cheer and the party 
ended off on a good note. 

Heera Group of U.K . ........ . 
Surinder Bachan. The artistes to render 

their voices are Surjit Bindrakhiya, Sarabjeet, 
Surinder Shinda, and the versatile, Shabbir 
Kumar. Also acquired, is the soundtrack of 
Neha movies, 'Lalkara Jatti Da', with music 
by Surinder Shinda and Surinder Bachan. 
Plus combinations of 'Zoor Jan Da' and 
'Lalkara Jatti Da', 'Z.orr Jatt Da' and Parwaz 
films, 'Visakhi', and 'Lalkara Iatti Da' and 
'Visakhi'. 

Now, Catrack has entered the home 
video market, by acquiring the home video 
rights of Neha Movies, Punjabi feature film. 
'Lalkara Jani Da', starring Guggu Gill, Kini 
Singh, Yog Raj, Sunita Dhir, Shavinder 
Mahal, and Surinder Sharma. 

Their latest album, 'Kohinoor', by the 
Heera Group (U.K.), is due for release 
anytime now. The music composer for this 
one, is Deepak Khazanchi. The Company is 
also planning to release devotional Punjabi 
audio and video cassettes, under the label, 
CATRACK-AMRIT GURBANI. 

Looking at all this hectic activity, and 
guaging from how things look, this Chan
digarh based music label is expected to make 
'big'inroads into every 'little' Punjabi home. 

SEND NEWS 
BY FAX: 

91 (22) 4930154 
\. 
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CLASSIFIED · 

Experienced Audio Engineer - Graduate of 'IAR', New York, 
seeks position as an Engineer and/or Record Producer, in 
a Recording Studio. For resume, contact: 6881284. 

Sale ROLAND BASSLINE TB-303 Unused Computer 
Controlled, 3 full octaves, Controls for Resonance, 
Envelope, Modulations etc. Battery/AC operated. Contact: 
Mr. Viraf Siganporia, P.B. No. 16164, B.G. Kher Marg, 
Bombay-400 006. Tel: 494-8213 (Res). 

LEARN 
JOURNALISM & PHOTOGRAPHY 

FILM, ART OR GENERAL JOURNALISM & 
PRESS/MODELLING PHOTOGRAPHY FOR 
MALE/FEMALE. 
Details sent to only applicants enclosing self addressed 
envelope. 
LINA, POST BOX NO. 26944, BOMBAY-400 054. 

WANTED 
ARTISTS - MODELS - SINGERS - DANCERS FOR FILM, 
TELEVISION AND VIDEO FILM CASSETTEE 
RECORDING & STAGE PROGRAMMES. 
Photo sessions arranged for Artists, Model Portfolios, Video 
Tests. 
Vocal Light & Classical Music and Dance Result Oriented 
Coaching separately for Male and Female. 
Free Guidance to deserving Artists for Career and Earning 
in Films, Television, Video, Modelling, Foreign Stage 
Programmes, and Cassette Recordings. 
Details sent to only applicants enclosing Self Addressed 
Envelope to: Director, Post Box: 26945, Bombay-400 054. 
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Place of Publication: 
Playback & Fast Forward 
207, Shah and Nahar Ind. Est. 
A·2, 2nd Floor, Dhanraj Mill Compound, 
Lower Parel, Bombay-400 013. 

Periodicity of Publication: 
Bii-monthly 

Printer Publisher & Editor: 
AnilChopra 
Nationality: Indian 
3, Ajanta Building, 
L.D. Ruparel Marg, 
Bombay-400 006. 

Names and Address of individual who own 
the newspaper & partner or shareholders 
holding more than 1 % of the total capital: 

Repro Prints 
Mr. Vinod I. Vohra 
Mrs. Dilshad Vohra 
207, Shah & Nahar Ind. Est. 
A-2, 2nd floor, Dhanraj Mill Compound, 
Lower Parel, 
Bombay-400 013. 

I, Anil Chopra, hereby declare that the 
partuiculars given are true to the best of my 
knowledge and belief. 
Dated: 24th April 1992. 
Signed by the publisher Anil Chopra. 
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Research , Technology , Automation 
is the philosophy of ATB's production . 

in.audiocassette components , 
the strict application of 
th is Standard , has allowed ATB 
to obtain qualified products 
ideally suited to fulfill : 
- Automatic Assembling Technology 
- Manual Assembl ing Process 

Audio & Video Cassette Components 

SPRING PAD 

SWINGING 

ON BOSSES 

A.T.B. SpA 
20030 Senago • Miiano (Italy) 
Via Palmiro Togllatti , 30 
Tel. + 39·(0) 2/9989976/7/8 
T.Fax +39·(0) 2/9986718 
TLX 334457 ATIBIX I 
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MODEL T-1501 COMPACT 
AUDIO CASSETTE TAPE LOADER 
The Otari Model T-1501 Audio Cassette Tape Loader is designed to automatically wind 0.15 " pre-recorded or 
blank cassette tape into Philips type cassette container with leader tape (C-0). 
The machine automatically cuts the leader tape of C-0, splices the magnetic tape to the leader tape, 
winds the tape at high speed, once again cuts the tape and splices. When it finishes winding, the wound cassette 
is ejected automatically from the cassette holder. 
These sequential operations are made by C-MOS Logic circuits and simple and rugged mechanical constructions, 

which ensure long-term continuous operations. mo~rmra Otari Singapore Pte. ltd., 

I ~ • 625 Aljunied Road, 07-05 Aljunied Ind Complex 
Singapore 1438 

® Phone : 743-7711, Fax: (743) 6430, Telex: RS36935 01 



The Ultimate Choice 
Tape Duplicating Systems 
For The 1990's ... 

Easy To Use I Simple To Maintain 

Highest Standards Of Performance 

American Quality I Proven Reliability 

Complete Turnkey Installations 

\Jemadui~you care enough 
to sound the very best. 

504-D Vandell Way, Campbell, CA 95008 
(408) 379-0900 FAX: (408) 379-0902 TLX: 28-8826 





LYREC DUPLICATION SYSTEMS · 

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION 

FROM MASTER TO CASSETTE! 

WE HAVE GOT IT All! 

WE SUPPORT WHAT WE SEU! 

COMPARE IF YOU DARE, 

GIVE USACAll.. 

Lyrec og 
Technology where it counts. 

LYREC MANUFACTURING A/S 
Box 123 (Mileparken 22) DK-2740 Skovlunde Denmark 
Tel + 45 44 532522 Fax + 45 44 535335 Telex 37568 lyrec dk 

Regional Technical Cemre 
GLOBE MAGNETIC SCIENCES PTE LTD 
514 Chai Chee Lane# 06-16 
Bedok Industrial Es1ate 
Singapore 1646 
Tel + 65 4497700 Fax+ 65 4453339 
Telex RS 36963 GLOBES 

HIGH YIELD-

HIGH QUALITY -

DUPUCATION 

AND WADING 

SYSTEMS 

1/4'STEREO 

RECORDERS· 

1121 4-TRA~ 

MASTBB. MAKERS -
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